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Abstract 
Pipeline robots, borehole robots or exploring robots that work in underground 
environments can be classified as underground robots. When an underground robot 
takes a task, tracing and mapping the track of the robot is very important. This project 
addresses the development of a positioning technique for stepwise underground 
robots, which have been developed in Durham University. This research is expected 
to provide a general benefit to stepwise robotic positioning systems rather than a 
particular robotic or other situation. 
The initial period of this project was the most difficult. After a few months of 
literature searching, no suitable positioning technique had been found. Existing 
techniques are suitable for surface robots, undersea robots or airborne robots but are 
far away from the application requirements for underground robots. Positioning 
technology depends on sensor techniques and measurement technologies. The 
underground environment restricts the use of absolute measurement technologies. 
Consequently, underground robotic positioning systems heavily rely on relative 
measurements, which can cause unbounded accumulation of the positioning errors. 
Moreover, underground environments restrict the use of many high precision sensors 
because of restricted space and other factors. Hence, the feasibility of developing 
high, long-term, accuracy underground robotic positioning systems was problematic. 
Since it was found that there was a lack of research on underground robotic 
positioning, fundamental investigation became necessary. The fundamentals include 
the dominant error and the characters of the accumulation of positioning errors. After 
the investigation of the fundamentals the difficulty and feasibility of developing a 
high long-term accuracy positioning system was understood more clearly and the key 
factors to improve the accuracy of a positioning system were known. Based on these, 
a novel parallel linkage mechanism based approach was proposed. This approach has 
flexibility in terms of geometrical structure and provides the possibility to improve 
long-term accuracy of a positioning system. Although parallel linkage mechanisms 
have drawn a great deal of attention from researchers in passed years, this is the first 
time a parallel linkage mechanism has been applied to a robotic positioning system. 
Consequently, new problems were generated by this application of parallel linkage 
ii 
mechanisms. In this project, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method is 
applied to solve the positioning problems and a particular case has been used to show 
how to solve these problems. Through this case, the advantages of this approach and 
the feasibility to improve the positioning accuracy is presented. The methodology that 
can be used to solve the problems for different particular cases can also be used to 
carry out study for general situations, which have also been illustrated. 
Many problems still need to be solved. At the end of this thesis, some further 
problems are discussed. The author of this thesis believes that the proposed approach 
can be applied to industrial projects in the near future. 
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Notations 
Step length of a stepwise robot 
Number (n) of the travelled steps 
Distance measurement error 
Orientation measurement error 
Angular measurement error around the x-axis 
Angular measurement error around the y-axis 
Angular measurement error around the z-axis 
Angular measurement error caused by Eoz and Eoy is 
denoted as E oo 
Angular measurement error caused byE ox (see page 38) 
Positioning error caused by distance measurement error. 
Positioning error caused by orientation measurement 
error. 
Positioning error in the travel direction caused by distance 
measurement error. 
Positioning error in the lateral direction caused by 
distance measurement error. 
Positioning error in the travel direction caused by 
orientation measurement error. 
Positioning error in the lateral direction caused by 
orientation measurement error respectively. 
Pull force on a spring (in Section 6.1 ofthis thesis) 
Length of a spring (in Section 6.1 of this thesis) 
The i-th(i = 1, 2, ... , n) sample value of the pull force (p) 
(in Section 6.1 of this thesis) 
1. the i-th(i = 1, 2, ... , n) sample value of the length(!) of 
a spring (in Section 6.1 of this thesis) 
2. The i-th(i = 1, 2, ... , n) link in a parallel linkage 
mechanism (in the rest of this thesis) 
The joint between the.i-th (i = 1, 2, ... , n) link and the base 
in a parallel linkage mechanism. 
The joint between the i-th(i = 1, 2, ... , n) link and the top 
platform in a parallel linkage mechanism. 
V 
(x 0 ,y 0 ,z0 , a, p, y). 
R 
Rmb 
Rtm 
V 
F(.) 
-I 
F (.) 
y 
A ; 
a; 
{Q; }= {(y_;]> Y12, · · ., 
y iJI i =1,2, ... ,m} 
{Pi}= {(xn' xi2' ... , 
X in ) I i = 1 ,2, ... ,m} 
p 
() 
Y upper 
Positional variables of a Steward platform (see the 
definition on page 61) 
Positional variables of a Steward platform (see the 
definition on page 60) 
Orthogonal rotation matrix 
The orthogonal rotation matrix from the M-frame to the 
B-frame 
The rotation matrix from the T -frame to the M-frame, 
Translation vector 
Any given function 
The inverse function of any given function F(.) 
The kth (k = 1, 2, ... , n) principal component 
r; 
y2 
Principal component vector Y = 
The ith (i = 1, 2, ... , m) sample value of the kth (k = 1, 
2, ... , n) principal component 
The i""th (i = 1, 2, ... , n) eigenvalues (A I~ A 2 .~ ... ~ An) 
The i-th (i = 1, 2, ... , n) eigenvectors corresponding to the 
i-th eigenvalues A ; 
Given data set for sampling. Here, m is the size of 
samples. 
Calculated data set corresponding to data set { Q 1 } . 
Polar angle in a polar frame 
Radius in a polar frame 
Allowable errors of the positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , 
a 4 , a, lm) 
Upper value of the variable y 
Inferior vale of the variable y 
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PART I 
Fundamental Issues in 
Underground Robotic Positioning Techniques 
Chapter 1 
Introduction to Part I 
As in the case of other mobile robots, it is very important for an underground robot to 
know its position. Because the working environments are different, some particular 
problems in underground robotic positioning systems need to be identified. However, 
until now there has been a lack of research on underground robotic positioning 
systems. Therefore, some fundamentals need to be discussed before starting the 
positioning system design process. 
1.1 Objective 
In this part, some fundamentals of underground robotic positioning techniques will be 
discussed. Following that discussion, a parallel linkage mechanisms based approach 
will be proposed. This approach is based on the understanding of the general 
characteristic of positioning systems for underground robots, especially for stepwise 
underground traction. 
The task of a positioning system is to know the position and in order to provide 
information for navigation and robotic control. So, a positioning system is crucially 
important for a mobile robot. Positioning systems are based on sensors and 
measurement techniques but the use of sensor signals is different from robot to robot. 
Surface or undersea robots often need to take action based on the environment. Their 
control or navigation task is often relative to the environment. So surface or undersea 
mobile robots often need to use the information from the environment to compare 
with the known knowledge of the environment in order to identify location. 
Processing the environmental information needs complicated algorithms. In other 
words, positioning systems for surface or undersea robots need and can obtain 
extensive environmental information but the post-processing of the data is 
complicated and difficult. Underground robots are different. Underground robots do 
not need to analyse the environment to identify location. It only needs to know the 
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position relative to a known point or initial starting position. Such machines do not 
need to collect environmental information to identify location. Comparing 
underground robots with other mobile robots, their control and navigation are more 
straightforward but the positioning systems rely more heavily on measurement 
technologies. If measurement technologies cannot be improved, underground robotic 
positioning systems will be difficult to improve. Positioning accuracy requirements 
are also different between underground and other mobile robots. Comparing 
underground robots with other robots brings out the need for higher long-term and 
short-term positioning accuracy. Long-term positioning accuracy is more important 
for underground robots. The definition of 'long-term' or 'short-term' depends on the 
particular application. In industry, 'long-term' may be 500 meters or longer distances, 
and 'short-term' may be 10 meters or shorter distances. In this project, the objective is 
to investigate an improved positioning technique for stepwise underground robot 
traction. Here, 'long-term' is defined as1000 steps or more, and 'short-term' is 
defined as 100 steps or less. Between the long-term and short-term is defined as 
'medium-term'. 
1.2 Positioning Techniques for Mobile Robots 
Exact knowledge of the position of a mobile robot is a fundamental problem in mobile 
robot applications. In researching a solution to determine the position of a robot, 
researchers and engineers have developed a variety of systems, sensors, and 
techniques. However, to date, there is no truly elegant solution for this problem. The 
many partial solutions can roughly be categorised into two groups: relative and 
absolute position measurement [J. Borenstein 1997]. Because of the lack of a single 
good method, developers of mobile robots usually combine two methods, one from 
each group. The two groups can be further divided into the following seven 
categories: 
Group 1. Absolute Position Measurements (also called Reference-Based Systems) 
• Active Beacons 
• Global Positioning Systems 
• Landmark Navigation 
• Model Matching 
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• Magnetic Compasses 
Group 2. Relative Position Measurements (also called Dead-reckoning) 
• Odometry 
• Inertial Navigation 
Absolute position measurement techniques normally have higher accuracy but need 
longer time for sensing and computation. Relative position measurement techniques 
are suitable for real time measurement but there is a problem with unbounded error 
accumulation. Normally, relative position measurement needs assistance from 
absolute position measurement after a robot was travelled a certain distance. A brief 
introduction to these techniques is as follows. 
Active Beacons 
Active beacon navigation systems are the most common navigation and are used on 
aeroplanes and ships, as well as on commercial mobile robot systems. There are two 
different types of active beacon system: trilateration and triangulation. Active beacons 
can be detected reliably and provide accurate positioning information and allow high 
sampling rates and yield high reliability. However, accurate positioning requires 
accurate mounting and maintenance of beacons. 
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) 
Global positioning systems comprise of satellites that transmit encoded RF signals. 
Using advanced trilateration methods, ground-based receivers can compute their 
position by measuring the travel time of the satellites' RF signal. The use of this 
technology is limited to outdoor navigation. 
Landmark Navigation 
In general, landmarks have a fixed and known position and can be recognised by robot 
sensors. There are two types of landmarks: artificial and natural landmarks. 
Map Matching Navigation 
In this technique the robot uses its sensors to create a map of its local environment. 
This local map is then compared to a global map previously stored in memory. If a 
match is found, then the robot can compute its actual position and orientation in the 
environment. 
Magnetic Compasses 
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A magnetic compass provides a measure of absolute heading (direction). One 
disadvantage of any magnetic compass, however, is that the earth's magnetic field is 
often distorted near power lines or steel structures. This makes the straightforward 
use of geomagnetic sensors difficult for indoor applications. 
Odometry 
Odometry is a widely used navigation method for mobile robot positioning. It 
provides distance travelled by the robot with good short-term accuracy, is inexpensive 
and allows very high sampling rates. However, the fundamental idea of odometry is 
the integration of incremental motion information over time, which leads inevitably to 
the unbounded accumulation of errors. Additionally, orientation errors will cause large 
lateral positional errors, which increase proportionally with the distance travelled. 
Despite this limitation, odometry is often an important part of a robot navigation 
system and the navigation will become simpler when used in conjunction with, for 
example, accelerometers. 
Normally odometers translate wheel revolutions into linear displacement relative to 
the floor. However, many factors, such as wheel slippage, rough floors and unequal 
wheel diameter or uncertainty of the length of wheel-base, will influence the accuracy 
of odometry. 
To improve odometry accuracy, there are two generally used methods; one IS via 
calibration experiments to get a centre of gravity of errors before putting the data into 
use; the other one is via detailed analysis of error sources to obtain error compensation 
functions. 
Inertial Navigation System (INS) 
Inertial navigation uses gyroscopes and accelerometers to measure rate of rotation and 
acceleration respectively. Inertial sensors measure the inertial state of the mobile 
robot. The associated inertial navigation algorithm is the process of calculating 
position by integration of velocity and computing velocity by integration of total 
acceleration. Total acceleration is calculated as the sum of gravitational acceleration, 
plus the acceleration produced by applied forces. 
Historically, inertial navigation systems have been used in aerospace vehicles, military 
applications, such as ships, submarines and missiles. A few years ago the application 
of inertial sensing was mainly limited to high-performance high-cost aerospace and 
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military applications. However, several recent contributions in non-military 
applications have made use of low-cost inertial systems. In the last couple of years 
there has been some addressing of the need for a low cost inertial measurement unit 
based on the progress in the development of low cost gyroscopes. Low cost inertial 
measurement unit (IMU) research is mainly focused on initial calibration and 
alignment algorithms to correct for gyroscope errors. Although these methods have 
greatly improved the accuracy of measurement in some particular applications, its 
accuracy is still not satisfactory in many other situations. 
Apart from gyroscopes and accelerometers, other methods have also been 
investigated, such as 'Gyroscope Free INS' methods that use six or nine linear 
accelerometers instead of the usual three gyros and three accelerometers. Although the 
methods have been found capable of predicting theoretical values they still cannot be 
put into real systems because they do not have sufficient accuracy and still present a 
considerable cost. 
A major advantage of inertial navigation is that it is nonradiating and nonjammable 
and may be packaged and sealed from the environment. Its disadvantage is the 
accumulation of error caused in the double integration processes. 
Because of the error properties of inertial navigation systems, it is usually considered 
necessary to use absolute information provided by external sensors to reinitialise INS 
during long-term robot motion. Alternatively, mounting a test platform on the robot 
can also be used to reinitialise INS if the robot is allowed to stop whilst carrying out 
its task. 
Tilt sensors 
Tilt sensors are worth mentioning because they are often used to measure robot 
attitude associated with other positioning techniques. A tilt sensor is a gravity-sensing 
angle transducer that can measure small deviations of the robot platform from the 
horizontal plane. Existing tilt sensors provide accurate information only in stationary 
states because the sensors have a very low ability to deal with inertial disturbance. 
1.3 Durham Stepwise Underground Robot 
The first of the Durham stepwise underground robots was developed in 1995. It was 
made for pipeline inspection, and developed in conjunction with British Gas and 
others. Its general structure is shown in Figure 1-1. 
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Underground Stepwise Robot 
Pneumatic Cylinders 
5D Joints 
Figure 1-1 
A photograph of an actual robot is shown in Figure 1-2 
Figure 1-2 
This structure comprises three brush units and two expandable cylinders Its principle 
of movement is shown in Figure 1-3. When the stepwise robot moves forward one 
step, the three brush units move forward in turn. 
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In the first step, the 
front cylinder expands. 
This action leads the 
first brush unit to move 
forward. 
In the second step, the 
rear cylinder expands 
and the front cylinder 
contracts. This action 
leads the second brush 
unit to move forward. 
In the third step, the 
rear cylinder contracts. 
This action leads the 
third brush unit to move 
forward. 
Step One, the 1st brush unit moves 
Cylinder shrinks Cylinder expends 
(a) 
Step Two, the 2nd brush unit moves 
The 3rd brush 
unit moves 
Figure 1-3 
The 2nd brush 
unit moves 
(b) 
(c) 
unit moves 
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The length ofthe step depends on the size ofthe robot actuator (cylinder). Normally, 
the length ofthe step is between one and two times ofthe radius of the brush unit. 
1.4 Constraints for Underground Robotic Positioning 
Because of the underground environment, the use of sensors and positioning 
techniques is highly constrained. 
The main constraint is that the underground robot cannot use signals from the ground 
or sky to determine the position of the robot. Also, underground robots cannot 
transmit signals to receivers on the ground or in the sky to determine their position. 
This is because signals cannot pass through the strata of the earth or rocks. Thus, the 
signals will be blocked or greatly distorted especially if a robot is deep beneath the 
surface of the earth. Consequently, positioning systems can only be mounted on 
board, and only relative position measurement techniques are available for 
underground robotic positioning systems. 
Restricted space is also a practical constraint. Both pipeline robots and borehole 
robots move along narrow tubes. The size of an on board positioning system is 
constrained by the diameter of the tube. This constraint makes it difficult to choose 
and mount sensors. Generally, the size of a high precision sensor is large. The 
accuracy of the sensor mounting also affects the measurement accuracy. 
There are also other constraints in different applications. For example, robots working 
in oil exploration drilling often meet high temperature and pressure environments. 
This also causes difficulty when choosing sensors. 
Because of the constraints, only relative position measurement techniques are 
available in the underground environment. Existing relative position measurement 
techniques normally cannot provide sufficient positioning accuracy for most mobile 
robots, especially long-term accuracy. However, underground robots often need to 
move long distances (more than 1000 steps). Considering the constraint of restricted 
space, the choice of sensors becomes narrower. Hence, whether the accuracy of 
positioning systems for underground robots can meet application requirements 
becomes problematic. 
In order to give a base to judge the feasibility of improving the accuracy of 
positioning systems, quantitative error analysis has been carried out and is as follows. 
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Chapter 2 
Error Analysis and Error Model for Underground 
Robotic Positioning 
The error analysis in this section is based on the application of relative position 
measurement techniques to stepwise robots. Because the key problem is unbounded 
error accumulation, the error analysis emphasises error accumulation and the related 
factors. 
2.1 Two-dimensional Error Analysis 
To simplify the problem, this discussion of error analysis starts with two-dimensional 
cases. It is assumed that a point moves along the x-axis from the origin (0,0) of an x-y 
plane. Also, the distance of every step is a constant, D. After n steps the point moves 
to (nD,O). If there is measurement error of the step length or the angular orientation, 
the positional result will not be (nD, 0). Thus positioning accuracy depends upon 
measurement accuracy. 
2.1.1 General Error Analysis 
Consider four simple cases: 
Case 1, If there is an initial error in step distance, say +E d in the first measurement, 
the positional result is (nD+E d, 0). In this situation, the positioning error is a constant 
and equals +E d . 
Case 2, If there is a constant error in distance, say the error in distance is a constant 
+E d in each step, the positional result is (nD+nE d, 0). In this situation, the absolute 
positioning error is +nE d, which increases linearly with the number (n) of steps. 
Case 3, If there is an initial error in orientation, say +Eo in the first measurement, the 
positional result is (nDcos(+Eo ), nDsin(+Eo )), see Figure 2-1. In this situation, the 
positioning error is nD ~ 2(1- cos(+ E J) , which increases linearly with the number 
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(n) of steps. Also, for a small angle of error the major part of this error will still be in 
the direction of y. 
The measured positioo 
at th/e nd of frrst step _______ ... ---
;;~~; .. --
.... ······\1(/./···/ 
D~ 
The positioo at the end of frrst step 
Figure 2-1 
The measured final positioo 
/ 
----- \ 11 
" 
" 
" 11 I I 
1 I 
I I 
I I 
I' 
I ' 1 I 
I I 
1 I 
I ' 1 I 
1 I 
.. 
' I I I 
I \ 
rnD X 
The real fmal positioo 
Case 4, If there is a constant error in orientation, say the error is a constant +Ea m 
n n 
each step, the positional result is (nD 2: cos( +iE a) , nD 2: sin( +iE a)) 
y 
The measured position 
at the end of frrst step 
D~ 
i=l 
The positioo at the end of frrst step 
i=l 
The measured fmal position 
rnD X 
The real fmal positioo 
Figure 2-2 
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Obviously, the orientation error (+nE o) increases with the number (n) of the steps, 
and the positional error is a second order increase with the number (n) of the steps. 
Again, the major part ofthe positioning error is in the direction ofy. 
Using the above case, error functions were obtained as follows. When a robot moves 
along an x-axis from the origin, the positioning errors in the travel direction and 
lateral direction caused by the angular measurement error can be expressed as 
n 
eOX = nD :Lcos(iE 0 ) (1-1) 
i=l 
n 
e oy = nn I: sin(iE 0 ) (1-2) 
i=l 
Here, D is the length of the robotic step; n is the number of the steps the robot has 
travelled; and Eo is the angular measurement error; e ox and e oy are the positioning 
errors in the travel direction and lateral direction caused by angular measurement error 
respectively. 
The positioning errors in the travel direction and lateral direction caused by the 
distance measurement error are 
eJx=+nEa, 
e =0 dy 
(1-3) 
(1-4) 
Here, D is the length of the robotic step; n is the number of the steps the robot has 
travelled; and E a is the distance measurement error; e Jx and e cty are the positioning 
errors in the travel direction and lateral direction caused by distance measurement 
error respectively. 
The estimated position should be in the shadow area shown in Figure 2-3 if there are 
both angular and distant measurement errors and the range of the angular 
measurement error is between -Eo and +Eo ; the range of the distance measurement 
error is between -Ea and +Ea. 
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Figure 2-3 
In the above discussion, the positioning error was combined by two parts. One is the 
positioning error caused by the angular measurement error and the other is that caused 
by the step length measurement error. Normally, these two parts of positioning errors 
can simply be summed as the total estimate, or the positioning error caused by the 
step-length measurement error can be ignored. 
Through the above figures, it was found that the angular measurement error is the 
main source of positioning error; the greater the orientation error, the greater the 
relative positional error. However, the figures only show the tendency, and the error 
functions (1-1) and (1-2) are not convenience for estimating positional error. Hence, 
further numerical analysis was required as follows. 
2.1.2 Numerical Error Analysis 
This numerical error analysis is based on the error functions (1-1), (1-2), (1-3) and (1-
4). Formulas (1-3) and (1-4) show the relationship between the positioning errors and 
distance measurement error very clearly and simply. Hence, the numerical error 
analysis only focuses on the relationship between the positioning errors and angular 
measurement error. Obviously, if the orientation error, i.e. the accumulation of the 
angular error, is greater than 1 radian, the positioning error will be very large. In this 
situation the result of the positional estimate is unacceptable. Therefore, the numerical 
analysis in this section emphasises the effect of angular measurement error in the 
situation where orientation error is less than 1. The orientation error can be easily 
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obtained by the value nE 0 Also, to carry out the numerical error analysis, cases are 
given by different values of the length of the step of robot and different values of the 
angular measurement errors. It is assumed that the length of the step of a robot is 0 I, 
0.2 or 0 4 meters. These figures are used because Durham's stepwise robots have 
-400 -200 0 200 400 600 
x (meters) 
Figure 2-4 
-Angular error-1/4000 
Radians 
- Angular error-1/2000 
Radtans 
- Angular error= 1/1000 
Rad1ans 
similar lengths of step. It is also assumed that the angular error is l/4000, 1/2000. or 
1/1000 radians. This assumption is based upon precision of current commercial 
angular sensor and the potential techniques to be used. For these nine different cases, 
the positioning errors for every step can be calculated by using ( 1-1) and ( 1-2). The 
numerical error analysis was carried out based on this calculated data 
Figure 2-4 shows the situation as a robot travels from the origin of the x-y plane to the 
position (1 000, 0). The length of the robotic step is O. l meters. The curves in Figure 2-
4 are estimated tracks of the positional results when the angular measurement errors 
are 1/4000 1/2000 and 1/ 1000 radians respectively. 
Through Figure 2-4, it can be seen that even if the angular measurement errors are 
very small (I /4000 radians), the positioning errors are still unacceptable after I km of 
travel. In other words, it is difficult to ensure long-term (500 meters or longer 
distance) positioning accuracy based on the existing measurement. Also, it is found 
that the estimated tracks may approximate to circles. To illustrate this, two groups of 
cases are shown in Figure 2-5. The angular measurement errors are 1/4000. 1/2000 
and 1/ 1000 radians and the length of step is 0.1 and 0.2 meters respectively 
(a) Length of step 
0.1 meters. 
(b) Length of step 
0.2 meters 
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Figure 2-5 
Obviously, the estimated tracks are approximately circles if the travelled distance is 
sufficiently long. The diameters of the circles are in proportion to the length of the 
step of the robot and also in proportion to the reciprocal of the angular measurement 
error. This presupposes that the relative positioning error should be in proportion to 
the orientation error, if the orientation error is not very large. Figure 2-6 illustrates 
this relationship between the orientation error and the relative positionjng error in the 
y-axis direction, in which the data includes the cases for different angular errors and 
lengths of step. Obviously, if the orientation error is less than 1, the relationship is 
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approximately a linear relationship. 
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Figure 2-6 
Based on this data, the regression function is obtained as (1-5) 
100~=49nE 
nD o (1-5) 
This is a relative error function. Consequently, the absolute error function is obtained 
as (1-6) 
49 2 
e =-nE D 0 100 ° 
(1-6) 
Formulas (1-5) and (1-6) are the error model on the condition nEo <1. This error 
model is easy to use. The following are examples to show how to estimate positioning 
error. 
Example 1 
It is assumed that the positioning distance is 500 meters; the length of the robotic step 
(D) is 0.15 meters and the angular measurement error (Eo ) is 111 000 radians. 
Firstly, calculating the number of steps by n = 500/0.15 ~3334 
Secondly, calculating the accumulation of the orientation error by nE o = 3.334 radians. 
Because this orientation error is greater than 1 radian, this positioning error has 
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already been taken to be unacceptable. Therefore it is not necessary to use (1-5) or (1-
6) to estimate the exact positioning error. 
Example2 
It is assumed that the positioning distance is 500 meters; the length of the robotic step 
(D) is 0.25 meter and the angular measurement error (Eo) is 1/2000 radians. 
Firstly, calculating the number of steps by n = 50010.25 =2000 
Secondly, calculating the accumulation of the orientation error by nE o =l 
The third step, calculating the relative lateral error by (1-5), i.e. 49x 1(%)=49(%) 
The third step, calculating the absolute lateral error by (1-6), i.e. 0.49x500= 
245(meters) 
Therefore, the positioning error is about 245 meters. 
Formula (1-5) has been tested by the use of all of the data which was mentioned at the 
start of Section 2.1.3. The error of the function (1-5) is 1100 :; - 49nE o 1. In different 
situations the error of the function ( 1-5) is also different. In all test situations, the 
maximum value of the relative error, 1100~ - 49nE 0 I, was less than 0.375 e.g. 
nD 
37.5% (see Table A. I in Appendix A). This formula presents a very high estimated 
accuracy. The form ofthe formula is also very simple to use. Approximately, the value 
of the relative positioning error is half value of the orientation error. 
Table A.2 (in Appendix A) shows that the lateral error ( e oy) is a major part of the 
positioning error (eo ). The less the orientation error (Eo ), the greater the value 
e oy le o . If orientation error (Eo) is less than 1 radian the value e oy le o is greater than 
94. 5%. Also, the error in the travel direction ( e ox) is a small part of the positioning 
error (eo). The greater the orientation error (Eo), the greater the value e ox le o . If 
orientation error (Eo) is less than 1 the value e ox le o is less than 33%. 
Formula (1-6) gives a clear and simple form for understanding the relationships 
between positioning error and other relative variables. It is very clear that: 
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• Positioning error (e
0
) is in proportion to the angular measurement error (E, ) 
-
• Positioning error (eo) is in proportion to the square of the number of steps (n ) 
• Positioning error (en) is in proportion to the reciprocaJ of the step length (D) if the 
travelled distance (nD) is fixed. 
If accumulation of angular measurement error is greater than l radian, the error 
functions (1-5) and (1-6) will be invalid. If Eo is given and the number of steps is 
greater than lfEo, the accumulation of angular measurement will be greater than I 
radian. Consequently, the error functions wi ll be invalid. In other words, if Eo is 
given, the maximum valid value ofthe number (n) of steps for the error function (1-5) 
and ( 1-6) is known. For the same reason, if Eo and D are given, the maximum valid 
value of the travel distance (nD) for the error function (l-5) and ( 1-6) is known For 
different values of Eo and D, the maximum valid values of the travel distance (nD) 
for the error function ( 1-5) and (I -6) are different, as shown in Table 1-1. 
Angular 
Measurement 
Error 
(radians) 
Maximum Valid Values of .x, (nO) as a Function of 
Angular Measurement Error & Step Length 
Maximum Valid Values of x, (nD) 
Step Length Step Length Step Length 
D=0.1 meters 0=0.2 meters 0 =0.4 meters 
E 0 = 1/1000 100 meters 200 meters 400 meters 
E0 =1/2000 200 meters 400 meters 800 meters 
E 0 = 1/4000 400 meters 800 meters 1600 meters 
Table l-1 
This table indicates that if D=O.l meters and Eo= 1/1000 radians, after the robot has 
travelled I 00 meters the relative positional error (eo /(nO)) will be 50%. This 
positioning accuracy is far from the requirement of industrial applications. ln 
particular, it is difficult to meet long-term (longer than 500 meters) accuracy 
requirements. The other cases shown are better, but still not satisfactory. 
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Fortunately, sensor errors are normally random values. After a long distance oftravel, 
the probability of high accumulation of angular error should be low. Therefore, it is 
useful to propose a long-term statistical error model. A statistical model can give a 
positioning error range with a certain confidence. Here, it should be noted that 
statistical models are not useful for short-term (less than 100 steps). In particular, 
statistical models are inappropriate for very short-term travel (less than 10 steps). For 
short-term travel, exact error models (1-5) and (1-6) are needed. 
2.1.3 Error Estimates Using Statistic Models 
(a) The estimated 
trajectory when angular 
measurement error is 
1/4000 radians 
(b) The estimated 
trajectories when angular 
measurement error has 
uniform distribution 
between -1/4000 and 
1/4000 radians 
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Figure 2-7 Estimated trajectories 
Sensor errors are usually random errors. If the precision of an angular sensor is 1/4000 
radians and the number (n) of steps of robot travel is very large, the accumulation of 
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angular measurement error will probably be less than n/4000 radians. Figure 2-7 
shows the case in which it is assumed that angular sensor precision is ±1/4000 radians 
and the length ofthe robotic step 0.1 meters. Figure 2-7 (a) shows the estimated track 
by using (1-1) and (1-2). Figure 2-7 (b) shows the tracks, in which the angular 
measurement error has uniform distribution between -1/4000 and 1/4000 radians. 
Obviously, the positioning errors in Figure 2-7(b) are much less than that in Figure 10 
(a), which is estimated by using (1-1) or (1-2). Therefore, it is useful to build up a 
statistical error model for long-term positioning systems. 
During the statistical analysis, the assumptions made were the same as those used for 
building the exact models. That is, the angular measurement accuracy was ±114000, 
±1/2000 or ±1/1000 radians, and the step length was 0.1, 0.2 or 0.4 meters. In 
addition, it is assumed that the robot travelled from position (0,0) to (1000,0) in a x-y 
plane. 
In order to build up a statistical model, a data sample was required. Sample data was 
generated by a digital simulation. Given angular measurement accuracy and step 
length, the simulation was carried out 1000 times. Every time, one estimated 
positioning track was obtained. There were 1 000 tracks for each given situation. 
Therefore, there were 9000 tracks for the nine given situations. The sample positions 
were based on the travelled distance. After each 1 00-meters travelled, the position 
result was recorded. That is, when the robot arrived at the positions (xi, 0) (xi= 100, 
200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1 000), the estimated positions were collected. 
For each given situation, at each sample position, there are 1000 data. This data 
distribution in the x-y plane illustrates the tendency of the error distribution (see 
Figure 2-8). Consequently, a range of positional errors for each situation, at each 
sample position, can be determined by using a statistical method. The statistical model 
can give an estimated positioning error range for different situations. The following 
paragraphs are discussions of the positional error in the travel direction and the lateral 
direction respectively. 
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Figure 2-8 Scatter of the positional sample data 
Error in lateral direction (y) 
Considering for example, the step length is 0.1 and the angular measurement precision 
is ±111 000 radians. In addition, the angular measurement error is assumed normally 
distributed between -111000 and 1/1000 radians. After processing, the estimated 
positions at every sample position were obtained. Figure 2-8 shows the 1000 
simulated position results at every sample position. The area of the position results 
corresponding to each sample position has been shown in Figure 2-8. Figure 2-9 
shows the lateral-error frequency of the sample data at the sample positions n=5000, 
i.e. the travelled distance nD=500 meters. The data distribution is similar to a normal 
distribution. 
Figure 2-10 is a normal Q-Q plot for the sample position n=5000. The Q-Q plot 
displays a normal probability plot for this group of data. This plot graphically assesses 
whether the sample data could come from a normal distribution. If the data are 
normal, the plot will be linear. Other distributions will introduce curvature to the plot. 
It is obvious that the lateral error distribution is a normal distribution. 
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In the case being considered, sample position is at n=SOOO, the mean of e oy is 0.34 
and the standard deviation is 12.25. The mean ofeoy can be viewed as zero because it 
is very small compared with the travel distance x, for the positioning. From Table B in 
Appendix B, it is known that the values of a standard normal variable will be greater 
than -3.3 and less than 3.3 for 99.9% confidence. Consequently, the lateral error will 
be greater than -3.3x12.25 and less than 3.3x12.25 for 99.9% confidence, i.e. -
40.44<y <40.44. This value (40.44) is called the critical value of y for 99.9% 
confidence. 
In this situation, at other sample positions, the lateral error distributions are similar. 
Figure 2-11 shows the frequency histograms for all sample positions. This figure 
indicates that the lateral error distributions at different sample positions are normal 
distribution. 
At different sample positions, the means are approximately zero but the deviations are 
different. Consequently, the critical values of y for 99.9% confidence are different. 
The values of the means and standard deviations of the lateral error (y) are given in 
Table 1-2. 
Critical value 
n nD mean(y) Std Dev (y) (99.9% confidence) 
0 0 0 0 0 
1000 100 0.0184801 1.087586 3.58903 
2000 200 0.648104 3.13933 10.3597 
3000 300 0.112391 5.71192 18.8493 
4000 400 0.1937944 8.781617 28.97933 
5000 500 0.3420512 12.25484 40.4409 
6000 600 0.5125174 16.07913 53.0611 
7000 700 0.5950634 20.25855 66.8532 
8000 800 0.6373955 24.78095 81.7771 
9000 900 0.6751322 29.58305 97.6240 
10000 1000 0.6801131 34.64108 114.3155 
Table 1-2 
Based on the critical values in the above table, two curves were obtained, between 
which the lateral error will be in the enclosed area under 99.9% confidence. The 
curves are shown in Figure 2-12. 
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Figure 2-12 Positional error range in two-dimensional space 
When D and Eo are fixed, the error in the lateral direction is a function of the 
travelled distance, y=±QnD). 
The data analyses were also carried out for different lengths of step and different 
angular measurement accuracy. The means, standard deviations and corresponding 
critical values of y for the different situations are listed in Table A3 in Appendix A 
For different values of D and Eo, there are different curves similar to Figure 2-12. 
Based on the critical values in Table A3, the critical value regression function (1-7) 
was obtained. 
2 
CV=Eo [0.01625(nD) +23(nD)+ 0.0072n(nD)-15(nD)D] (1-7) 
Here, nD equals the travelled distance. This function is used to estimate the boundary 
of the lateral error under 99.9% confidence. Therefore, the error estimate function 
under 99.9% confidence is 
2 
eoy = ±E
0 
[0.01625(nD) +23(nD)+ 0.0072n(nD)-15(nD)D] (1-8) 
This function indicates that when the travelled distance (nD) and step length (D) are 
fixed, the lateral error ( e oy) is in proportion to the angular measurement error (Eo ). 
When travelled distance (nD) and angular measurement error (Eo) are fixed, the 
lateral error ( e oy ) will decrease with step length (D). 
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It was found that if Eo is doubled, e oy will be doubled in both error functions (1-8) 
and (1-6). However, it was found that ifD is doubled, eoy will not decrease less than 
50% in error functions (1-8). This is different from the error function (1-6). 
Considering this factor, improving angular measurement accuracy is more important 
than extension of the step length for long-term positioning accuracy. 
Formula (1-7) has been tested by using sample data. Table A.4 in Appendix A shows 
the result of the estimated errors. In Table A.4, the critical values are the statistical 
result and the estimated critical values were obtained by using (1-7). The values of 
CV /nD are the estimated values of the relative error ( e oy !nD) by using statistical 
results. The values of ECV /nD are the estimated values of the relative error ( e oy !nD) 
by using (1-7). The difference between CV/nD and ECV/nD expresses the error of (1-
7). Its maximum value is less than 0.61% and the minimum value is greater than -
0.23%. This result is satisfactory. 
Error in the travel direction 
Similar to the error analysis in the lateral direction, the distribution of the positional 
results (sample data) in the travel direction (x) in the situation D=0.1 meters and 
Eo=1/1000 radians are shown in Figure 2-13. In particular, at the sample position 
n=SOOO the distribution is shown in Figure 2-14. It was very clear that the error in 
travel direction is small. Histograms for the sample position n=9000 and n= 1 0000 are 
not shown in Figure 2-13. This is because the rate, e ox !x, (x=nD), is too small to be 
processed by the software, SPSS. The values of x in the sample data for n=9000 and 
10000 is taken as constant 900 and 1000. 
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For different situations, the statistical analysis results are similar; the error in the travel 
direction can be ignored. Table 1-3 shows the maximum values of e ox /x, (x=nD) in 
the sample data. 
The Maximum Values of e ox !x, (x=nD) in the Sample Data 
Table 1-3 
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It was found that the positioning error in the travel direction relative to the travelled 
distance caused by angular measurement error is less than 0.7%. the higher the 
positioning accuracy, the lower the maximum value of e ox lx. Compared with the error 
in the lateral direction, this error can be ignored. 
It should be noted that eoy in (1-8) is an estimated maximum value of lateral error for 
99.9% confidence. For a particular travel, since the angular measurement error is 
random, the positional error in the lateral direction may be less than the maximum 
error estimated by (1-8). Sometime, the lateral error is probably less than the error in 
the travel direction. This is different from the situation where the angular 
measurement error is a constant. However, if angular measurement error is random, 
positional error range in the lateral direction is much greater than the positional error 
range in the travel direction. Moreover, positional error in the travel direction can be 
ignored if the angular measurement error is random. 
2.1.4 Error estimate functions for the situation where the robotic trajectory is not a 
straight line 
The above discussion of the error functions, exact and statistical, is under the 
condition that a robot moves along a straight line. If a robot moves along any curve, 
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the error function might be more complicated. In this section, two cases are discussed, 
which relate to an understanding of the effect of accumulation of angular 
measurement error on positioning error in the situation where a robotic trajectory is 
not a straight line. One case is that the robotic trajectory is a combination of a few 
lines. The other case is that the robot moves with a constant rotational velocity. 
A robotic trajectory is combination o{a few lines 
Now, considering the case that is shown in Figure 2-15, two robots (robot 1 and robot 
2) move from 0 to A, then robot 1 moves from A to Band robot 2 moves from A to 
B'. Here the distance AB =AB'. 
0 X 
E' 
B' 
Figure 2-15 
Because of angular measurement error, the positional result for robot 1 is the position 
F rather than Band the positional result for robot 2 is the position F' rather than B'. 
For each robot, there are two segments of travel. From 0 to A, the positional result is 
identical for the two robots. It is the position D. At this position, the positional error in 
the lateral direction is DH and the positional error in the travel direction is AH . 
When robot 1 moves from A to B, the positional result is the position F. At this 
position, the second segment positioning error in the lateral direction is FG and the 
second segment positioning error in the travel direction is AB - DG . When robot 2 
moves from A to B', the positional result is the position F'. At this position, the 
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second segment positioning error in the lateral direction is F' G' and the second 
segment positioning error in the travel direction is AB' - DG' . 
For the positional result of the travel trajectory OAB, the positional error in the lateral 
direction is FG + DH . The positional error in the travel direction is (AB - DG )+ AH . 
For the positional result of the travel trajectory OAB', the positional error in the lateral 
direction is F' G' - AH . The positional error in the travel direction is (AB'-
D'G' )+ DH. Because FG = F'G', DG = D'G' and AB= AB', the positional errors of 
OAB' in the lateral and travel directions equal FG - AH and (AB -
DG )+ DH respectively. 
Based on the knowledge that the lateral error is the main part of the positional error 
when a robot moves along a straight line, it is known that: 
DH>AH (for the segment of the travel trajectory OA ); 
FG>AB-DG (for the segment of the travel trajectory AB); 
F'G' > AB'-D'G' (for the segment of the travel trajectory AB'). 
Here, FG=F'G', DG=D'G', AB=AB' 
Hence, 
FG+DH>FG-AH 
(the lateral error for robot 1> the lateral error for robot 2); 
(AB-DG)+AH < (AB-DG)+DH 
(the error in the travel direction for robot 1 <the error in that for robot 2); 
Hence, the lateral error of robot 1, FG + DH , is greater than the positional errors in 
the lateral ( FG - AH ) and travel ( (AB -DG )+ DH ) directions of robot 2. In addition, 
the sum of the positional errors in the lateral and travel directions of robot 2 is less 
than that of robot 1. In other words, the maximum of the positional errors in the travel 
and lateral directions of robot 2 is less than that of robot 1. Therefore, the positional 
error of robot 2 is less than that of robot 1. 
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If robot 2 turns to another direction as shown in Figure 2-16, the result is similar. The 
maximum of the positional errors in the lateral and travel directions of robot 2 is less 
than the lateral error of robot 1. The sum of the positional errors in the lateral and 
travel directions of robot 2 is less than that of robot 1. Therefore, the positional error 
of robot 2 is less than that of robot 1. 
B X 
Figure 2-16 
If at the position A robot 2 makes a turn which is not 90 degrees, say, the line AB' is 
perpendicular to the line DA as shown in Figure 2-17. In this situation, the positional 
error in the lateral direction ( F' G' + DA ) of robot 2 is greater than that ( FG + DH ) of 
robot 1. Hence, there is possibility that the positional error of robot 2 is greater than 
that of robot 1. However, DA is only slightly greater than DH . Based on the 
discussion in Section 2.1.3, the value DH I DA is greater than 0.95. Moreover, the 
positional error in the travel direction ( AB'- DG') of robot 2 is less than that (AB -
DG )+ AH of robot 1. Therefore, if the positional error of robot 2 is greater than that 
of robot 1, the difference between positional errors of robot 1 and 2 is small. 
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E' 
B' 
B X 
Figure 2-17 
In general, if at the position A robot 2 makes a turn which is in any angle, the final 
positioning error in the lateral direction is the second positioning error in the lateral 
direction plus or minus the projection of DA in the lateral direction of the second 
travel segment. At the same time, the final positioning error in the travel direction is 
the second positioning error in the travel direction plus or minus the projection of DA 
in the travel direction of the second travel segment. For the same reason, if the 
positional error of robot 2 is greater than that of robot 1, the difference between them 
is small. Therefore, if a robot makes few turns during the travel, the error functions ( 1-
6) and (1-8) are still useful. 
Because of making turns, the positional errors in the travel and lateral directions will 
be different from that in the situation where the robot moves along a straight line. For 
this general situation, the formula (1-8) can be changed to (1-9). 
2 
eo =Eo [0.01625(nD) +23(nD)+ 0.0072n(nD)-15(nD)D] (1-9) 
A robot moves with a constant orientation velocity. 
Although the positional error is changed very little after the robot makes the turn, if 
this small change can be accumulated, this accumulation will also affect the final 
positional result. Considering the case that a robot moves along the x-axis from 0 to A 
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as shown in Figure 2-18, because of the angular measurement error E 1 o (E 1 o >0), the 
positional result is the position El rather than A. If the angular measurement error is 
E' 1 o (E' 1 o = - El o ), the positional result is the position E' 1. If the angular 
measurement error is E2 o (E2 o > E 1 o ), the positional result is the position E2. Now, 
if the robot moves with a constant change (E 1 o ) in the orientation, the robot will 
move along the curve from 0 to E 1. In this situation, if the angular measurement error 
8E 1 o equals E2 o - E 1 o , the positional result will be E2. For the same reason, if the 
robot moves along the curve from 0 to E 1 and the angular measurement error is -
E' 1 o, the positional result will be A. According to the discussion of the formula (1-6), 
ifE2<1 and 8£1 =El, i.e. E2 = 2El, it was known that; 
E2A I (El o + 8£1 o )= ElA/El o 
so, E2A I (2El o )= ElA/El o 
so, E2A = 2 ElA 
but ElA + E2E1 > E2A 
so, E2E1 > ElA 
y 
E2 
X 
E'2 
Figure 2-18 
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This indicates that if the angular measurement error is E 1 o , the positional error for the 
situation where the robot moves along the curve from 0 to E 1 is greater than the 
positional error for the situation where the robot moves along the x-axis from 0 to A 
However, the difference between El A+ E2E1 and E2A is small if AE 1 o +E 1 o is 
small. 
y 
E2 
0 
X 
E'2 
Figure 2-19 
Following the above case, if the angular measurement error AEl o equals -El instead 
of E 1, when the robot moves along the curve from 0 to E 1, the positional result is the 
position A Therefore, the positional error for the situation where the robot moves 
along the curve From 0 to E 1 equals the positional error for the situation where the 
robot moves along the x-axis from 0 to A, see Figure 2-19. 
Moreover, if the angular measurement error AEl o equals -E2 instead of El or -El, 
when the robot moves along the curve from 0 to E 1, the positional result is the 
position E' 1. Therefore the positional error for the situation where the robot moves 
along the curve From 0 to El is less than the positional error for the situation where 
the robot moves along the x-axis from 0 to A, see Figure 2-19. 
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In general, considering the situation where a robot makes turns with a constant angle 
velocity r o (radians per step) during travelling and the angular measurement error is 
Eo , the conclusion obtained was as follows, 
If r o xE o > 0, then the positional error will be greater than that in the situation where 
r o =0. This difference between these two positional errors is small, if the accumulation 
of lr o I+IE o I is small. 
If r o xE o < 0 and lr o I> lE o I, then the positional error will be greater than that in the 
situation where r o =0. This difference between these two positional errors is small, if 
the accumulation of lr o I+IE o I is small. 
If r o xE o < 0, lr o IslE o I and the accumulation of lr o I+IE o I is small, then the positional 
error will be less than or equal that in the situation where r o =0; 
Based on the above analysis, it is shown that if the sum of the accumulation of the 
change of the robotic orientation and the accumulation of the angular measurement 
error is not more than 1 radian, the error functions are valid. Sometimes, the ideal 
trajectory of the robot is a straight line or a few segments of lines, but because of the 
uncertain environmental factors, the real trajectory of the robot is near the lines. In this 
situation, the error functions discussed in this section remain valid. 
2.1.5 Summary of the discussion of the two-dimensional error models (exact and 
statistical) 
The above discussion of the two-dimensional error models (exact and statistical) can 
be summarised as follows. 
• There are two sources of positioning error, angular measurement error and step 
length measurement error. 
• Angular measurement error is the dominant error in the two sources of positioning 
error. 
• A positioning error model is a tool to estimate the maximum positioning error 
based on relative factors. In this project, the relative factors are the angular 
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measurement error (Eo ), the step length measurement error (Ea), length of the 
step (D) and the number (n) of the travelled steps. 
• The estimate of the positioning error can be carried out by two separate parts. One 
is the estimate of the positioning error caused by the angular measurement error 
and the other is that caused by the step length measurement error. Normally, these 
two positioning errors can simply be summed as the total estimate, or the 
positioning error caused by the step length measurement error can be ignored. 
• The positioning error caused by step length measurement error can be estimated 
by formula (1-3) 
(1-3) 
• The positioning error caused by angular measurement error can be estimated by 
formula (1-6) or (1-9) 
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e = - n E D (1-6) 0 100 ° 
2 
eo =Eo [0.01625(nD) +23(nD)+ 0.0072n(nD)-15(nD)D] (1-9) 
Here, the formula (1-6) is called the exact model which is a theoretical maximum 
error estimate function. The formula (1-9) is called the statistical model for 99.9% 
confidence. The exact model can be viewed as a statistical model for 100% 
confidence. 
• The exact model is for estimating short-term positioning error and the statistical 
model is for estimating long-term positioning error. Here, the statistical model is 
under the condition that the angular measurement error is a random error and its 
possible distribution is a uniform distribution. In fact, if the distribution is a 
normal distribution, the positioning error will be less than that estimated by (1-1 0). 
Hence, this statistical model can still be used if the angular measurement error is a 
normal distribution error. However, if the mean of the angular measurement error 
is not zero, this statistical model is not appropriate. 
• Based on the exact model, it was found that if the travelled distance (nD) and step 
length (D) are fixed, the positional error (eo) is in proportion to the angular 
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measurement error (Eo). If the travelled distance (nD) and the angular 
measurement error (Eo ) are fixed, the positional error (eo ) is in proportion to the 
reciprocal of the step length (D). The exact model indicates that if Eo is doubled, 
eo will also be doubled. Also, if D is doubled, eo will be reduced by 50%. 
Therefore, based on the exact model, improving angular measurement accuracy is 
of the same importance as the extension of the step length, for positioning 
accuracy. 
• Based on the estimate models, it was found that if the travelled distance (nD) and 
step length (D) are fixed, the positional error (eo) is in proportion to the angular 
measurement error (Eo). If the travelled distance (nD) and angular measurement 
error (Eo) are fixed, the positional error (eo) will decrease with step length (D). 
The error functions (1-9) and (1-6) indicates that if Eo is doubled, eo will be 
doubled in both statistical and exact model. However, It was found that if D is 
doubled, eo will not decrease by less than 50% in the statistical model, see error 
function (1-9). This is different from the error function (1-6). Considering this 
factor, improving angular measurement accuracy is more important than extension 
of the step length for long-term positioning accuracy. 
2.2 Three-dimensional Error Analysis 
The error analysis results for the two-dimensional case can be extended to situations 
of three dimensions. In this section, it is assumed that a robot moves from the origin 
of a frame x-y-z along the x-axis. The angular measurement error around the x-axis is 
denoted as Eox. The angular measurement error around they-axis is denoted as Eoy. 
The angular measurement error around the z-axis is denoted as Eoz. The 
measurement error of the step length is denoted as E d . If E oz does not equal zero and 
both Eox and Eoy equal zero, the estimated trajectory remains in the x-axis. In this 
situation, there is no lateral estimate error. IfEoz equals zero and one value ofEox or 
E oy is zero, the situation is a two-dimensional case, which has been discussed in 
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Section 2.1. The following discussions start with the case that E ox equals zero and 
both Eoz and Eoy are not zero. Thus, the case forE ox not equal zero is as follows. 
2.2.1 The case for E ox equals zero and both E oz and E ay are not zero 
Figure 2-20 shows a simple three-dimensional case which is extended from the two-
dimensional case. In this case, the robot moves from 0 to A. Because of the angular 
measurement errors around they-axis and the z-axis, +Eoy and +Eoz, the positioning 
result is not the position A. IfEoz=O and +Eoy is a constant, the positioning result is B 
and the error in the lateral direction is eoz and the error in the travel direction is e ox . 
Adding the effect of +Eoz, the positioning result is C and the curve OC is in the 
plane OAC. 
y 
z 
Max Error 
X 
eox 
Error Area 
Figure 2-20 Positional error range in three-dimensional space 
In fact, this is still a two-dimensional problem. In this case, the key factor for the 
positioning accuracy is the angular error in the plane OAC caused by Eoz and Eoy. 
The angle between the x-y plane and the plane OAC is not affected by the absolute 
value of the positioning error I AC 1. If the angular measurement errors around the y-
axis and the z-axis vary in the range (-Eoy, Eoy) and (-Eoz Eoz) respectively, the 
positional error will not be greater than the error AC. 
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Considering the plane OAC, the angular measurement error caused by Eoz and Eoy is 
denoted as E oo as shown in Figure 2-21. The angular measurement error between the 
x-y plane and the plane OAC is denoted as Eoa as shown in Figure 2-21. IfEoa is a 
constant, the above case can be viewed as a two-dimensional case. In this situation, 
the value ofE od does not affect the absolute value of the positional error. IfE oa is not 
a constant, the above case is a three-dimensional case. The worst positional result of 
the three-dimensional case is the situation where E od is a constant. Therefore, two-
dimensional error functions can be used to estimate the positional error of the above 
three-dimensional cases where the angular measurement errorE ox is zero. 
y 
~-----------------. 
X 
z 
Figure 2-21 
2.2.2 The case for E ox does not equal zero 
The case for E ox not equal to zero can be viewed as that based on the above case, for 
which a value of angle E ox is added to E oa . If there is only an initial value of E ox, the 
situation is equivalent to the case where E od is added to a constant value E ox . If there 
is a constant value of E ox , the situation is equivalent to the case, in which E od 
increases by a value E ox during each step. Hence, E ox only affects the value of E od . 
For the investigation of three-dimensional cases, the measurement error can be viewed 
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as three factors E oo , E oa and Ea . If the sensors measure the rotations around the x-
axis, y-axis and z-axis, the measurement errors, E ox, Eay and Eaz, can be transformed 
to E oo , E ad and Ea . In a similar manner to the two-dimensional case, the key factor 
for positioning accuracy is the angular measurement error E oo . The effect of the 
distance measurement errorE a on the positional results can be estimated separately or 
may be ignored. The effect of the angular measurement error E od on the positional 
results can be ignored if the accumulation of E ad is not very large. The following 
figures (Figure 2-22, 1-26, 1-27, 1-28 and 1-29) illustrate geometrically the positional 
results caused by the effect of angular measurement errors E oo and E ad . In the cases 
shown in the following figures, the step length is 1 meter and the travelled distance is 
1000 meters. 
Figure 2-22 shows the situation where there is a constant error Eoo =0.0005 radians 
and an initial error E ad = 0. 1 radians 
This figure illustrates that the trajectory is in a plane. This can be seen in the y-z 
plan~. In this case, the value of E ad can only determine the angle between the 
projection line of the trajectory on the y-z plane and the y-axis. Only E od can 
determine the absolute value of the positional error in the lateral direction. 
Figure 2-23 shows the situation where there are constant errors Eoo = 0.0005 radians 
and E oa = 0. 00 1 radians 
This figure illustrates the trajectory is not in a plane. The projection of the trajectory in 
the y-z plane is a curve. Compared with the case shown in Figure 2-22, the trajectory 
is in a surface that can be viewed as the plane of trajectory in Figure 2-22 but where 
the plane of the trajectory is self-curved. Therefore, the positional error in the lateral 
direction in Figure 2-23 is less than that in Figure 2-22. Ifthe accumulation ofEoa is 
not large, the difference in the positional error in the lateral direction between the 
cases in Figure 2-22 and Figure 2-23 is not large. In Figure 2-23 the accumulation of 
E ad is 1 radian, that is 0. 001 (radians) x 1000. The difference of the positional error in 
the lateral direction between the cases in Figure 2-22 and Figure 2-23 is not 
significant. 
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Figure 2-24 shows the situation where there are constant errors Eoo =0.0005 radians 
and E od = 0. 0025 radians. 
This figure illustrates the tendency ofthe robotic trajectory when Eod becomes greater 
than that in Figure1-26. Because the accumulation of Eod is larger, that is 
0. 0025 x 1000=2. 5 radians. The plane of the trajectory is curved more. However, the 
accumulation ofEoo is not very large, that is 0.0005x1000=0.5 radians. Consequently, 
the positional error in the lateral direction is less. 
Figure 2-25 shows the situation where there are constant errors Eoo =0.0025 radians 
and E od = 0.005 radians 
In this case, the accumulation of the angular measurement error E oo is 5 radians, that 
is 0. 005(radians )x 1000. In the x-y plane, the error between the estimated orientation 
and the actual orientation is more than 180 degrees. In this situation, the positional 
error is too large to use the error functions to estimate the positional error. 
Figure 2-26 shows the situation where there are constant errors Eoo =0.01 radians and 
E od = 0.01 radians. 
This figure illustrates the tendency of the actual trajectory when E oo and E od become 
large. In this situation, the accumulation of angular measurement error E oo is 10 
radians, that is 0.01(radians)x 1000. In this situation, the estimated trajectory becomes 
more complex and the estimated position will be far from the actual position. Hence, 
the error functions cannot be applied to estimate the positional error. 
Through the above figures, it was found that the key factor for the positional accuracy 
is E oo . The accumulation of E od is not very important. As long as the accumulation of 
E oo is not large, say less than 1, the positional error of the three-dimensional 
positioning system can be estimated by the error functions for two-dimensional case. 
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2.2.3 Summary of the Three-Dimensional Error Analysis 
Based on the above analysis the following conclusions were obtained. 
• For three-dimensional cases, the measurement errors, which determine the 
positional errors, can be viewed as three measurement errors E oo, E od and E d . 
• The situation where E od equals zero or only has an initial value is, in fact, a two-
dimensional case. 
• The positional error in the situation where E od equals a nonzero constant is less 
than that in the situation where E od equals zero or only has one nonzero initial 
value. 
• The error analysis results for two-dimensional cases can be directly extended to 
application to three-dimensional cases error estimates. In this situation, E od can 
be ignored. E oo and E d can be used in the error functions for the two-dimensional 
case. All conclusions for the two-dimensional cases are suitable for application to 
three-dimensional cases. 
Based on the above discussion, a proposal to improve long-term positioning accuracy 
for a stepwise underground robot is discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
Proposed Positioning Technique 
3.1 Key Factors and Problems 
Through the above error analysis, it is known that there are two possibilities to 
improve long-term positional accuracy. One is to improve angular measurement 
accuracy. The other is to expand the length of each step of the robot. Considering the 
factor that measurement errors are normally random errors, improvement of angular 
measurement accuracy is more important than to expand the step length of a robot. 
The step length of a stepwise robot depends upon the robot design. This is beyond the 
scope of this research. The proposed approach here is to improve angular 
measurement accuracy. 
To improve angular measurement accuracy, high accuracy sensors must be used. 
However, unfortunately, for existing angular sensors it is difficult to significantly 
improve their accuracy. In addition, the limited space for mounting sensors has to be 
considered. Therefore, a parallel linkage mechanisms based approach is proposed. 
3.2 Parallel Linkage Mechanism Based Approach for a Positioning 
System for an Underground Robot 
In this section, the proposed parallel linkage mechanism and its application for a 
positioning system for a stepwise underground robot are described. Then, the 
advantage and problems ofthe proposed approach are discussed. 
3.2.1 The Structure of the Parallel Linkage Mechanism 
To illustrate the basic idea of the parallel linkage mechanism approach, a two-
dimensional case is shown in Figure 3-1. In this case, there are two bars. One is called 
the base bar which is fixed. The other bar is called the top bar. Between the centre 
points of the two bars, there is a middle bar. One end of the middle bar is fixed to the 
centre point of the base bar and the other end is jointed at the centre point of the top 
bar so that the top bar can only change its orientation. This is a one-degree of freedom 
movement. Hence, one link between the two bars can be used to determine the 
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Figure 3-1 Parallel linkage mechanism for two-dimension, ID, case 
orientation of the top bar. The joint between the top bar and the link is denoted as t 
The joint between the base bar and the link is denoted as b If the positions of the 
joints t and b are g1ven, the assembly configuration of the parallel linkage mechanism 
is given. Obviously, for different assembly configurations, the sensitivities of the 
mechanisms are different. Consequently, the accuracy of the estimated orientation for 
the top bar by using the link length will be different If the joint points are closer to the 
centre points of the two bars the accuracy of the estimated orientation of the top bar 
will be lower. 
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Figure 3-2 two solutions for the two-dimensional, lD, Parallel linkage 
mechanism 
It should be noted that although the case shown in Figure 3-1 is a ID case, there may 
be multiple solutions for a given link length. Figure 3-2 illustrates that the two 
solutions are mirrored by the line AB. Here, the position A is at the centre of the top 
bar, and the position B is the joint B. 
Following the above case, but there is no middle-bar to fix the centre point of the top 
bar as shown in Figure 3-3, this case is still in two-dimensional space but becomes a 
three-degrees of freedom movement case. In this case, at least three sensors are 
needed to determine the position and orientation of the top bar. Similar to the previous 
case in Figure 3-1, different assembly configurations will cause different accuracy of 
Figure 3-3 Parallel linkage mechanism for two-dimension, 3D, case 
the positional result ofthe top bar. If the joints of link 2 and 3 on the top bar are at the 
centre point of the top bar, the position of the top bar can be determined by link 2 and 
3. When the centre point of the top bar is known, link 1 can determine the orientation 
of the top bar. In this situation, if the joint oflinkl on the top bar is closer to the centre 
point of the top bar, the accuracy of the estimated orientation of the top bar will be 
lower. If the lengths of the base bar and the top bar are known, for different link joints 
on the two bars, the different accuracies of the positioning system can be determined. 
Consequently, good assembly configuration for high accuracy positioning should be 
chosen. Since an underground robot has limited space for mounting sensors, the 
parallel linkage structure provides important flexibility. In the limited space, good 
joint positions for high accuracy positioning can be chosen. 
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Again, there may be multiple solutions for given link lengths in the case shov..n in 
Figure 3-3 Readers can find that there may be four solutions for a given link lengths 
For the case in three-dimensional space, the situation is similar but the parallel linkage 
structure becomes more complex. Considering a case shown in Figure 3-4, this 
structure consists of two disks, which are connected by n (here, 11 6) linear links 
The bottom disk is called the base and the top disk is called the platform or the top 
platform. The joint between the i-th (i = 1, 2, ... , 11) link and the base is denoted by b I 
and the joint between the i-th link and the top platform is denoted by t I • This is a 
general structure. The movement of the top platform relative to the base is si\.-
degrees of freedom (60) movement. Hence, at least six links are needed to determine 
the position and orientation of the top platfom1. 
r.. 
Figure 3-4 Parallel linkage mechanism for three-dimension, 60. case 
For the case of the three-dimensional space shown in Figure 3-4, the problems become 
much more complex. One of the problems relates to the multiple-solutions Much 
literature addresses the multiple solutions for parallel linkage mechanisms [C 
lnnocenti 1991(*1)], [M. Raghavan, 1993]. However. there is no literature that 
addresses the sensitivity of displacement of a top platform for the link lengths In Part 
ll of this thesis, discussion for multiple solutions and the sensitivity of displacement of 
platform will be presented. 
lf the accuracy of the positioning system for different assembly configurations is 
known, a good assembly configuration for high accuracy positioning can be chosen 
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Since an underground robot has limited space for mounting sensors, the parallel 
linkage structure presents advantages in terms of the flexibility for different particular 
robots. 
Because high sensitivity of displacement will lead to high positioning accuracy, when 
discussing sensitivity of displacement for parallel linkage mechanisms, 'accuracy' will 
be used instead of 'sensitivity'. 
3.2.2 Application of the Structure of the Parallel Linkage to an Underground Robot 
Positioning System 
The structure shown in Figure 3-4 can only estimate the position and orientation of the 
top platform relative to the base by measuring the lengths of links. For a stepwise 
underground robot, during the time when the robot moves forward one step, different 
parts of the robot move forward in turn. Therefore, the parallel links can be mounted 
to connect a pair of contiguous parts. When the robot moves, the two connected parts 
can be viewed as the base and the top platform in turn. This procedure is shown in 
Figure 3-5. Before the front disk moves forward, the front disk is viewed as the top 
The front disk 
moves 
forward 
The rear disk 
moves 
forward 
Base ..c:o, .. -----~.""'\ Top platform 
Original 
position 
platform 
::::ts; ;a, Ba~ 
position 
~ Topplatfo Base 
New position 
Figure 3-5 Use of parallel linkage mechanism for robot positioning systems 
platform and the rear disk is viewed as the base. After the front disk moves forward, 
the position of the front disk relative to the original position of the rear disk can be 
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determined. After the front disk moves forward and before the rear disk moves 
forward, the front disk is viewed as the base and the rear disk is viewed as the top 
platform. After the rear disk moves forward, the new position of the rear disk relative 
to the front disk can be determined. Consequently, the new position of the rear disk 
relative to its original position can be determined. 
3.2.3 Advantages and Problems of the Structure of the Parallel Linkage 
One of the advantages is that the parallel linkage mechanism can provide flexibility to 
One parallel linkage 
structure is used 
Figure 3-6 One parallel linkage mechanism is used 
mount sensors. Figure 3-6 shows the situation where one parallel linkage structure is 
used. Figure 3-7 shows the situation where it is difficult to mount one parallel linkage 
structure, because one of the disks occupies the space. Instead, two parallel linkage 
structures are applied. One is mounted on the 5D joint, which is mainly used to 
measure the orientation of the robot. The other one is mounted on the expanding 
cylinder, which is mainly used to measure the step length of the robot. 
The flexibility in terms of mounting sensors not only provides the convenience to 
install the sensors based on a particular structure of a robot but also provides the 
possibility to improve the positional accuracy. To improve the positioning accuracy, 
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there are two measures. One is by choosing good joint points of the links if the 
number of the links is given. The other is by using redundant sensors. 
The size of the disk 
is too big to install 
one parallel linkage 
structure. 
Two parallel linkage 
structures are used 
Figure 3-7 Two parallel linkage mechanisms are used 
As stated in the previous section, if the accuracy of a parallel linkage mechanism for 
different joint positions b; and t; are known, good joint positions for high 
measurement accuracy can be chosen. For a six links structure, the joint positions can 
be chosen as shown in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-8. However, the choice is subject to 
the particular structure of the robot. 
The use of redundant sensors is the other means to improve positioning accuracy. In 
three-dimensional space, to determine the position and orientation of the top platform, 
at least six links are needed. Based on measurement technical knowledge, the use of 
more sensors can improve measurement accuracy. Figure 3-9 shows an eight links 
structure. 
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f, I I 
Platform 
------
Figure 3-8 Alternative six-link structure. 
Figure 3-9 Eight-link structure. 
Apart from the above advantage, the low cost is also an important advantage for 
industrial application. Since the parallel linkage mechanism only uses linear sensors to 
5~ 
measure the position and orientation of a robot, there is wider choice for the linear 
sensors than for rotary sensors. Normally, high-accuracy rotary sensors are more 
expensive than linear sensors. 
In fact, the proposed approach is to improve the measurement accuracy by choosing 
the particular structure of the parallel linkage mechanism. However, because of the 
complexity of the parallel linkage mechanism in three-dimensional space, it is difficult 
to investigate the measurement accuracy for a particular parallel linkage mechanism. 
This is a disadvantage of the proposed approach. 
In the past years, parallel linkage mechanisms have drawn a great deal of attention 
from many researchers. In this application of the paraJlel linkage mechanism, some 
problems have been raised. One problem is how to investigate the measurement 
accuracy for a particular parallel linkage mechanism. The other problem is how to 
build an algorithm to compute the position and orientation of the top platform, which 
has the high performance required to carry out a real-time positioning task. 
To solve these problems, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based approach is 
presented in Part II of this thesis. 
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Chapter 4 
Summary of Part I 
In Part I, some fundamentals of underground robotic positioning techniques have been 
discussed. These characteristics can be summarised as follows. 
• Underground robot positioning systems heavily rely on relative positional 
measurement techniques. For general cases, only relative positioning techniques 
are available. 
• Because of relying heavily on relative position measurement techniques, long-
term positional accuracy is the most important problem for an underground robot 
positioning system. 
• Limited space strongly restricts the choice and installation of a positioning 
system and their sensors for an underground robot. This causes a difficult 
constraint· in any attempt to improve the accuracy of a positioning system. 
• The dominant measurement error for a positioning system is the angle between 
the actual orientation of the robot and the estimated orientation. This 
measurement error and the step length measurement error can be used to estimate 
the three-dimensional positioning error by using the two-dimensional error 
functions (1-6) and (1-9). 
• Considering the exact error estimate function (1-6), existing positional techniques 
and sensors cannot absolutely guarantee to meet a long-term accuracy 
requirement for an underground robot. However, using the statistical error 
function (1-9), the long-term positional error estimated is lower than that 
estimated by (1-6). This is a very important characteristic for underground robot 
positioning systems. Because of this characteristic, the improvement of long-
term positioning for an underground robot becomes possible. Statistical error 
estimate functions cannot guarantee 100% to meet a long-term accuracy but can 
meet the accuracy under a given confidence. The confidence of the statistical 
error estimate function (1-9) is 99.9%. This means that there is 99.9% possibility 
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to ensure that the positional error is in the range estimated by using the function 
(1-9). Ifthe confidence of a statistical error estimate function is less than 99.9%, 
the estimated positional error will be lees than that estimated by using the 
function (1-9). 
• Based on the exact error function (1-6), improving the angular measurement 
accuracy and enlarging the step length of a stepwise robot are significant for 
improving positioning accuracy. If the accuracy of the angular measurement is 
doubled, the positional accuracy will be doubled for a fixed travelled distance of 
a robot. If the step length is doubled, the positional accuracy will also be doubled 
for a fixed travelled distance of a robot. However, it should be noted that the 
exact error function (1-6) is mainly for short-term positioning. Based on the 
statistical error function (1-9), improving the angular measurement accuracy is 
more important than enlarging the step length of a stepwise robot. If the accuracy 
of the angular measurement accuracy is doubled, the positional accuracy will be 
doubled for a fixed travelled distance of a robot. If the step length is doubled, the 
positional accuracy will be higher but less than double for a fixed travelled 
distance of a robot. Therefore, the first important factor for improving long-term 
positional accuracy is to improve the angular measurement accuracy, especially, 
the accuracy of measuring the angle between the actual orientation of the robot 
and the estimated orientation. The second important factor for improving long-
term positional accuracy is to enlarge the step length of the robot 
Based on the characteristics of underground robot positioning systems, a parallel 
linkage mechanism based approach is proposed. This approach has many advantages 
for matching the characteristics of a positioning system for an underground robot It 
should be noted that this approach only gives a direction to improve angular 
measurement accuracy. Different parallel linkage mechanisms may have different 
measurement accuracy. The analysis of the measurement accuracy of a parallel 
linkage mechanism is very important. The improvement of the performance of an 
algorithm to carry out a real-time positioning task is also important Some preparatory 
work in this area is presented in Part II of this thesis. A particular parallel linkage 
mechanism used to improve positional accuracy for underground robots is also 
presented in Part Il 
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PARTII 
The PCA Based Approach for 
Forward Displacement Measurement of 
the Stewart Platform 
Chapter 5 
Introduction to Part 11 
In past years, parallel linkage mechanisms have drawn a great deal of attention from 
many researchers. This popularity results from the fact that parallel mechanisms have 
attractive characteristics for robotic applications. The research of the displacement 
kinematic problem for parallel mechanisms is one of the important branches of 
parallel linkage mechanism research. The inverse displacement kinematic problem for 
parallel mechanisms, as found in robot control, is straightforward. However, the 
forward displacement kinematic problem is a more challenging task. Hence, in past 
year, many published papers addressed this problem. As mentioned in Part I, the use 
of a parallel linkage mechanism can provide many technical advantages to an 
underground robotic positioning system. To establish a parallel mechanism based 
positioning system requires the solution of the forward displacement kinematic 
problem. In addition, the accuracy of the solution for the forward displacement 
kinematic problem in a given solution range needs analysis. A Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) based approach for the analysis of relationships between the linkage 
and the positional variables of the platform of a parallel mechanism was proposed in 
this research. Thus, as a consequence, the PCA based approach was used for the 
relationship analysis and accuracy analysis for a particular forward displacement 
measurement. Based on the results of the PCA based analysis, a PCA based numerical 
algorithm for forward displacement measurement was also developed. 
5.1 Displacement Kinematic Problems for Parallel Mechanisms 
The very basic kinematic problem for parallel mechanisms can be roughly divided 
into two categories: direct displacement analysis (forward kinematics) and inverse 
kinematics. The direct displacement kinematic problem is to compute the position and 
orientation of the top platform relative to the base when the link lengths are given. On 
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the other hand, the inverse kinematic problem can be expressed as 'given the position 
and orientation of the top platform, calculate the link lengths' [J.J. Craig, 1986]. 
Geometrically, the forward displacement problem is equivalent to the problem of 
placing a rigid body such that n of its given points lie on n given spheres. Denoting 
the i-th base point by b; and the i-th top platform point by t; , it is required to solve 
the kinematic equations 
2 
11 V+ Rt; - b; 11 = /~ for i= 1, .. . ,n (1) 
for the translation vector v and the orthogonal rotation matrix R, where the link 
lengths l; (i =1, ... , n) are given. 
When n equals six, the parallel mechanism is known as a Stewart Platform, which 
was introduced by Stewart [D. Stewart, 1965]. A special structure with l and m 
distinct joint-points at the base and at the platform was referred to as an 1-m Stewart 
Platform, the simplest being the 3-3 case (the octahedral structure) and the general 
structure being the 6-6 Stewart Platform. During the late 1980's and early 1990s, the 
forward displacement problem enjoyed a central status in the research on the Stewart 
Platform [B. Dasgupta, 2000]. In this project, the purpose of studying the forward 
displacement problem is not only to get a good solution for a particular mechanism, 
but also, more importantly, to obtain the properties of the solutions in a certain range 
for designing a good positioning system. 
5.2 Geometrical Model of the 6-6 Stewart Platform 
In Eq (1) the orientation of the platform is represented by the orthogonal direction 
cosine matrix. Since, in this project, the geometrical properties of the Stewart 
Platform need to be analysed, the geometrical model is introduced as follow. 
5.2.1 General Model 
A geometrical model of the 6-6 Stewart Platform is illustrated in Figure 5-l. This is a 
general model, in which two disks are connected by six linear links. The bottom disk 
is called the base and the top disk is called the platform or top platform. There are also 
two coordinate frames on the two disks. One frame is on the base and called the base 
frame. The other one is on the top platform and is called the top frame. The origin of 
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the base frame is at the centre of the base disk. The x-y plane of the base frame is in 
the plane of the base and the direction of the z-axis of the base frame is upward. The 
origin of the top frame is at the centre of the platform disk. The x-y plane of the top 
frame is in the plane of the platform and the direction of the z-axis of the top frame is 
upward. In Figure 5-l, (x 0 ,y 0 ,z 0 ) are the coordinate values of the centre of the top 
platform in the base frame coordinate system, and the variables a, p and r are the 
rotational angles ofthe top frame relative to the base frame. Corresponding to Eq (1), 
the position vector (x 0 ,y 0 ,z 0 ) is the vector (v) in Eq (1) and the rotational angles 
a, p, y determine the rotation matrix R in Eq (1 ). 
Base Coordinate Frame 
(Base Fram~) 
y 
Platform Coordinate Frame 
(Top Frame) 
Figure 5-1 Basic Geometrical model of Stewart platform 
5.2.2 Equivalent Model 
In this research, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method is used to find the 
relationship between the six link-lengths and the position and orientation of the 
platform. To carry out the analysis more easily and to illustrate the relationship more 
clearly, an equivalent model is used. In this model, an extensible virtual bar has been 
added between the two disk centres. This bar is denoted as the M-bar (see Figure 5-2). 
Consequently, another coordinate frame, the M-frame, is also introduced. The origin 
of the M-frame is at the bottom of the M-bar and the z-axis is in the centreline of the 
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M-bar. The T-frame and B-frame are the same as Top Frame and Base Frame, 
respectively in the general model shown in Figure 5-2. 
T -frame 
Figure 5-2 Equivalent geometrical model of Stewart platform 
Here, a set of variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , lm) is chosen as the positional variables 
to express the position and orientation of the platform relative to the base instead of 
the variable set (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 , a, fJ, r ). These new variables are defined as follows: 
lm: Length of the M-bar. 
a 1 : Angle 1 is the angle between the z-
axis of the M-frame and the z-axis of the 
B-frame. 
a 2 : Angle 2 is the angle between the X-Z 
plane of the B-frame and the plane 
constructed by the z-axis of the M-frame 
and the z-axis of the B-frame. 
z 
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a 3 : Angle 3 is the angle between the z-
axis ofthe M'-frame and the z-axis of the 
T-frame. 
a 4 : Angle 4 is the angle between the X-Z 
plane of the M' -frame and the plane 
constructed by the z-axis of the T -frame 
and the z-axis ofthe M'-frame, 
a 5 : Angle 5 is the platform's rotation 
z 
Note: The M' -frame is transformed from the M-
angle around z-axis of the T -frame, which frame by moving the origin of the M-frame to the 
is defined by the difference of two angles. origin of the T -frame. 
One is the angle between the axis of the 
T -frame and the intersection line that is 
constructed by the x-y plane of the T-
frame and the x-y plane ofthe M'-frame. 
The other one is the angle between the x-
axis of the M' -frame and the intersection 
line that is constructed by the x-y plane of 
the T -frame and the x-y plane of the M'-
frame. 
In this model, it is assumed that the M-bar cannot roll around the z-axis of the M-
frame. 
Since the three coordinate frames are applied, Eq (1) can be transformed to the 
equivalent equations (2) as follows. 
2 
11 Rmb w + RmbRtm ti - bi 11 = l~ for i= 1, ... ,6 (2) 
Here, w = ( 0, 0, /m ) is the coordinate of the centre of the top platform in the M-
frame. Comparing Eq (2) with the vector v and the rotation matrix R from the T -frame 
to B-frame in Eq(1 ), 
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v =Rmb *wand 
the rotation matrix R =R mb R tm . 
Here Rmb is the rotation matrix from the M-frame to the B-frame, which is 
determined by the angles 1 and 2. Also Rtm is the rotation matrix from the T-frame to 
the M-frame, which is determined by the angles 3, 4 and 5. 
5.3 Approaches for the Forward Displacement Problem of a Stewart 
Platform 
As the complete solution of the forward displacement problem for a Stewart Platform 
was quite challenging, numerous approaches were made by various researchers, 
which fall into the following categories. 
5.3.1 Closed-form solutions of special cases 
It was known that coalescence of some of the joint-points at the platform or the base 
or both simplifies the closed-form solution of the problem and reduces the maximum 
number of possible solutions. In this way, there are three sorts of approaches. One of 
the approaches [M. Griffis, 1989] [W. lin, 1992, 1994] is based on the use of the 
input-output equations of spherical four-bar mechanisms to solve the 3-3 case and 
extend it to more difficult (6-3, 4-4, 4-5) cases. In another approach [C. Innocenti, 
1990, 1995], [P. Nanua, 1990], [V. Murthy, 1992], [J.-P. Merlet, 1992], [N.-X 
Chen, 1994], [Q. Liao, 1995], the platform is first removed, then the loci of the 
coalesced platform are imposed to derive the equations for further simplification. In a 
third approach [C. Innocenti, 1992, 1993(*1), [M.Husain, 1994], [K. Wohlhart, 
1994], used approach which is slightly different from the second one, as a part ofthe 
entire structure is reduced to an equivalent serial mechanism and constraints on its 
joint angles are imposed by the constraints of the remaining parts to obtain the 
equations. Apart from coalescence of joint-points, other geometrical conditions like 
collinearity of some joint-points or similarity of the base and platform polygons also 
facilitate the solution of the problem in closed form, as demonstrated by various 
authors[C-de Zhang, 1991], [W. Guozhen, 1992], [J.P. Yin, 1994], [S.V. Sreenivasan, 
1994]. 
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5.3.2 Numerical schemes 
The numerical approach [H. McCallion, 1979t [G. Deshmukh, 1990), [C.C. Nguyen, 
1991], [L.-C.T. Wang, 1993] that directly resorts to nonlinear-equation-solving 
algorithms has computational advantages. This is true in most practical situations 
where only one real solution is required and a good starting point is available in the 
form of a neighbouring solution. However, the approach is not suitable for a 
theoretical investigation aimed at determining all the possible solutions. For finding 
all real solutions,. approaches [C. Innocenti, 1991(*1)], [M. Ait-Ahmed, 1993] are 
employed to reduce the problem by geometrical or algebraic methods to that of 
solving a system of three equations the solutions of which can be trapped by a three-
dimensional search. A unidimensional search algorithm for finding all real solutions 
was developed_[-C._ Innocenti,_l993(-*2)J- This_ algorithm_ temporarily replaces_ one of 
the legs of a general 6-6 Stewart Platform by a fictitious leg of variable length to 
con_vert. it into a 5-5 Stewart_ Platform. The approach then solves the modified 
structures by a specialised method and re-imposed the constraint due to the original 
remo_vedJeg._A predi~correctoLalgorithm_ [B. DasgJJp_ta,_.J 92_6Lused_ an efficient 
3D search strategy for trapping the real solutions purely from geometrical 
considerations._Eor finding all solution.Un_the_complex_domain, an_algorithm was also 
developed [M. Raghavan, 1993]. 
5.3.3 Analytical approaches 
' 
ILthe__ orientation__ oLthe__ platform_ is_represented_ by_ the_ orthog_onal directioncosine 
I 
matrix (rather than a presentation like Euler angles etc.), the six kinematic equations 
obtained from_Eq._(_l)_are_all quadratic and the_ quadratic terms_app_ear only_ in~ few 
groups thus facilitating linearisation of some of those equations. A number of 
ana.cytica.Lapproaches [S__Y:._ Sriniv~l992J,__[A.___Dhingra,_ 1992J,__[C.~de_Z\tang, 
1994], [B. Dasgupta, 1994] to the forward displacement problem exploited this fact to 
reduce_the_totaldegree__of the_resulting_polynomiaLS¥,stem. 
5.3.4 Approaches for on-line operations 
Eor_ purpos.es__o£on~line_op_eration,_it_is__essential_ thaL(l)__ouLof all_possible_solutions, a 
I 
particular one (the actual one) is determined unambiguously and (2) the solution is 
fastenough for real-time implementation. To meet these two ends,__ redundant sensing 
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has been proposed and analysed [L. Baron, 1994(*1), 1994(*2), 1995(*1)], [K. Han 
1996], [V. Parenti,_ 1999] for resolving ambiguity on one hand and decoupling and 
linearising the problem on the other, leading to fast computation. 
5.3.5 Other approaches 
There is_ also other work,_ such as neural network solutions [Z.- Geng," 1991], 
polynomial network solutions [R. Boudreau, 1998], [V. Parenti-Castelli, 1992], [C. 
Gosselin, 1992J_The ... use__of a...camera...for obtaining._extra_information...has ... also __ been 
suggested [L. Baron, 1995(*2)]. 
Eor the_ application of paralleL mechanisms_ in this_proj.ect,__the_ solution for forward 
displacement problem is required to meet the purposes of on-line operation. However, 
as_a_part of the. foundational research for underground robotic positioning_systerns, no 
particular redundant sensing approach was considered in this research. Instead, ~ood 
understanding o£parallel mechanisms foLpositioning_s~stem_iS...desirecLso_ that more 
information for designing a positioning system using redundant sensors can be 
obt,ned. 
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Chapter 6 
The- Methodology 
For the application of parallel mechanisms to a.stepwise robotic positioning system, a 
PCA based approach to solve the forward displacement problem and analyse its 
accuracy was applied. The i>CA_methad a a___lllJ.ll1i.variate statistical ~ To 
illustrate the principle of the PCA based approach, the introduction starts by a general 
outline of statisticaL methods to.Jind __ suclLrelationships _After_ ~the_prin4e of 
PCA and its particular application for analysis of mechanical relationships' are 
introd4ced. 
6.1 Statistic Method for Relationship Analysis 
Stati stica I methods_are_often_used__for__ciata.analysi s in..r.esearch..In_tillq~r_esent__r]ch, 
statistical principles are applied for analysis to find the relationship between; two 
important__ sets_ oLvariabl es Ihis.__pmcedure___of_stati sti cal analysi~j&.. similar__tQ_ ~t of 
experimental analysis. __ 
Experimental metho_ds.. are __ often _ used in science.. and engineering_--=r_esearch, The 
objective of an experiment is to find the relationship between two or more objects or 
variables When_ an experiment is beina earrieci put, test data_ is recorded In rme 
simple cases, the relationship can be directly illustrated by the experimental oata. 
However,_most application cases need some data processing of ~~@~data 
before a relationship is obtained. 
Statistical methods_are_<rllen__used_tQ_pro.cess__exp_erimentaLdata__In_these__situatil, the 
whole procedure of an experiment can be viewed as a statistical analysis procedure. 
The_following is a simple_example. The_purpos.e_ofthe_exp_erimept is_t9 dis_~ov) the 
relationship between the length (f) of a spring and the pull force (p) acting on it..Here 
thevariahle_p is a._fimction of the variable I and__the_experiment needs to i the 
function p = F(l). The procedure is as follows: --' 
1. Decide a seLof test values,_ say, the_ pu1Lforcep1_;p 2 , ... , p n 
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2. Get ·the test values,. say,_ the. spring length / 1 , 12 , ••. In, corresponding to 
3. Analyse the relationship b.etwe.en_the__v.ariahles.l and.p_to_~tlJ,e.JunctiQ~ p = 
F(l). 
This...can..h.e_expresse.d_diagrammatically_as.show!l in_Ei~~ §-1 
The region in the left ellipse represents the whole variable space of p and the elements 
p 1 ,p 2 , ..• , P_n are the decided test values. The region. in the right ellipse represents the 
whole variable space· of l and the elements./ 1 , 12 , .. _., rn are the. measured values. The 
arrows present the one to one. map in_ the sample space,.p 1 to / 1 , , p 2 to 12 •.••••• , p n to 
l n . This map is established through the second step in each of the tests. The arrow p = 
F(l) is ~usualwa}Lofexpressing this relationship The arrow. L=_ G:<m.Js_~erse 
function of the functionp = F(l), which uses the spring length to determine the force. 
Figure 6-1 
Continuing with the..sp.ring..example, _this..experiment _can he..vie.wed..as...a..statistical 
\ 
analysis. Step 1 is deciding the sample method, step 2 is doing the sample and step 3 
is data processing.__.When the function. _ _is__not.__kno_wn,_the experimenLproYi4_es a 
I 
measure to bridge the two variables in the sample space. The result of the analysis 
ba.sed.on the sample space can then he extended to the..whole_yariahle SWt~e. 
·~ 
Comparing experimental analysis with statistical analysis, they are similar in terms of 
basic procedure and_ their_fi.mctions._ Statistical analysis_ is based on the_samQJejdata. 
When statistical analysis is used to find a relationship between two variables; the 
fimction of.the sample is._to_obtaiaa.map_in..a..sam.pl.e....space Ib.is...is_the....same....~s the 
function of the "test" in an experiment. Before taking a sample, the sample method 
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needs to be decided. This is also similar to deciding a set of test point m an 
experiment The following_tallliL.compares the_ __ tasks_hetween_ exp.erimenia\ and 
statistical analysis on a step-by-step basis. 
Experiment 
.- · L Uecldlng a set offest poiiils· 
Task: 
Statistics 
-TaMe- ---~-- . -
Deciding-the value-range ofthe .1-. Deciding_tbe_value range ofthe variablep; 
. ---"\ 
variable£ and. tested paintspu n ~ 2 ... Decidin~sa_mple method (Landom,_ equal 
. - ----.. - -- -·- ·- - "-::. 
··· Pn 
2. Cauying outexperiment. 
Task- 1-Thsting3 
2 .. Recording. the results_ 
3. Experimental data __ process 
~~l .. CoUecting1he sample.daJ:a;.. 
!ask: Discovering tne reraticfn'stfip:- . Task":·- Dtscovei ing dfe I ehitibttship 
Table 2-1 Comparisons between experiment and statistics 
Here, Step Lo£an..experiment is a spyciaJ.situation ofthe applicat_ion ofst_atistics_
1
Test 
points in an experiment have been decided before the test starts. In Step 2, testing can 
he_ Yiewed_as_ collecting the sampl~data_In_"'~~~,experime_ntaJ_data. m~ be 
processed by various sorts of methods and statistical analysis is only one of the 
methods available. 
I 
Althoughcex}ieriments..might.pro.v!_c!e._a~m_easur~Jo disc.oyer_a.relationshi~.s<;>m,mes 
it is difficulty to carry out an experiment in theoretical research. The problem 
hecome.s..how to complete..the. task of step_2 in. the a.bo.ve.Jable. _ Wh~ the.investirted 
object is an unknown function F(.) and the inverse function G(.) is computable, the 
imr.erse fimction__G(.)_can be used to replace the role of the testini,.J11 step_ 2, to ~ridge 
the two variables in the sample space. In this situation, it is a non-experimental 
method but is similar to an experiment. Therefore,...it is a necessary. __ conditio!\ that 
there is a known and computable inverse function G(.) in order to use statistical 
analys.is .. to.find the .. relationship ofa.function_E(._). ... A_vecy_simple."e.x_amQle..is..sQo,'Yn as 
follows: 
The. problenLis. calculation.ofthe.func.tion. y..:::. E(x ).,)nJhe..area..O:=~<= 1. 
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Now, the function is F(x)= fx and the. inverse function_x_= G(y) is-known as G(y) = 
y 2 . In practice it is difficult to compute .j; but much less difficult to compute y 2 . 
Thus,_ in__ this situ~the_in:v.ers_e__function __ G(.)_.can he_ us_ed. to __ hrid~=_th~, two 
variables in the sample space, say y = 0.00, 0.10, ... , 1.00. 
T~_Table_2-2 is:-
y ~ X 
~ .. ---
0.00 ~ 0.00 
b-
<:rro-- F·-+= oo::..~ -- (f."~~ 
&.·w--. - -+--- ·---- ~~:,_ 
0.30 ~ 0.-09 
(J..ro---- ~--?~-- eFlo=---.0, 
1.00 LO. 
Table 2-2 The map from y to x 
Fur:ther..data analysis can be carried out based on this table. 
In this example, if the inverse function were unknoW'it·or too difficult to compute, it 
would he. difficult to establish the_ map_._ Consequently:,__the data __ anal):'sis could npt be 
carried out. 
Regarding the .problem of the Stewart platform forward_displacem~nt, it is ~alent 
to solving the equations (1 ). The inverse problem can be easily solved by resolving 
the inverse equations...O:l.so it meets the necessary_condition to use stati~tical an~{ysis 
methods. That is, if the lengths of the six links are known it is difficult to determine 
the_r_eJ.atiye__corresponding positions and orientations of the platforms H,ow_ey~f the 
positions and orientations of the platforms are known the computation of the lengths 
of.theJ.inks..is merel~.a matter_ ofgeom~try. 
It should be noted that the data generated by experiments or numerical calculation in 
Step..2_ wmililnormal ly .inY.olv.e_errm:s ..... Conseq_mmtly,_ the....analy~r~lLhasecLl the 
experimental data also has an error range. Therefore, the impact of the testing error or 
sampling__ error should_ he __ cons_idered. S.ometimes_an awroximate.~clo_sed _form rlsult, 
that meets certain accuracy, in a certain range of the variables, can be obtained. Also, 
sometimes,__ the analy.sis...result.is_ nota_clos.ed_form_ resulLbuUt_ can 12fOYid~~enlugh 
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information to establish a numerical solution of function F(.) In this research, a 
statisticaL analysis method__i£_used_ to.provide_jnformation to h~ild .up.,a_num_~rical 
' 
solution for the Stewart platform forward displacement problem. 
IL is. .. obvious that multipl~variable.._ anal~s .. i~_more .complex~ th?fi_ singl.~::y~able 
analysis. The complexity mainly appears in Step 3, the data analysis. There are many 
methods__available for_ differe..nLdata __ analysis"'_a~i&:ations .. Ih_e,,Stewart P.Wform 
forward displacement problem has six known variables (/1 , 12 , . . . 16 ), and six 
unknown p.ositionaLvariables _(a.~; ..... ~au-- a$,_- q,..!=~q~JmJ __ To. solve this complex 
problem, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method has been introduced. 
6.2 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Method 
The_ EC~_as a multLvariate_statisticaL method,_js widely= auP-1~9.in rp.any __ ditlfrent 
fields, such as business, science and engineering research. It is often applie'd to 
measme a..characteristic of_an_ohj,ecLby_=usin&,!J~[QMILQ:(.mea,sut;emenLv~. In 
this situation, the characteristic of the object can be viewed as a function of the 
measurement variables Sometimes a..i[O;up cofc~_a,suremenLvar!ahl~can..alsf be 
used to measure several different characteristics of an object. Therefore, in,' this 
situati~severaL functionLoLthe_grou~_of yariables._ne.ed. to. lJ,e_found .. Under the 
model in Figure 5-2, the values of the variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 and /m can be 
determined by the lengths of_the six links. This llleans that a 1, .... __ t::l.u.=lXlc!-o l:l +-!-=q~ and 
lm are functions of the group of the measurement variables / 1 , 12 , . . . 16 . However, 
these.. functions are __ difficulLto .. express._ in generaLclosed-form. _Even if ther~were 
' 
general closed-form expressions of the functions, they would be too complex to be 
usedt. Using _the PCA, the measurement variables / 1 , 12 , ... 16 can be transformed to 
ano.ther. six_ variables,_ called principal components,. ,w11ich_are_the_linea.r_co~ions 
of the measurement variables / 1 , 12 , ... 16 . These six principal components are used 
to approximately express_ the p.ositional variables al- ... a:c,__a3-,__a4-:t_,a1 lm 
respectively. The basic principle of the PCA is introduced as follows: · 
t Tlfe author ~ed Mapl~ m::trncr~,?enera:t.~osed;fmm.suhtr'iontbr a-~D-par~etsa nc~we;: ~ever, 
every expressiOn for a-smgle:posiiTona1 vanable rs=longet dldlt 1666 lmes. 'Hm restdtrs nbfva:l~le for 
a real=time system. ·-- ·· · ·- - ·- · · · · · · · · 
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6.2.1 Mathematical Definition of the PCA 
Considering an n-dimensional set of data, the data are modelled as usual by a swarm 
of m points in n-dimension~eadLaxis._correspondin&-jo_a measur:_ement varia~e. A 
line OY 1 , in this space such can be found, such that the spread of the m points when 
projected_ on this line is_ a_ maxi mum This __ operation_ defines a_ derived yariable. Qf the 
n 2 
form Y_l = a! XI +a 2 x2 + ... an X n.' with coefficients ai satisrying L a_; = J' and 
i=l 
determined -by the requirement that the variance of Y_1 be maximised. Having 
obtained OY u consider the (n-1) dimensional subspace orthogonal to OYu and look 
for the line .OY 2- in this s.ubspace_ such that the. spread of ~oints when Qroiected ,on to 
I 
this line is a maximum. Having obtained OY 2 , then consider the (n-2) dimensional 
subspace orthogonal to. both OY_1_ and OY 2 . Thus, look for. a line_ OY 3- which is at 
right angles to both_ OYc~ and OY v such that the spread_ of points when_ they are 
projected on to OY 3 is as large as possible after_ the_ spreads on OY 1 and_ OY 2 - have 
been taken into account. This process can be continued until n mutually orthogonal 
lines OY i (i= 1, . --r-11)-have_heen._ohtainecL_Each of thes.e_ lines_defmes_ a_ derived ) 
variable Y; =ail X u + a ;2 X 2 +.;. a1P X n (i= 1, ... , n_). The Y; thus obtained are called 
t.ha.(sa m pie)_ principaL e.omJlDnents. oLthe_s__y_ste~and_the._pr_ocess__ of _ob.tainin~hem 
is called principal component analysis. 
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Figure 6-2 
Through_the above_ defmition of_ principal_ oomp.onent~it is sho_'Yn_thaLthe_@_Qci pal 
components Y; ( i = 1,2, ... n) are variables, which are derived from the original 
7L 
variables Xi ( i = 1 ,2, ... n ). Geometrically, the distribution of the sample points in the 
n,.dimension_ variable space can~ he _ _.vie_weclas_a. hw.er_::ellip.s_oi<l_a,rea,.__and _the,_ lines 
OY,, (i = 1,2, ... n) are the axes of the ellipsoid .. The-direction:ofthe.-firstprincipal 
component (Y 1 ) is in the .. longest axis and the_ direction of the second principal 
' 
component (Y 2 ) is in the second longest axis. In general, the direction of the kth 
principaLcomponent (_Y ,t-)__is_in the kth longesL~is. By,=wa~of e~Cill1P-l~,_Fi&tt:.e,...6-2 is 
a 2-dimensional case.The measurement variables _are X 1 and X 2 . The direction of the 
first principal component (-Y ~.) is the longer_ axis an9~ the direction_ of the second 
principal component (Y 2 ) is the shorter axis. 
6.2..2.Emcedure_for_Qbtaining._the.Priocipal_ C.omR@e!ltS..of a_S.x.~!em 
After giving the definition of principal components, the consequent problem is hQw to 
ohtain__priocipaL cmnponents__of a_s_)'S.tem._ Man~JextQ.ooks_[.WJ .. _Kr~anowski 1_ 988] 
have described and proved this method. Here is a brief summary of the processing 
steps of the_ PC A. 
Step._ L~ Data_ sampling· Accordin& to a_pa.rt:icll!aLa.pWication"r~irernent~,a_-s~t of 
sample data, say pi= (xi1 , xi2 , ... , xin), when i =1,2, ... ,m (m>n), is 
ceUefted. 
The sample data can be expressed in the form of a matrix 
p =_--1!2: 
p-;,·· . 
••• Xmn 
Every row in the data matrix P corresponds to a sample and every column 
corresponds to a data set ofone_v:ariable in different sam~: __ 
Step 2: The scatter matrix: The scatter matrix S is set by the sample data matrix as 
below: 
Xu X21 ••• Xm! · .\:II X12 ••• X1n 
.S =P'~P = X12 X22 ~-1) 
·xin 
Where P' is the diagonal rotation of the matrix P. 
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Step 3: Obtaining the principal components of the system 
In fact, this step_is_a_pr_ucedure_of_crunpuWt&ll!_e,__ei~p.vah,t~~d the 
eigenvectors of the scatter matrix S. The eigenvalues are denoted 
as A 1 ~ A 2 ~ ... ~ A n , and the corre~pondent eigenvectors are denoted as a 1 , 
a 2 , .... an, and 
a_k = (a1d ,. ak.2 ,. -·· akn)'· k=-1,2, ... , n 
Then, the kth..pri nci pal c.umpnnent_(Y ~:Lof.the_S¥£tem)s:-
(2.2-2) 
It should be noted that the_ principal .. component corresp.ongi!!1bt() the gr.~atest 
eigenvalue is the first principal component. Its direction is in the longest elliptic· axis 
of_tb..e._data_distributian In general, the p_Ijnciru!J co_moonent corr~soondini,.J:~th~ kth 
I 
greatest eigenvalue is the kth principal component. For more details, [W.J. 
Krzano_wski 1988J_can. b_e_refer.~nced. 
If the __ principal component vector is-denoted-as Y ·= _ "-; 
·y 
'n 
~I · ' ali ~12 ... · aln 
the eigenvector matrix i_s _denoted as.A ~- -_;-: ~-:- - ~---~ d 
. a;::_ 
the.measurement variable vector is qenoted X = 
Then the formula (2.2-2) can be expressed in matrix form as follow: 
Y=AX_ ~-3) 
Where y I' y 2 ' . . . y n are principal components and X I ' X ; ' . . . X n are 
measurement variables. 
6.2.3 Understanding the PCA applied to geometry 
71. 
Understanding the PCA applied geometry is very helpful to awl¥- the_ PCA_\O the 
analysis for mechanical relationships. Since the eigenvectors are orthogonal unit 
vectors_arulthe matrix A is an orthogonal matrix, the transformation from_X_to_Y.js an 
orthogonal transformation. The distance between any two points in the X space is the 
same as the distance hetween the two_ points in Jhe_Y space, which_~transf~med 
from the same two points in the X space. Therefore, this transformation can be viewed 
as_ a.__ coordinate_ frame_~ transformation_ from_ the_ origj_naLft;'!llle__oto_ the_ wilcipal 
component frame. This new coordinate frame i.e. principal component coordinate 
fram~pro_vides_ a_ differenLvie_w~ oLthe__sarnp_l~_g_qintAistriblJtiQI1 from the_ ori~inal 
frame. Sometimes, a distribution of points transformed to a different frame will 
produce a more__easily identified em:elope shagt;_ ~orientatiqn I~4erent 
envelope surfaces may indicate different characteristics of a system. Therefore, in the 
new_ frame, characteristics of._a_system can_be inte112reted __ as___a Jhnpiqn_o[_~ new 
coordinate variables. For example, consider a 3-dimension system as in Figure 6-3(a), 
in_ which there are 3_links from the three_ fixed_ ~OiJ!ts (b_~b-&~~c~J)q the _movable 
point P. When the point P is moved, the three link-lengths (1 1 ,/ 2 ,/3 ) will change. 
Different positions oftbe_point P iiLtbe natural 3D space_corr.esgpp<;lto_,diff~link­
lengths (I 1'1 2 ,/3 ). Consequently, different positions of the point P in the natural 3D 
space_ (Figure 6-3(a}Lcorresp_ond_ to different ~ositigns in the_ 3D frame Itd. 2 -1 3 
1 
(Figure 6-3(b)). When the point P moves along a circle in a horizontal plane shown in 
Eigure 6-3(a),__the_ circle corresp_onds to
7
another circle in the 3D frame l ~-l &:~?r-4 The 
different circles in the natural 3D space (Figure 6-3(a)) correspond to different circles 
in_ the 3D frame l 1-l 2_-l3--_(Eigur_e __ 6-3(_h))._Mot:~over,__when the circles form a _tube, 
there is- also a shape. similar to a tube in the frame 11-1 2 -1 3 (see Figure 6..:3- (b)). If 
sample data comes from the situation shown in Figure 6-3 and the length of this tube 
in_ Eigu.re___6~3(a) is significantly weater than__the_diameteLof__the_c~cl~th~ first 
principal COfl!ponent (Y1) will be in the_ direction_ o£ the. centre_ line of the_ hibe in 
Figure 6,..3(b ). Consequently,_ the plane. (Y 2 -Yj) formed-by the_ secondc(Y 2-) and the 
third (Y 3 ) principaL components is ·perpendicular to Y 1 . Obviously, any- single ; - - . . 
variable /P 12 or 13 cannot-express the length_ of the tube in Eigure_6:-3(b). However, . . . / 
the first principal component_ Y 1_ can directly express_ the length _of the_tube. B~ause 
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Figure 6-3 PCA can be used to analyse mechanical relationship 
the.length of the tube. shown in Fi&llre .6-)(Q}.rela!~s to the lengt]l_Qf th~ tube shown in 
Figure 6-3(a), as long as the relationship between the lengths of these two tubes is 
identified,_the first princip_al c.ompp_nen!, Y ~-=-ca_Q_be used to exQ~~s~ the. lengt~_,_oJ the 
\ 
tube. For the same reason, any one or two of the variables (1 1 , 12 • 13 ) cannot express a 
position in the top circle of the tube in Fi~re. 9:J(p)....J?.l1t the. corp.bination of Y) and 
Y 3 can directly express any ~position in. the t~p circle of the tube. Because the top 
circl.e_ofthe tJtbe_sb.o_wn..in_.Eigu.re_6~1(a),.r.~t<Lthe_tu~Gircle_shown..in_Ei~e 6-
3(b), as long as the relationship between the position in the top circle in Figure 6-3(a) 
aruLtb.e_corresponding position in tb.e_to.p._circle in Fii1Jre_~l(h)_is..identifie4, the 
I 
combination of Y 2 and Y 3 can be used to express any position in the top circle in 
Eig~tre 6-l(a)_lrLsllmmacy~_.theJength_ofthe_tuhe_in_fimn:e_6-1~~-h~~P.I.o:ld by 
Y 1 more easily than by the three variables (1 1, 12 • 13 ). For the same reason, the point 
i.nJhe_top_circle_ofthe_tube in Fi~6:-3(h)_cat;t~he_express_ed_h}',Jhe_combin~~n of 
Y 2 and Y 3 more easily than by the three variables (1 1 , 12 . 13 ). To identifY the 
relationship between Y 1 and the length of the tube in Figure 6-3(~) arid to ·identify 
the -relationship between the combination of Y 2 and· Y_3 and the ·point in the top 
circle o£ the tube in__Eigur.e.. __ 6:-3(hh-the_princip.a.Lcornp.oP.~nt .fr(!me_ P!9Yide.s_getter 
views than· using. the frame. 11-12 -13 : This is becau~e a circle in· Figure. ·6-3(a) 
corresponds to. a circle ·in:the. plane. Y 2 - Y 3 , but corresponds to an ell~pse in th~ plane 
1.1 - f-2 , _plane 12 -13 or~plane) 3 - 11 • 
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This is somewhat similar to the use of views in mechanical design drawing. 
Sometime, .. three. vie.w:s_are_.use.cL to._illustrate_ the_ &e.ome.trical charac.teristics__Qf an 
object. 
Thr.o.ugh_the example_sho.wn in Figl,lre..6::3 >=iLis.als.o_cl~ar. that the. data. samt>,le..i~.very 
important for a successful application of the PC A. If the range of the movement in the 
verticaLdirection. is_y_ecy_small,__i.e.._ the_length.of.the_tuhe_ in Fi~re_ 6-3(al._i~ very 
\ 
short, the length of the corresponding tube in Figure 6-3(b) will be very short. 
According to the definition_ in. Section_6.2.J, the first principal component. Y 1 ·would 
not be in the direction of the centre line of the tube shown in Figure 6-3(b ). In this 
situation, the above discussions are ~~)true. 
6.3 PCA. Based. Relationsh!p-AD,alysis 
As..discussed earlier, the..us.e_ofthe.P.CA me.tho.d_to._anal¥S-e.re.latio.ns.hiP$-i~a.stati~tical 
approach. Since this particular multivariate statistical application is a complex 
applicatio.n,___the_ particular __ pr.o.cedure_.of. this.__ me.tho.d_ and_ the_ analy:_~s._ skills are 
discussed as follows. 
6~3~o.c.edure..o£.UsingJ~CA to._Anal)':.S.e_a.Re.lationshi p 
The discussions in this section are not restricted in the PCA application to relatio11ship 
a.na.cysis__fuL parallel mechanisms The__pr~f!dure __ oLusing.l!.CA_.to_ ~e a 
relationship, discussed here, is a general procedure. This procedure can be applied to 
8.11¥-mecllanical.relationshill-anal)"sis_us.ing.t_he_PCA a~c?. 
It is supposed that an n-dimensional vector function y = F( x ) i"s unkn_own. The n-
dimensional independent variable x = (xr-,__x_2=c.-· ._.,_,x_,j_is_ m~asurable, The inverse 
-1 
fiinetwn x =:= E: ( _yJs ~-\\dumct:cam utante:·R:Martlf: -tms:::-,y.,.~cn.oieto the y_pL .. _ ..... g: . . ~~<•u:.uu'" . . .. 
Stewart platform problem, the independent variable x is link lengths 
(l1 ,/2 ,/'3 ,1:~ ,15 ,/6 ) and the _positionaL variable y is platform _position i.e,· the variables 
(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , lm) which have been definedc in_Section · 2.1.3 .2. The. general 
function F(.) corresponds_to__the__forwanLdisplacement problem and_the__inverse ) 
-1 
function F (.) corresQ_onds_to tne mvefse_ dtsplac~Jjl_erjf fu_Q.('iiem. 1'lleSt'ewart_ptatform 
forward displacement problem is the one needs to be solved. The inverse 
displacement is easy to compute. Therefore,_the Stewart platform pr_oql~m meets the 
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initial supposition, y _= F(_~_ ) is _l}nknown, and-die inverse funCtion x = F: C:Y, ) is 
' known and computable. Under this supposition, the problem is how to use the PCA to 
-determine the value of the positional variable _y = (Y-1 , y2 , ... , _y n )-when the v~lue of 
the indepen<;ient variable xis given. An application of the PCA is·to use the principal 
comp_onents Y; (i :=lA- ~.n )_ instead_ of the_ measurement_ variables_ to_ soJye the 
problem. Here the measurement variables are- the independent variables_ x; (i =I ,2, 
... ,n) and the principal components Y; are derived from the independent x; . 
Therefore_the problem hecomes___how to_detennine_the__value._of the..p_ositio11aL va\iable 
y = (y 1 , y 2 , ... , y n ) when the value of the principal component vector Y = (Y 1 , Y 2 , 
__ .,_Y ,)___is_given and_how to obtain the p_rinciual comp_qnents Y ::::_(YT+-Yl=.>---.. ,,__,_v n ). 
t 
The following are the steps to solve this problem. 
Step_l Data sampling· As in other_statistical applications, the first step of_~r. the 
PCA to ana~yse relationships is data sampling. Since the investigated relationsh'ip is 
between the positionaL variables {_y_l--,_~2_,___._ .. ,_}'..,_}___of_the function F(.)_(corresponding I 
to the Stewart platform forward displacement problem in Figure 5-2, the positional 
variables are.{ a 1 ._g 2 ._g-3 ._g4 ._g5, lm}) andthe principal components{YP Y2 , ... , 
Y n }, the data sampling starts with a given data set of the positional variables {y 1 , y 2 , 
... , Yn }. Thisdata_setisdenoted_as {Q;} = {y~> Yi, ... , Yn };_li=1,2, ... ,m} =-{(Yn, 
y ;2 , ... , y in tl i =I ,2, ... ,m}: Here, m is the size_of samples. This number_ in_ should at 
least_ equalor be greater than two__tim_es__of__the number of_dimension_(22sn)_.__T~is is 
because every positional variable should at least have two different giyen values. 
Normally it.should__haxe_thr_ee_or__mor_e_differenLii.'l.en_ values___to__sho_w _the__relation,shi p s 
\ 
with the independent variables. Generally speaking, the greater the sample number, 
the easier it is_to__illustrate the relationships._HoweY'er,___if_the__sample_size_is___t_oo__bi,, the 
data processing will require more time and computer memory. Therefore, the sample 
size and every poinUn the_ data set {__'4-}_sho_uld be determined based up_on_ the _ne_ed of 
a particular application. For example, in the case of the spring test used earlier, the 
force values {p+ }_are __ used to determine the test p__oints. These test points should be 
chosen based on the range of applied force in a particular application and the 
requirement of the_ac_c_urac_)':_hefore_the_test is_carried_out._ Since the_inverse functjon x 
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= F ( y__l_ls known a1].cfc6mQ!1!~6Jf,-thei( thegtvel1 dafaSet_ (QI!s u~_(!CI to c~_ity out 
the calculation to obtain. the corresponding sample data set of the variables{ x;, x 2 , 
... , x n } . This calculated sample data set is denoted as {Pi }= { x 1, x 2 , •.. , 
x n } ;Ji=l,2; ... ,m } = {(x il-, x i2 , •• :> x in) J i = 1 ,2, ... ,m} corresponding to data set 
· { Q i J: -Relating the general approach to what is done on -the Stew art platform, the 
platform. is set tu __ a_ series of_different positions, i...e..._different_v~ of 
(a 1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 ,a5 , lm) then using formula (2) to compute the corresponding values 
of link lengths (lr.l2 .l3 ,l4 ,l5 ,lrJ- To complete this step, a data s~ple ta,ble as 
follows is used. 
Sample Given Data {Q ;-} Calculated Data {P J _ Principal Components {Y i} No.~(z) ·t----..---,----,--+---,-----,,--,----+---.--.----,-...,-----i 
. Y ··:r;-· 1-·r;;---=- - •• ....:-:1--Jt:, - -¥-:-;---,.1 -¥-:;;---,.2 ~rr.-1--_''¥-.o...on in 11 _ 12 _ · m • 
1-·:·. . ~- . 1::--::.. ~ 1-...,.---
y 2n x~I .. x22 · __ ..... A2n 
---
......... __:: ... ···~ ._... ... -· •.• ... 
=--. 
Table.2.2-3 An exam_t1le g( data samplingJ_able 
This table consists of three parts; given data { Q i : {y I' y 2' ... ' y n } ; li= 1 ,2, .. : ,m}' 
calculated data {P; :{xi> x 2 , ... , xn}; li=l,2,:.~,m ,}, and the principal components 
{Y; :{Y1,_Y 2 , ... , Y n-:L;..li=J,2,.._ .. ,m }_,_The dat(!set l_Q.J._is giveQ.~b~(ore carryif!g out 
\ 
the sample. The calculated. data set {P-; } is obtained' c,iuring the sampling, ~d the 
corresp.onding principal c_omponent values__ .will. be._ calculated __ after_ obtainin~ the 
formula of the principal components of the system. _ . ) 
Step_LObtaining the formula of.the_principal components o(t~tem 
----....._ ____ 
This is a standard procedure of the PCA, which has been described in Section_6.2.2. 
The.task.o£this. step.is_t.o.ohtain the_constants for e_ye.cy_principaLco~nent. 
Yk=ak1 x 1+ak2 x 2 + ... +aknxn_,_(k=1,2, ... ,_n) ___ J 
Step 3. Calculating the_principaLc.omponent values for every point in l~.land_fUling 
\ 
the above table. The value of the ith sample's kth principal component (Yik) is 
Y ik = ak1 xi!+ ak2 xi2 + ... + akn xin for k=1,2, ... , n. i = 1,2, ... , m 
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Step 4. Analysing the relationships between {Y;} and {Q; }in the sample space. The 
result of this step can be directly extended to the whole component variable space and 
positional variable space. The tools and skills of this step are discussed in the 
following section. 
2.0btaini~ 
"ncipal 
corn onents Principal 
components of 
the system 
Relationships 
between {Qi} and {Yi 
Using the PCA to analyse relationships 
Figure 6-4 Procedure of using PCA to analyse relationship 
The whole procedure of using the PCA to analyse relationships can be illustrated by 
Figure 6-4. 
6.3.2 Analysis of the Relationship between Principal Components and Positional 
Variables 
The discussions in this section address mechanical relationship analyses rather than 
analysis for a general relationship as an abstract function F(.) shown in Section 6.3 .1. 
Corresponding to the general discussion in the previous section, data set { Q; } is the 
sample data set of the positional variables; the data set {P; } is the sample data set of 
the measurement variables; and the data set {Y; } is the data set of the principal 
components corresponding to the sample data. 
The purpose of the analysis of the relationship between the principal component data 
set {Y; } and the data set { Q; } of the positional variables is to provide sufficient 
information to build up an algorithm. This algorithm can be used to compute the 
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values of the positional variables usmg principal component values. Through a 
relationship.analysi~the_followin~results shol!14 be_obtained: 
(1) Every positional variable can be determined by a function m which the 
independent variabJes_are_princip._aLcomgp_n~nt_s only,.,_i~.t least,_ this is. true.. when pther 
\ 
positional variables are given. 
(2).J£a._p.ositional yariahle_can.he...detemrined..h.Yo_aJur;J.CtiQILin .which.the._inde~~dent 
variables are principal components only, when other positional variables vary. in a 
certain range, . .the_change_of the characteristics of this function with the .. chan~-=of the 
\ 
values of the other positional variables can also be identified. 
TQobtain...the...a.bmr_e_twQresults,.Jhe...-relationshi~a.nal;y~~starts.J~.y=us~=of o~~t~rone 
relationship analysis. That is to try to find. the relationship between every: one 
po.sitionaL variable_and_eyel)'..princi~~t~omu.9n~nt. If e..ve.fLp._gsjj:jq~~l variable c~n be 
determined by one principal component, the result (1) has been obtained. However, 
normall~<',_some. p.ositional variables_are .. difficult to determine .. bYo.Jl sinid~"'wi~cipal 
component. After a part of positional variables is identified by some one-to-one 
relationships, the_remained p.art.of.po~itional YaJiAbl~CailfiOLbe._determined_b~.;ngle 
principal component. In this situation, pair-to-pair relationship analysis is required. 
ThaLis, for the._remained positional yariahles, to.....tcy)Q J}nd_ tll.e...-~el~tionsbi~ .Po~een 
every pair of positional variables and every pair of principal components. Sometime, a 
pair:: to:: pair relationship.._can_be_transformed_to_twQ on~to.-~~. relationshi ~ I~t is, 
one positional variable can be expressed by a pair of principal components, which will 
be...-d.is.cussed.Jater. in_tbis._se..ction._F or _mosLsituation~the..relationshiP...J:tn~;~.l~s~cr be 
based on these two sorts of analyses, one-to-one and pair-to-pair relationship. analyses. 
Follo..wing this,. toJmo.w...the....effecLon...e..v.ecy...obtained relatioQshig_ o£_other..Qq,onal 
variables, further analyses are also required. . . . _1 
The_tools..used for the...-relationship._anal)':sis are 2-dimensional sr~R4.§_. . .fQr one:-tq-one 
1 
relationship analysis, one coordinate axis is one of the positional variables and the 
other.axis is one._o£the...p.rincipal components Furtb.er..details are._gi.Y-eiJ-later....E~pair­
to-pair relationship analysis, the two coordinate axes are two of the prin'cipal 
components and,_.onc.e_again, detaildiscussion is...in_a..later..s.ection.......The_d~e 2-
dimensional graph is taken from the sample data table, Table 2.2-3. . __ j 
During_the...de.velopment of the PCA_based appr.~some_tw!c;~situations.'lhave 
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been considered. Studying these typical cases should be helpful for relationship 
analyses for other mechanisms. The following is a brief discussion. 
6.3.2J. One.-to-one_Relationship Anal~ 
After filling up Table 2.2-3, the data analysis normally should start by looking for 
one-to-one relationships · between the positional v:ariables y; _and the principal 
components Y; (i = 1, 2, ... , n ). During this period, 2-dimensional coor.dinate-graphs, 
which consisLof_one_p.ositionaL variable_axis_and_ one.....principaLcomppnent_ axi~, are 
used. In such a graph, the data of the positional variable is from one column of the 
data__{.U;_}_ in Table.....2.2~3 _and_ the_data_of the.....corresp.ondin&r..willci~L ~omp__QQ~nt is 
from one column of the principal component {Y; } in the same table. If all the sample 
data_from_Table_22::~forms_one__increase_or de.creas.e._cur_ve.....or line_(se.e__Figllre_~..:-5), it 
I 
means that this principal component can directly express this positional variable and 
this_ relationship_ is_noLaffe.cte.d_by_other. p.ositionaL v(lriable.s._ That is,._ for any_~ven 
value of the principal component, there is only a single value of the corresponaing 
positional variable, no matter whaLthe__values oflh.e__other_p.ositional Y.a.tiable.sJ'jgure 
6-5 (a) and (b) are examples in which the positiotial variable is y 1 and the princ-ipal 
component i~ Y 1 . 
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Figure 6-5 Unambiguous_ one-to-one relationships 
Here, it should be explained that each given value of a positional variable corresponds 
to_ severaL rows in_ Table..2..2:J __ ThaLis,_e.a.ch .giY-e.n .. value_of a,..Q.g_sitional v~able 
corresponds to several different values of other positional variables. Sometimes, the 
given. positional variabl~_with the... differ.ent. values _of other Q.Qs!tional. variables 
\ 
correspond only one value of the related principal component. In this situation, the 
relationship graplLis a siniJe CWY~orJj.J;Le...~~wn_in_Ei.g]J.r.~§~~,Tb..ifi_me~ that 
other positional variables do not affect this relationship. However, in most situations, 
a.ey__gi.Y.en_:value_of_a__positional variable with_different va.lu.e.LoLotheL.gg,onal 
variables correspond to different values of the principal components and show 
differ.enLp.oints..in_ the.2-dimensional_grap)t,_as.=shown. in Fi&~.r~,. 6-6 ~- Ill this_situ~tion, 
the relationship graph will be several curves. Every one of the curves corresponds to 
gi_ve.n_values_of other_p.osi.tionaLvariahles ... .The...difference...from. curve... to_ curv~is the 
\ 
effect on the relationship by other positional variables. 
y, y, 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6-6 ~~one_relationships with.effect_h.y_other_p.ositiqnaLvaria.Qles 
To find what positional variable affects the invested relationship,. the same coordinate 
system is used but the data shown in the graph needs to be filtered. For exam~le,)fthe 
- ····-- - -, 
relationship between the positional variable y 1 and the principal component Y 1 is 
being.in.vestigate.d..aruLthe...graplLof.the..relationsbip is as sho_wn..in.EiiJJ.r~6:6,_the1task 
is to find what positional variables affect this relationship. In the first step, .every 
positional variable from_y+.to y _ _js fixed so that the sampJe.uoiJ;!tsin_ the &r.~tlb~orm 
/ 
a single curve or line similar to Figtire 6-5. Then, these fixed variables from y2 ~o y n 
are in turn given different sample values to show what differences are caused. When 
one of-these positional. variables, say y 2 , is given different values and every value of 
the positional variable y 1 corre~ponds to- one value of the principal component Y 1 , it 
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means that this positional variable y2 does not affect this relationship. When one of 
these positional variables, say y 2 , is given different values- and- every value .of the 
positional variable y 1 corre_sponds to di_fferent _values of .the principal component Y 1, 
it means that this positional variable_ y. 2 affects.this__ relationship .. _ After anal}'sing the 
effect of the positional variable y 2_, then the effect of another one of the positional 
variables,.. say y 3 , sho.ulclb.e..anal~s.e.cLThis....processing__does noLstoRuntil it. is....known 
whether every one of the positional variables from y 2 toy n affects this relatlonship 
or not. 
It should he. noted.that, since the...data shown...in.the graph is....fro.m)he samQI(L~a in 
Table 2.2-3, rather than from the whole data range, the curves or lines shown in 
Eigure_~S ... or.6~6 are formed b.y...se..veral sample data instead of..actual ~e.s....4ines. 
Some knowledge of the particular application background __ can be used to judge 
whether.the._curve ... odine...is....incre.asing__ordecre~sin&o.~~ong_.the..sl@pj~=9ata. In_ most 
\ 
mechanical application situations, if the sample data shows an increase along a curve 
in...a_graph...as__ shown...in Eigure....6-5 ,...the_ actual_cur:ve.__corresp_ondin~1~th~ sam11t~\ data 
should be an increasing curve. Sometimes if the points shown in the graph are not 
sufficient to determine the...increase or de.cr.ease__of..the...CWYe..as sbown..in...Eigw:~ 6-7, 
some new sample points should be inserted into Table 2.2-3 and appear in the 
corresponding 2~dimensional relationship i(@h. 
-----------
--
The procedure of exploring one-to-one relationships does npt stop untiL ~very 
positional Yariahle...has...he.e.n..compared with....e.vecy,.p[incig!ll c.o.tntw..nent This ~cess 
of comparison needs to be carried out n(the number of positional variables) x _n(the 
number.. afJ1Lincipal.Cf1111[1flneJJts)...times. 
--------- -. 
However, sometimes 2-dimensional graphs used to show one-to-one relationships are 
more...complex...than the simple increase...OLdecrease CWYes...oLlines...discussed here. In 
\ 
this situation, one given principal component value may correspond to several values 
o£... the... different positional variable Therefore, this......principal component_inot 
determine the positional variable. Moreover, the curve of the investigated one-to,-one 
relationship,.... sometimes,.....is....significantl~affe.cted_ by_ another_ p_ositional vari~e as 
shown in Figure 6-7. This situation was met in the Stewart platform analysis.: For 
example,... as the positionaLyariable a:c- of the Stewart platform shown in Fi~r~ 5-2 
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changes from 0 to 21t; the values of the measurement variables (/ 1 , / 2 , 13 ; / 4 ,15 ,/ 6 ) are 
changed from their initial values to other values and then change back to the initial 
values. Therefore, the_ corresponding p.oints_ _ in_ the__ measuremenL variable___~pace 
{/ 1 .~2 ,/3 ,1 4 ,/5 ,1-6 ), and --consequently, m the ·principal component space 
(Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3 ,Y4 ,Y5 ,Y6 ), form a closed curv~. Moreover,. the diameter of the closed 
curve significantly depends on.the___value__of a_1 ____ If al-_e_quals__zero,_.this_clos.ed __ ~urve 
becomes one point. If a 1 becomes bigger, the diameter of the closed curve will 
become__ bigger._ Hence,___an:y_graph_ which consists___ of one___ of the. principle_e.om')nent 
axes and the axis of the positional variable a 2 will show a curve including increase 
and decrease_ segments_ in the_value_range_of a:c--between 0 and_21t as shown in F:_igure 
6-7. In this situation, pair-to-pair relationship analysis is needed. 
Figure 6-7 
6.3.2.2 Pair-to-Pair Relationship Analysis 
During pair-to-pair relationship__anal}':sis,___the two_ coordinate axes_ in the_ ~a~ are 
two of the principal components (say Y 1 and Y 2 ), and the data is from two col~mns 
of the principal comp_onents_{_Y.;--}__in Table_2.2-3 (sa~.f »--Y ,m-and 1':~:::--Y_.)_,_TQ find 
' 
which two positional variables correspond to these two principal components, every 
two of the positional variables_are_ in turn chos.en for investigation._ To show the 
relationships more clearly, all of the positional variables, with the exception of the 
two_ in.vestigated p_ositionaL variable__s,__should__he__fixed_ during__the___ pair.-:to,..pair 
I 
relationship analysis. Normally, this graph shows two families of curves, which 
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mainly correspond to two of the positional variables. Through the analysis of the type 
and.array ofthe ClllY~Lcan_b.e..founcLwhether.this...pair ofprinciw.U.comp_onents can 
express the chosen pair of positional variables and their relationships. After obtaihing 
the __ pair-to:-pair relatio_nships,_the_ effects of the other positionaLvariables_ shoulq also 
be investigated. The following are some typical types of curve families in 2-
dimemensional principal component space. 
-------------Type 1. The two families of curves are two families of parallel lines and these two 
families of lines are perp_endicular to each other. One. family .of lines_ is arra~ed by the 
increment of one of the positional variables and the other family of lines is arraydd by 
the.increment of the other positional xa_jable. 
:t 
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Figure 6-8 shows examples, in which, the two axes are Y 1 and Y 2 and the lines are 
arrayed by the increment of the positional variables y1 .and y 2 respectively. 
In fact, this kind of relationship can also be found through one-to-one analysis. In 
Figure 6-8 (a)~ the relationship_between ~1- and.Y I--or. between ~'l-and. Y J.- is a_ linear 
relationship as shown in Figure 6-6(a). In Figure 6-8(b ), the relationship between y 1 
and Y 1 or between.y 2 and Y 2 is a non-linear relationship as. shown in Figure·6-6(b). 
In the situation as shown in Figure 6-8(a)-or (b); the relationsl?lp between, y 1 and Y 1 
is not affected by y 2 ; and the relationship between y- 2 and Y 2 is- not affected. by y 1 . 
In Figure 6-8( c), the relationship between y 1 and Y 1 or between y 2 and Y 2 is a non-
linear relationship as shown in Figure. 6-8(b }. The.. relationship b.etween y_I--and ... Y 1 is 
affected by -y 2 , and the relationship between y 2 and Y 2 is affected. by y 1 . It should 
be noted that in the situation, as shown in Figure 6-8(c), the principal components' 
directions can be changed yia_a_coordinate rotation to_the_same__direction as the 
'\ 
increment of-positional variable y 1 or y 2 • After the coordinate rotation, the situation, 
as shown in Figure 6__..,8(c)_wi1Lhe_changed t<Lthe._situatio.n as_sho_wn..in_Figure_q-8(a) 
or (b). 
Ty_pe_2- The two Cll.fYe families are tw_o_families ofgeneral op.en__~W1f.e.s.._:Ihe_CUI:Y,es in 
I 
each family do not cross each other. The sample points in principal component space 
are_arrayed_in_ two_familie.s__of curves_ rather_ thanJines_s_e_en in Ty:p.e_L_One_famiJy of 
curves is arrayed by the increment of one of the positional variables. The other family 
o£curves_is_array:e.c:Lb_y_the_incre.menLof_the_other __ p_ositionaL variaWe_Fig}Jre_ 6-9 _is an 
example, in which the two axes are Y 1 and Y 2 and the curves are ar:rayed _by the 
increment of the positional variables y 1 and y 2 respectively. 
y, y, y, 
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Figure 6-9 Type 2 
There_are_tw_o situations in Figure ~g__In_the situation shown in Fii]tre ~9(a)_4 (b), 
the positional variable y 1 mainly relates to the principal component Y 1 and the 
p_ositionaL variab_le__y__2 __ mainly___rclates_to__the_principaLcomp_onenLY~.-_Therefor~, the 
\ 
principal component Y 1 can be used to express the positional variable y 1 and the 
principal component Y_2 · can be used to express ,the positional variable y 2 . --ln fact, 
thisJcind_ofrelationship can also b_e_found througb <m.e.=~one_anal~JmLthe~res 
used in pair-to-pair analysis show the relationships more clearly. The situation shown 
in Figure_ 6-9( c) is when Yt-or Y2 _ is__gi_~en a_value~and there ma~_he_ more__tha~ one 
I 
corresponding point -in a curve. Therefore, Y1 - and Y 2 cannot _e~press y 1 or 
y 2 respectively. However, after giving a rotation-of the coordinate frame Y1 -Y2 , the 
situation can be changed to be the same as Figure 6-9(a) or (b). Hence, y 2 can be 
expressed by R 1 , and y r--- can be_ _expressed_ b)'_R 2 _ in the new frame R }--Rh This 
\ 
means that y 1 and y 2 can be expressed by the different linear combinations ofY 1 and 
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Y 2 respectively. 
Type 3: The sample points in principal component space are arrayed in a family of 
closed concentric curves, which cross with a family of curves from a centre point, 
radiating outward (see Figure..6:-10)_Around the_ closed_ curves~ the.clo.ckwise..or, anti-
clockwise direction is the increment of one of the positional variables and the d.dius 
of the. closed curve_increases_with.the._inc.remenLoLthe_ other...positional:v~able. 
/ 
Figure 6-10 is an example,· in which the two axes are Y 1 and Y 2 and the curves are 
arrayed by the increment of the positional variabl~s:YT and y_2 respe.;tively. 
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This situation can easily be transformed to the distribution of Type 1 or Type 2 but 
where. the. coordinate.axes_a.re..polar_angle..ancLradius,_ins.tead_of ortho&PilaLpri~cipal 
components (see Figure 6-11) . 
• p~ . p 
.. ,.8--- ·- ~ _.Q-·· ··o 
····-· -~ 
---o.__'--------;,f-, -;;+o 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 6:-ll Twe_l.can...he.transformed.to_Type. Lor_rrpe 2 
.-' 
Therefore, the positional :variable Y~1- can be expre~sed_ by .the radius Q = Jy:_ -t Y~ in 
""" 
Figure 6-11 and the positional variable y 2 can be expressed by the polar angle 
&= atan(Y 2 /Y 1 ). Since the transformation from the principal components Y1 and Y 2 
to the polar· angle and the radius ( jJ , ll ) js a trigonometric transformation, the 
positional variables y 1 and y2 can be expressed by two different functions of the 
principal components Y 1 and. Y 2 respectively. It also means that the_ p_ositional \ 
variables y 1 and y 2 can be expressed by the principal components Y 1 and Y 2 • • 
Ty:peA:Ihe sample__ points in_ principaLc.ornponenLspac.e...ar.e__arreyed.in_two_ f~ilies 
of curves, but some curves in one of the two families cross each other (see Figu~e 6-
12). 
\ 
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Figure 6-12 the situation is difficult to directly analyse the relationship 
-Y, 
The. situation shown. in__.Eigure....6::-12 is..._mor.e....diffic.ulLto .. analy-s.e..._Normall y,.__~ this 
situation, the positional variables (y 1 , y 2 ) are inappropriate to be expressed b.y the 
principalcomponents...(YJ-\ Y 2 ). 
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Cha_pter 7 
PCA Based Relationship Analysis for a· 6-6 
Stewa-rt Platform 
This section shows how to use the PCA approach to obtain the PCA based 
measurement solution using a real case. 
7.1 The Assembly Configuration .of.the 6-6_Stewart Platform 
This real case is a 6-6 Stewart platform, which has already been shown in Figury 2.1-
' 1. That is a structure, which consists of two disks and six links. Additionally, the 
dimensions ofthe disks and the positions ofthe link joint points on the disks are ~iven 
in Figure 7-1. 
Base · T()p platform 
Figure 7-1 the positions of the joint points of the links 
The diameters of the two disks. are-200 mm_ Thejoint _points on the base are fixed 
relative to the base coordinate frame system the B-frame. The joint points on the top 
platform are fixed relative to the top..platform coordinate system,..the T-frame. H~nce, 
the coordinate values of the joints on the base in the B-frame and the coordinate 
values of the joints on the top. platform ilL the . .T,frame coordinatfLs.y~ are 
constant. These coordinated values are listed as follows: 
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Joint points b; oflinks on the base (in B-frame) are 
b 1 = ( 1 00; 0, 0); 
b 2 = ( lOO cos(n/6),.100 sin(n/6), 0); 
b3 =( 100 cos(n4/6)., 100 sin(n4/6), 0); 
b <I = ( lOO.cos(n5/6),-100.sin(n5J6), 0); 
b 5 = ( 100 cos( n8/6), 100 sin(n:8/6), 0); 
b 6 = ( 100 cos(n9/6), 100 sin(n9/6), 0). 
Jointpoints t; of-links on the topplatform (in T-frame) are 
t 1 = ( 100 cos(nll/6)., 100 sin(nll/6), 0); 
t 2 = ( 100-cos(n2/6)~, 100 sin(n2/6), 0); 
t 3 = ( 100 cos( n3/6) ,.. 100 sin( zGL6), 0); 
t 4 = ( 100 cos(n6/6), 100 sin(n6/6), 0); 
t ~ = ( 100 cos( n7 /6) ,_ 100 sin(n7/6.)~ 0); 
t 6 = ( 100 cos(n10/6), 100 sin(n10/6), 0). 
Initial position 
In the above configuration,.. the relative..position.ofthe...top platform.is. to.be meas_l!red. 
This initial position is defined such that the corresponding axes and the origin_ of the 
T -frame and the B-frame are .. ooincident .At this. ... initiaLposition,_alLof.the positional 
' / 
variables (a 1 ~ ·a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , lm) are zero, At this initi_al position Jhejoint point's 
(t; )-coordinate.valuesjn_the.R-frame are 
t 1 = ( 100 cos(n11/6L 100 sin(1tllL6), 0); 
t 2 = ( 100 cos(n2/6), 100 sin(n2/6),.0); 
t 3 = ( 100 cos(n3/6L 100 sin(7t.3L6~,' 0); 
t 4 = ( 100 cos( n6/6) , 100 sin( n6/6), 0); 
t 5 = ( 100 cos( n7 /6) ,.. 100 sin(n:7L6.}, 0); 
" 
t 6 = ( 100 cos(n10/6), 100 sin(n10/6), 0). 
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They are the same as the coordinate values in the T -frame because the T -frame and 
the B-frame are coincident. 
7.2 The PCA Based For-ward Displacement Measurement Solution 
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Figure 7-2 The difference between the PCA based solution and other solutions 
The PCA based solution_ makes. use of the principal. components of the system. as a 
bridge to solve the problem. When the link lengths of the Stewart platform are given, 
the. values. of the link__ lengths. are_first_transformed __ to. __ th.e___va.b.J.es_.oLt:he_~cipal 
components. Then a numerical algorithm completes the calculation of the positional 
variables. using the principaLcomp.onent values .. These. p.ositional variables_ are a s~t of 
variables representing the position and orientation of the Stewart platform,_which 
have been defined in ChapterS ... Ihe numerical ~rithm. in. the PCA based solution is 
\ 
based on the relationship between the principal components and the positional 
variables. The above. procedur.~which.pro~esse£.fi:onq~ivenJink.leD.iths. to principal 
\ 
component values and then to the positional variables, is called the PCA .based 
forward displacemenLmeasu.rement solutio&. In_ Figure .7,2,._the. process.is_indifated 
by the arrows. 
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The PCA based solution consists of two parts; calculation of the principal components 
of the system and the numerical algorithm for computing the positional variables. A 
Stewart platform with different assembly configurations has different principal 
components and numerical algorithms. The technical key to the PCA based solution is 
the transformation from six link-lengths to six principal components. If the 
transformation is successful, the relationship between the principal components and 
the positional variables can be identified. Consequently, a numerical algorithm can be 
established, based on the identified relationship. The methodology to develop the 
PCA based forward displacement solutions for different assembly configurations is 
called the PCA based forward displacement measurement method. Every PCA based 
solution is for a particular case with a particular assembly configuration. The PCA 
based method can be used to develop different solutions for different assembly 
configurations. 
The PCA based forward displacement measurement solution is an on-line procedure. 
It has high accuracy and computational efficiency. The PCA based forward 
displacement measurement method is an off-line procedure. It is a methodology for 
obtaining PCA based solutions. The following sections show a real case in which the 
PCA based forward displacement measurement method was applied to obtain a 
solution for a 6-6 Stewart platform. The assembly configuration of this particular 
Stewart platform has been described in Section 5 .1. 
7.3 PrinCipal Component Analysis 
The principal component analysis is a standard procedure. However, some particular 
application background factors need to be considered. 
7.3.1 Data Sa:mple 
As mentioned in Chapter 6, the first task of sample is to give several particular values 
of the positional variables. This operation is called determining the sample condition. 
The sample condition values correspond to the data set { Q; } in Table 2.2-3. In this 
case, the following factors were considered before determining the sample conditions: 
Factor 1: The data sample should cover as much of the value range of the positional 
variables. The requirement of this application is that the robot can make turning in any 
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direction but the degree of the turning is not more than Jt/4 during one step of 
movement. The length of the step is between 150 and 200mm. During the robot 
moves, there is only very little roll. Therefore, the value range of the positional 
variables in this application is given as: a 1 :E (0, Jt/4); a 2 E [0, 21t); a 3 E (0, Jt/4); 
a 4 E .[0, 21t); a 5 E[ -1t/6, 1t/6]; lm E[150, 200]. There is a constraint that is: a 1 + 
Factor 2: Every positional variable should have at least two different values so that it 
is probable to show the relationships between the positional variables and the 
principal components. Normally, every positional variable should have at least 3 
different values, so that it is able to show the linearity or non-linearity of the 
relationships between the positional variable and principal components. Some circular 
variables*, such as a 2 and a 4 _, should have at least 4 different values, so that it is able 
to show the change of the data distribution in the principal component space. 
Factor 3: Some variable values such as a 2 , a 4 and a 5 can be chosen to show the 
symmetry of the top platform the positions. The variables a 2 , a 4 and a 5 should be 
chosen by geometry symmetrical points, so that it is able to show the symmetry of the 
distribution of sample points in a principal component subspace. This symmetry 
information is also helpful in the stage of relationship analysis. 
Based on the above considering, the given values of the positional variables are: 
Angle 1 (a 1 ): 0, 1t/6, Jt/12, 1t/6, Jt/4 
Angle 2 (a2 ): 0, Jt/4, Jt/2, Jtx3/4, 1t, Jtx5/4, 1tx6/4 1tx7/4; 
Angle 3 (aJ: 0, 1t/6, Jt/12, 1t/6, Jt/4 
Angle 4 (a4): 0, Jt/4, Jt/2, 1tx3/4, 1t, 1tx5/4, Jtx6/4 Jtx7/4; 
Angle 5 (a 5 ): -Jt/12, -Jt/24, 0, Jt/24, Jt/12, 
Length of M-bar (lm ): 150,200 
Therefore, the sample size is determined. That is, the sample covers the number of all 
possible combinations of the above values of the positional variables, which gave 
different positions and orientations of the Stewart platform. Corresponding to Table 
2.2-3 in Chapter 6, the values of { Q; } were given. Then, for each given position and 
orientation of the Stewart platform, the corresponding lengths of the linkages were 
• Here, the circular variable means the value of the variable varies in a circle, e.g. between 0 and 2n. 
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calculated. Corresponding to Table 2.2-3 in Chapter 6, the values of {P; } were 
obtained. Then the computation of the principal components of the system was 
required for calculating the corresponding values of.{Y; } . 
7.3.2 Computation of the Principal Components of the System 
ThiR.procedureJuJ.s_heen._introduced in Chapter 6 According to Eg..(2 2-l),.~atter 
matrix can be obtained and then the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors 
ofthe_scatt.er ma.trix...can .. he...obtai ned _One__eii,el!.xalue-wi11Lcorresp_ondi ni. ~ctor 
corresponds to one principal component. Every scale value of the eigenvettors 
corresponds . to. a___factor of the .principal component formula (2 2-2) __ Afte~ the 
computation, the following eigenvalues and eigenvectors were obtained. J 
Eigenv.alues. 
1..,,:::::1281077815 
/.., 2 =41 040737 
/..,J =410380.68 
/..,4 =3242860 
/..,5- =3240898 
..... .. _ .... _ .. . . __ Eiunvectors 
a 1.= {0.40.825, .. 0:40825, 0.40825, 0.40825, 0.40825, 0.408~5} 
a 2 = {0.28868, 0.57735, 0.28868,--0.28868,--0.57735, --0.28868} 
ay= {05,... .. 0,...~0.5,...~0.5,...~ 0.5} 
J 
a 4= {-0.28868, 0.57735, -0.28868, -0.28868, 0.57735, -0.28868} 
~-:= {=05,.. ... 0,..._0.5,...~0..5,....0,_.Q.:_5} 
/.., 6 =495051.4 a 6 = {-0.40825, 0.40825, -40825, ·-0.40825, -0.40825, 0.40.825} 
So, the principal components of the system are: J 
Y I =0_4082511 + 0.40825 / 2 + 4082513 + 0.40825 14 + 0.40825 / 5 + 0.40825 16 
y 2=0.288681, +0.5773512 +0.28868/3 -0.2886814-0.5773515-0.28868/6 
Y 5 =05lt_-0.513• -0Sl4-+0.5lfr·- __ 
~3-1) 
(2.3-2) 
~.3-3) 
y 4=-0.288681, +0.57735/2 -0.2886813 -0.2886814 +0.57735/5-0.28868/6 -(1.3~4) 
y j--=-0 .. 5 It+ 0. 513' -05 lq-_f-0.516'--- ... 
I 
y 6 =- -0.40825 I, +0.40825 12 -40825 13 +0.40825 14 -0.40825 15 +0.40825 16 (2~3-6) 
Accor:ding..to the....aho.Ye...fa~JJlas, .the ..... correspondine,._ p~incipa_l -~IIl.JlPll~llues 
{Y; :(Y 1 Y2 ,Y3 ,Y4 ,Y5 ,Y6 ); 11=1, 2, ... , m } (here, m IS the sample size) were 
calculated.. Then,... a.na,4!sis far identifying,. the relationships hetween the positional 
variables and the principal components was carried out. This_ analysis . .was. base1 on 
th" sample data; th" positiona.Lvariahle_ values Vl,_:_ {12,..._/4~12,._'4--a,._lmlli =I, 
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m}. 
It..should_he. noted that in the_S¥mmetries...in .. the..eigen.ve.ctors repr.~@i .. symmetri~s in 
) 
the assembly configuration° .·The repeated eigenvalues (A 2 , A 3 , A 4 , A 5 ) represent the 
::et::p::;h~:b:p7;::~::;::0:i::~:~::p:~t:~::e::::t 1: 
particular application In this...case,_som.t!...physicaJ ~~~~nation ~~discussedjn the 
following sections but the complete physical explanation is till an open question. ) 
7J..l_Analysis of.. the Relationshi~. betwef!n .. Jhf!_ pri_nci~al Comg,gnents_~ the 
Positional Variables ) 
The procedme.....of the analysis of..the relationship between the.....ppncipal components 
and the positional variables has been introduced in Section 6.3.2. The relati~ship 
analysis s.tart.s. h.~_t.he.....one-to-one relationship .analysis I£...~1o.;9DC-~nship 
analysis cannot obtain satisfactory results, pair-to pair relationship analysis w~l be 
carried out During this analysis, two one::to-one relationships were identified. Those 
are the relationship between the first principal component (Y 1 ) and the length J the 
M-bar .. (lm.).nand the relationship .... b.etween.....the......six:th_principal compQnent (.Yu-} and 
) 
Angle.5 .. (a5 ). However,.the .. relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 ; Y 5 ) and (ai> a 2 , 
a 3 , a 4 ) is very complex. Hence, pair-to-pair relationships were identified. Then, the 
combinations of the.....pair-to-pair relationships :were....also identified Ihe.se.....i.d.entified 
relationships are discussed as follows. ) 
7.3J..l..One::to,one Relationship Anal~ 
----
After comparing every principal compon~~t-with each. positional variable, .. two 
:::::~e::~ ~·:db:: l~::::~th~~-:~b/:~::0:::~~ i::e::la:~:n:: ::J::~ 
the.....sixth..principaLcumponent (Yu-)_and_the.. angl.e...5~ a 5 ). 
[} rre·autliOr used non-;srmmeuy-a:ssenrbty cuuflgmadons; wtri'ctrteaded m ~~etry 
eigenvectors. · ... · · ..... · ···· · · ··· - · · · · ·· , ' 
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7.3.3.1.1 The relationship between the 1st principal component and the length ofthe 
M-Bar 
According to the formula (2.3-1) ofthe first principal component, 
y 1 =0.40825 /1 + 0.40825 12 + 40825 13 + 0.40825 14 + 0.40825 15 + 0.40825 16 
(a) The relationship 
between Y 1 and 1m 260 
220 
E 180 
140 
/m = 0.4134Y1 -4.2645 
100 +----~---.,..-------, 
(b) The error of the 
regression function 
300 
0.5 I 
• 
400 500 
Y1 
I 
400 • '00 
• 
Y1 
Figure 7-3 The relationship between Y 1 and 1m 
600 
6 0 
In fact, the first principal component is an arithmetic average of the six link lengths 
with a constant factor. It is obvious that the first principal component value increases 
with the length of the M-bar (1m). Normally, the arithmetic average of the six link 
lengths is greater than the length of the M-bar. But, when the length of the M-bar 
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approaches infinite, the difference between the arithmetic average of the six link 
lengths and the length of the M-bar approaches zero. Figure 7-3(a) illustrates the 
relationship between Y 1 and lm using all of the sample data. To show the relationship 
more clearly, more sample data (for lm= 125, 150, 175, 200 and 225) was inserted in 
the figure. Also, the regression line is added. 
The regression function is: 
lm=0.4134Y 1 -4.2645 (2.3-7) 
When the other positional variables ( a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ) are given, there is an 
increasing function lm=f(Y 1 ). When the other positional variables have different 
values, the corresponding functions lm=f(Y 1 ) may be different. However, these 
differences are very small. This can be illustrated by Figure 7-3. Figure 7-3(b) is a 
scatter figure in which every difference between every sample datum value and the 
value calculated by the regression function (2.3-7) is shown using all of the sample 
data. To give a closed form expression to the function lm=f(Y 1 ) with the parameters 
(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ), lm=f1Y 1 , (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 )], is very difficult. However, 
the properties of the functions lm=f(Y 1 ) have been identified. They are increasing 
functions, hence, the value of lm can be obtained by using a numerical algorithm, if 
the principal component Y 1 and position variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ~ 4 , a 5 are known. 
Also, the regression function (2.3-7) can be used to set the initial value of lm in the 
computing algorithm. Figure 7-3(b) shows that if lm varies between 150 and 200, the 
error of the regression function is less than ±1mm. The relative error is less than 0.5% 
when a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 vary in the value range described in 2.3.3.1. Therefore, the 
initial value given by the regression function has high accuracy. It is also known 
through Figure 7-3(b), that the position variable lm has only small variance (less than 
±1 %) when a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 have different values. Therefore, the value of lm can 
be determined by the value of Y 1 only using the regression function for some 
applications, in which accuracy requirement is less than ±1 %. Considering the fact 
that the errors of the regression function shown in Figure 7-3(b) include all of the 
sample data, it is known that for different values of the positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , 
a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ), the quantity relationship between lm and Y 1 has only very small 
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change. In other words, the positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ) only have a 
very small effect on the relationship between lm and Y 1 . 
Conclusions for the relationship between Y1 and lm : 
• The first principal component is mainly relative to the positional variable lm. The 
first principal component increases with the increase of the variable lm. 
• If the other positional variables ( ~ 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ) are given, there is an 
increasing function lm=f(Y 1 ). 
• If the other positional variables have different values, the corresponding functions 
lm=f(Y 1 ) may be different, but this difference is very small. In the range 
125<=/m <= 225, there is a regression function: 
lm=0.4134Y 1 -4.2645 
The error of this regression function in the given value range of lm is less than 
±1%. 
This fact indicates that the positional variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 only have 
very small effects on the relationship between lm and Y 1 ·. 
7.3.3.1.2 The Relationship between the 6th principal component (Y 6 ) and the angle 5 
(as) 
The formula (2.3-6) of the 6th principal component is: 
y 6 = -0.40825 /I+ 0.40825 /2 - 40825 /3 + 0.40825 /4- 0.40825 15 + 0.40825 16 
In fact, the sixth principal component is an arithmetic average of the three differences, 
(/ 2 - 11 ), (/4 - 13 ) and (/6 - 15 ), with a constant coefficient. Figure 7-4(a) and (b) are 
the top view and 3D view of the Stewart platform respectively. If a 5 increases, that 
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(a) Top view ofthe Stewart.Platform.. (h). 3D view of the Stewart Platform· 
Figure 7-4 
is, the top platform rotates in an anti-clockwise direction, the lengths of I ~, I ~, 1,. will 
increase and the lengths of 11 , 13 , 15 will decrease lf a , decreases. the lengths of I ~. 
I 4 , I ( will decrease and the Lengtb_s of I~ .. I, ,_ I"" will increase. Therefore~ the average 
of the three differences, (I ~ - / 1 ) , (I 4 - I 3 ) and (It - 15 ) . can be used to express the 
rotational angJe a ~_ Consequently_._ the sixth principal component (Y" l can be used to 
express a , 
Figure 7-5 illustrates the relationship between the 6111 principal component (Y , ) and 
tile positional variable a -<r- whe.n_a.j- i..s..bel.ween - ru'l2 and ru'l2_ Figure 7-S(a)_shows 
the situation when a 1 , a :! , a 1 , a 4 are zero and lm equals 150. The regression 
functioncorresporuling..to tb..e..sample_data showninfi~e 7-S(a) is-
.., 
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~ 
Ye = 76 383a , 15 
~ = 1 10 
5 
-{)3 
Y 6 = 76 383a5 
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Figure 7-5 The relationship between Y 6 and a , 
~-- I 
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Here, the intercept is zero and the slope is 76.383. When a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and /m are 
given different values, the relationship between Y 6 and a 5 is still an approximate 
linear relationship but the correspondin~ r~ssion lin.ear_fimctiop for ~tion 
has different intercepts and slopes. Each individual regression function for every 
i.ndiYidual situation will not be discussed Instead, a linear 
situations is given in Figure 7-S(b ). Figure 7-S(b) is a scatter figure showi the 
relationship_ hetween...Y6-_and_ a5-_using_alLofsa.rnW-e_data..__Eoc any~ gjyen_yalue_of a 5 , 
there are many different values of Y 6 corresponding to the same given a) but 
different values of(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , /m). For example, when a 5 equals 0, the values 
of_ Y6- . are_ hetw~7- aruL7,_which_correspond to_differenLY.alue.LoL~ther 
positional variables a 1., a 2 , .a3 , a 4 and lm. These differences of the values of Y 6 
are. effects .on the._relationship b.etwe.e.n_Y6--aruL~. caused b_y_the._ot.he.L~ional 
variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ,.lm) .. .The linear regression function for all of the sample 
data is 
Y 6 = 61..8~la 5 . 
This. fimction can he..use.d.J.o_estimat.e_the .. approximate..Y.alu.e...of..a Y-r·buuhe_,or is 
relative large. I 
Conclusions for the_,.elationship_between_Y~nd_ .rx_s : 
----~-
• The sixth principal component is mainly related to the positional variable a 5 . 
• The sixth principal.c.omponenLincr.ease.s._with.the_positional. variahle_g 2 . 
"-, 
• The relationship between Y 6 and a 5 is an approximately linear relationship Jhen 
the. other. positional variables are fixed The linear rei{ession fimction forth~:) case 
IS, 
Y 6 = 61_8~la 5 
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• Impact of other positional variables: When the values of a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and lm 
vary in the range given in Section 7.3.2, the quantity relationship between Y 6 and 
a 5 has relatively large change. However, the quality relationship between Y 6 and 
a 5 is still the same no matter the values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3, a 4, lm ). That is when 
a 5 increases, Y 6 will increase. 
7.3.3.2 Pair-to-Pair Relationship Analysis 
During the one-to-one relationship analysis, the relationships between the 2"d, 3rd, 4th 
and 5th principal components (Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5) and positional variables 
(apa 2 ,a3 ,a4 ) are still difficult to identify. Hence, pair-to-pair relationship analyses 
were carried out. Through the pair-to-pair analyses, it is clear that both of the two pair 
variables (apa2 ) and (a 3 ,a4 ) significantly affect both of the pairs of the principal 
components (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and (Y 4, Y 5 ). 
7.3.3.2.1 The pair-to-pair relationships (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a~'a 2 ) and (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-
( a3,a4) 
According to the formula (2.3-2) and (2.3-3), the2"d and 3rd principal components are: 
y 2 =0.28868/1 +0.57735/2 +0.28868/3 -0.28868/4-0.57735 15-0.28868/6 
y 3 =0.5/1-0.5/3, -0.514 +0.516 
difficult to directly identify, analysis was carried out in two steps. The first step is to 
analyse two pair-to-pair relationships, (Y 2 ,Y 3)-to-( apa 2 ) and (Y 2 ,Y 3)-to-
( a 3 ,a4 ), based on a special condition. The second step is a synthetic analysis to 
combine these two pair-to-pair relationships. This process is discussed as follows. 
The basic relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3)-to-( a 1, a 2 ) 
To show the relationship more clearly, it is assumed that a 3 = 0, a 4 = 0, a 5 = 0, and 
lm = 150. The relationship (Y 2 ,Y 3}to-(a1, a 2 ) based on this a~sumption is called 
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basic relationship of (Y 2 ,Y J-to-(a1 , a 2 ). The Figure 7-6 shows the basic 
relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 1, a 2 ) using the sample data. 
(a) The sample data 
distribution in the 
principal component 
plane Y 2 -Y 3 
(b) The sample data 
distribution in the 
(} 23 -p 23 coordinate 
plane 
(c) The relationship 
between p 23 and 
a 1 • shown by using 
the sample data 
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(d) The relationship 
between 8 23 and a 2 
shown by using the 
sample data 
(e) The relationship 
between 8 23 and a 2 
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Figure 7-6 The relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and (a 1, a 2 ) 
Figure 7-6(a) shows the sample data distribution corresponding to all of the sample 
values of a 1 and a 2 . This type of distribution is Type 3 of which has been discussed 
in Section 6.3.2.2. The sample points in principal component plane Y 2 -Y 3 are 
arrayed in a family of closed concentric curves, which cross with a family of curves 
from a centre point, radiating outward. Around the closed curves ( (} 23 ), the anti-
clockwise direction is the increment of the variables a 2 and the radius of the closed 
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curve (p 23) increases with the increment of the variable a I . Here, e 23 = atan(Y 3 N 2 ) 
andp 23 = ~y: + Y: . 
As mentioned in Section 6.3.2.2, Type 3 can be transformed to Type 1 or Type 2. 
Figure 7-6(b) shows the sample data distribution in the 823 -p 23 coordinate plane. 
This type of the sample data distribution is Type 2 which has been discussed in 
Section 6.3 .2.2. It obviously illustrates that p 23 increases with a 1 and 9 23 increases 
with a 2 . For the same value of a 1 , the value of p 23 is a wave. This means that the 
data points corresponding to the same value of a 1 , in the plane Y 2 - Y 3 is not in an 
exact circle. 
Figure 7-6(c) shows the relationship between p 23 and a 1 using the sample data. This 
has a linear regression function, 
a 1 = 0.0067p 23 = 0.0067~Y: + Y32 
Figure 7 -6( d) shows the relationship between the 9 23 and a 2 when 9 23 is between [-
1t, 1t] and a 2 between [0, 27t]. There is a jump at the point a 2 =2Jt and a 2 =0. Since 
the variables a 2 and 9 23 are circular variables, 9 23 can be in the value range [ -57t/4, 
37t/4] instead of [-1t, 1t]. Therefore, Figure 7-6(e) shows the linear relationship 
between 9 and a 2 . This linear regression function is 
a2 =1.001 e 23 + 3.9282 
~e 23 +57t/4 
= atan(Y 3 N 2 )+ 57t/4 
When the variables a 5 and lm varies, the sample data distribution in the plane Y 2 - Y 3 
is almost the same as Figure 7-6. Therefore, the above analysis result is still suitable 
for different values of a 5 and lm. 
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The basic relationship of fYv Y)-to(a 3 , a 4 ) 
To show the relationship more clearly, it is assumed that a 1 = 0, a 2 = 0, a 5 = 0, and 
lm = 150. The relationship (Y 2 ,Y 3 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ) based on this assumption is called 
basic relationship of (Y 2 ,Y 3 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ). The Figure 7-7 shows the basic 
relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) using the sample data. It is interesting that the 
sample data distribution in the principal component plane Y 2 - Y 3 is almost the same 
as that in the Figure 7-6. 
(a) The sample 
data distribution 
in the principal 
component plane 
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(c) The 
relationship 
between the 8 23 
and a 4 shown 
by using the 
sample data 
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Figure2.3-7 The relationship of(Y 2 , Y 3 ) and (a 3 , a 4 ) 
Figure 7-7(a) shows the data distribution corresponding to all values of a 3 and a 4 . 
This type of distribution is Type 3 of which has been discussed in Section 6.3.2.2. 
Similar to the discussion on Figure 7-6, Figure 7-7(b) shows the relationship between 
p 23 and a 3 . This has a linear regression function: 
Figure 7 -7( c) shows the linear relationship between 8 23 and a 4 . This has a linear 
regression function, 
When the variables a 5 and lm vary, the data distribution is almost the same as the 
sample data distribution in Figure 7-7. Therefore the above analysis result is still 
suitable for different values of a 5 and lm. 
Synthetic analysis 
relationship under the condition a 1 =0 and a 2 =0 is called (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) 
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basic relationship. It was found that when both of (a" a 2 ) and (a 3 , a 4 ) are not 
(0,0), the relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and {a,, a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) can be expressed by 
the combination of these two basic relationships. 
Figure 7-8 shows the combination of the basic relationships, (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ) 
and (Y 2 , Y J-to-( a~> a 2 ), using the sample data. The sample data in Figure 7-8 
includes three data sets:-
If a 1 = 7t/4, the centre ofthe circle corresponding to a 3 = 7t/12 has been moved on the 
circle corresponding to a 1 = 7t/4, inste~d ofbeing at the origin ofthe Y 2 -Y 3 plane. 
-200 2~0 
' 
! 
Y2 
Figure 7-8 The combination of the basic relationships 
(Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ) and (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) shown by using the sample data 
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Figure 7-9 illustrates the combination of the basic relationships using vectors. If the 
values of (a 1 , a 2 ) are given, the value of (Y 2 , Y 3 ) can be determined by the basic 
relationship (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-:( a 1 , a 2 ). The value of (Y 2 , Y 3 ) can be expressed by a 
vector. This vector is denoted as vc23,b12l(a1 , a 2 ). Also ifthe values of(a3 , a 4 ) is 
given, the value of (Y 2 , Y 3 ) can be determined by the basic relationship (Y 2 , Y 3 )-
to-( a 3 , a 4 ). The value of (Y 2 , Y 3 ) can also be expressed by a vector. This vector is 
denoted as vc23,b34)(a3 , a 4 ). therefore, the relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and (a 1 , 
a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) can be approximately expressed by 
Here, v 23 (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) is a vector expression of the values of (Y 2 , Y 3 ) which is 
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Figure 7-9 The combined relationship shown using vectors 
It should be noted that the above vector expression is an approximate expression 
which results from the sample data analysis. However, the accuracy of the expression 
is not given. In this project, the accuracy ofthe expression is not very important. The 
important result of the analysis is that the qualitative relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) 
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and (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) is identified. That is, there are two closed curve families in the 
plane Y 2 - Y 3 , which are Type 3 curves discussed in Section 6.3 .2.2. If the values of 
( a1 , a v a 3 , a 4 ) are given, the values of (Y 2 , Y 3 ) can be determined by the cross 
point of the two curves in the plane Y 2 - Y 3 , from the two curve families. This 
important characteristic can be used to build up a numerical algorithm to search the 
value of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ), which will be discussed in the next chapter. In the 
algorithm, the approximate vector expression of the relationship can be used to set 
initial values. 
If the positional variables a 5 and lm are fixed, it is known that any given values of 
(a1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) can determine the values of(Y 2 ,YJ. However, given values of 
(Y 2 , Y 3 ) cannot determine values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) . In other words, given vector 
v 23 {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) corresponds to a set of values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ). 
Geometrically, this set of values of (a 1 , av a 3 , a 4 ) corresponds to a set of 
geometrical statuses of the top platform. Based on the above analysis for the 
combined relationship, these geometrical statuses can be approximately viewed as a 
set of statuses of the platform that have the same tilt direction and degree of the top 
platform relative to the base. The length of the vector V 23 (P 23 = 11 v 23 ll=JY: + Y: ) 
corresponds to the tilt degree of the top platform relative to the base. The polar angle 
of the vector v 23 ( 8 23 =atan(Y 3 /Y 2 ) corresponds to the tilt direction of the top 
platform relative to the base. In summary, any given vector v 23 (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) 
expresses a set of statuses of the top platform, which have the same tilt direction and 
degree relative to the base. Here, some special situations are as follows: 
Firstly, if v 23 ( a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) = 0, e.g. (Y 2 ,Y 3 ) = (0,0), the top platform is parallel 
with the base (see Figure 7-lO(a)). It is known that if a 1 = a 3 and a 2 =a 4 , Vc23,b1z> ( 
a 1 , a 2 )=vc23 ,b34>(a3, a 4 ). It is also known that Vc 23,b12> ( a 1 , a 2 ±n:)= -Vc23,b12> ( a 1 , 
a 2 ). Hence, if a 1 = a 3 and a 2 =a 4 ±n:, then Vc 23,b12>( a 1 , a 2 )= -Vc23,b34 )(a 3 , a 4 ), 
and then v 23 = vc23,b12> ( a1, a 2 )+ vc23,b34)(a3, a 4)= 0. This indicates the fact, if 
v 23 =0 and a 1 = a 3 then a 2 = a 4 ±n:. This means that the M -bar and the top platform 
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tilt in contrary directions by the same tilt angle. That is, the top platform is parallel 
with the base (see Figure 7-l O(a)). 
If v ~' ( a 1 , a1 , a 3 , a 4 ) is given a non-zero value but a~ a 4 , then the Jenbrth of the 
vector v ~3 (a 1 , a 2 , a.l, a 4 ) equals the sum of the length of the vector ''c ~31112 , ( a 1 , 
constant. In this situation, the M-bar and the top platform tilt in contrary directions 
(a 2 = a 4 ±rr) and the top platform has a constant tilt angle (a 1 +a;= a constant) 
relative to the base (see Figure 7-lO(b)). All the orientations of the platform in this 
situation are the same. 
(a) The situations where (Y :, Y 3 )=(0,0) 
(c) The situations where (Y : ,Y 3 );t(O,O) 
but a 1 = a constant (3D view) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(b) The situations where (Y ~ ,Y Jt(O.O) 
but a , = a 4 is a constant, and a , +a~= a 
constant 
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' I 
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l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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........... __ __ 2 -.. """ 
·. 
· .. 
rh~ don:o:lion.' 
of th~ platform-. 
(d) The situations where (Y " ,Y, );t(O,O) 
but a 1 = a constant (top view) 
Figure 7-10 Given (Y ~ ,Y 3 ) corresponds to a set of statuses oft he platform 
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The situation where v 23 (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ,. a 4 ) is given a non-zero value but a 1 equals a 
constant will not be discussed, but the corresponding geometrical statuses are shown 
in Figure 7-10 (c) and (d). In this set of the statuses of the platform, there is one status 
corresponding to a 2 =a 4 , or a 2 =a 4 ±1t, which is the green platform in Figure 7-10 
(c) and (d). Other statuses of the platform in this status set of the platform are 
approximately parallel to this status with a small angular difference forward to this 
green platform. 
• Generally, the principal component pair (Y 2 , Y 3 ) mainly relates to the positional 
variable pairs (a 1 , a 2 ) and (a 3 , a 4 ). 
• The geometrical meaning of a vector in the principal component plane Y 2 - Y 3 can 
be interpreted as: 
a) The direction of the vector expresses the tilt direction of the top platform; 
b) The length of the vector expresses the tilt degree of the top platform 
• Any given vector v 23 in the principal component plane Y 2 - Y 3 can be viewed as a 
combinationofothertwovectorsvc23,b12) (a 1 , a 2 )andvc23,b34)(a3 , a 4 ). That is, 
and Vc 23,b34) (a 3 , a 4 ) are determined by the basic relationships between the pair 
7.3.3.2.2 The pair-to-pair relationships (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a~> a 2 ) and (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 3 , 
a4) 
The formula (2.3-4) and (2.3-5) for the 4th and 5th principal components are: 
Y 4 =-0.2886811 +0.57735/ 2 -0.28868 l 3 -0.28868 / 4 +0.57735 l 5 -0.28868/6 
y 5 = -0.5/1+ 0.513,-0.5/4 +0.516 
The procedure of the analysis for identifying the relationship the relationships 
((Y4 , Y 5 )-to-( a~> a 2 ) and (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) is the same as in the discussions in 
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the previous section (Section 7.3.3.2.1). However, the results are slightly different 
from the previous section. The detailed discussions are as follows. 
The basic relationship of (Y4 , YsJ-to-(a 1, a 2 ) 
To show the relationship more clearly, it is assumed that a 3 = 0, a 4 = 0, a 5 = 0, and 
lm = 150. The relationship (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ) based on this assumption is called 
the basic relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a I> a 2 ). The Figure 7-11 shows the basic 
relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ) using the sample data. 
(a) The sample data 
distribution in the 
principal component 
-plane Y 4 -Y 5 
(b) The sample data 
distribution in the· 
B45 -p45 coordinate 
plane 
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_ (c) The relationship 
between p45 and a 1_ 
shown by using the 
sample data 
( <J) The relationship-
between e 45 and a 2 
shown by using the 
sample data-
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Figure 7-11 the relationship between (Y 4 , Y 5 ) and (a 1 , a 2 ) 
In the principal components plane Y 4 - Y5 , the sample data distribution (Figure 7-
ll(a)) is similar to Figure 7-6(a) which has been discussed in the previous section. 
The sample points in the principal component plane Y 4 - Y 5 are arrayed in a family of 
closed concentric curves, which cross with a family of curves from a centre point, 
radiating outward. Around the closed curves ( B 45 ), the anti-clockwise direction is the 
increment of the variable a 2 and the radius of the closed curve (p 45 ) increases with 
the increment of the variable a 1 . However, the closed curves in Figure 7-6(a) are 
more like circle. Here, in Figure 7-ll(a), the outside closed cure is more similar to a 
triap.gle. 
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Figure 7-11 (b) shows the sample data distribution in the e 4s -p 4s coordinate plane. It 
illustrates that the increment of a 1 is mainly in the direction of the p 4s axis. The 
increment of a 2 is mainly in the direction of the 8 45 axis. Here, 8 4s = atan(Y s IY 4 ) 
and p 4s = ~X: + Y: For any given value of a 1 , the value p4 s is a wave. This 
means that the sample data points corresponding to the same value of a 1 , in the plane 
Y 4 - Y s are not on an exact circle. Also, the sample data points corresponding to the 
same value of a 2 , in the plane Y 4 - Y s do not have the same polar angle 8 4s . 
Compared with Figure 7 -6(b ), the waves of the curves in Figure 7-11 (b) are higher. 
Figure 7-ll(c) shows the relationship between p4 s and a, using the sample data. A 
linear regression function was obtained. 
Figure 7-11 (d) shows the relationship between 8 4s and a 2 using the sample data. A 
linear regression function was obtained, 
a 2 = 0.9924 8 4s -0.7586 
-~ 
-40 
' ---~ .. --------) 
Y4 
Figure 7-12 the effect as on the relationship of (Y 4 ,Y s )-to-(al' a 2 ) 
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When the variable lm varies, the sample data distribution in plane Y 4 - Y 5 is almost 
the same as the distribution in Figure 7-11. This fact indicates that the results of the 
above analysis are suitable for different values of lm. 
However, when the variable a 5 is given a nonzero value, the sample data distribution 
in the plane Y 4 - Y 5 is obviously changed. Compared with Figure 7-11, the closed 
corves have a rotation (see Figure 7-12). The angle of the rotation is approximately 
the given value of a 5 • This change is the effect of a 5 on the relationship of 
(Y 4 ,Y5 )-to-(a1, a 2 ). Figure 7-12 shows the sample data distribution in which a 5 is 
given different values ( -n/12, -n/24, 0, n/24, n/12). This figure shows that when a 5 
increases, the closed curves formed by the sample points in the plane Y 4 - Y 5 rotate in 
the anti-clockwise direction. 
The basic relationship of {"1'.4 , Y 5)-to( a 3 , a 4 ) 
To show the relationship more clearly, it is assumed that a 1 = 0, a 2 = 0, a 5 = 0, and 
lm = 150. The relationship (Y 4 ,Y5 )-to-(a3 , a 4) based on this assumption is called 
the basic relationship of (Y 4 ,Y 5 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ). The Figure 7-13 shows the basic 
relationship of(Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) using the sample data. 
(a) The sample data 
distribution in the 
principal component 
plane Y 4 -Y 5 
............................ - - --40--,.··· ·--·--·-·-----····------···----------------------, 
Y4 
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. (b) The relationship 
between p 45 and a 3 
shown by using the 
sample data 
. (c) The relationship 
between 8 45 and a 4 
shown by using the 
sample data 
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Figure 7-13 the relationship between (Y 4 ,Y 5 ) and (a3 , a 4 ) 
40 
4 
Figure 7-13(a) is the sample data distribution in the plane Y 4 -Y 5 . It is similar to 
Figure 7-ll(a), but if a 4 = 0, the corresponding polar angle is -3n/4 instead of n/4. 
The difference between -3n/4 and n/4 is 1t. 
Figure 7-13(b) shows the relationship between p 45 and a 3 using the sample data. A 
linear regression function was obtained, 
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Figure 7-13(c) shows the relationship between 8 45 and a 4 using the sample data. A 
linear regression function was also obtained, 
a4 = 1.0016 8 45 +2.3556 
Comparing the situation shown in Figure 7-13 with that shown in Figure 7-11, it was 
found that the relationship a 1 -to-p 45 is almost the same as a 3 -to-p 45 , but between 
the relationships a 2 -to-845 and a 4 -to-8 45 there is phase difference (approximate 
7t). 
When the variable lm varies, the sample data distribution in plane Y 4 - Y 5 is almost 
the same as that in Figure 7-13(a). This fact indicates that the above analysis is 
suitable for different values of lm. 
However, when the variable a 5 is given a nonzero value, the sample data distribution 
in the plane Y 4 -Y 5 is similar to Figure 7-13, but the closed curves have a rotation. In 
aspect, it is similar to the discussion on Figure 7-12 and, hence, will not be repeated. 
Synthetic analysis 
The (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a~> a 2 ) relationship under the condition a 3 = 0 and a 4 =0 is 
called the (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-(al> a 2 ) basic relationship. The (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ) 
relationship under the condition a 1 =0 and a 2 =0 is called the (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ) 
basic relationship. It was found that when both of (a~> a 2 ) and (a 3 , a 4 ) are not 
(0,0), the relationship between (Y 4 , Y 5 ) and (a~> a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) can be expressed by 
the combination of these two basic relationships. 
To show the relationship more clearly, Figure 7-14 shows the sample data distribution 
in the plane Y 4 -Y 5 . This sample data includes three data sets:-
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If a 1 = 7t/4, the centre of the circle corresponding to a 3 = 1tl12 is moved on to the 
circle corresponding to a 1 = 7t/4, instead of being at the origin of the Y 4 - Y 5 plane. It 
should be noted that there is slight a difference between the two small closed curves 
corresponding to a 1 = 7t/4 and a 3 = 7t/12 in Figure 7-14. However, these two closed 
curves are approximately the same as the small curve corresponding to a 1 = 0 and 
a 3 = 7tl12 in Figure 7-13(a). Hence, the relationship between (Y 4 , Y 5 ) and (a~> a 2 , 
a 3 , a 4 ) can be approximately expressed by the combination of these two basic 
relationships. 
az=O 
-40 
Y4 
Figure 7-14 The combination of the basic relationships 
Figure 7-15 illustrates the combination of the basic relationships using vectors. If the 
values of (a 1 , a 2 ) are given, the values of (Y 4 , Y 5 ) can be determined by the basic 
relationship (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ) . The values of (Y 4 , Y 5 ) can be expressed by a 
vector. This vector is denoted as vc 45 ,b12) (a 1 , a 2 ). Also, if the values of (a 3 , a 4 ) are 
given, the values of (Y 4 , Y 5 ) can be determined by the basic relationship (Y 4 , Y 5 )-
to( a 3 , a 4 ). The values of (Y 4 , Y 5 ) can also be expressed by a vector. This vector is 
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denoted as v c 45,b34 ) (a 3 , a 4 ) . Therefore, the relationship between (Y 4 , Y 5 ) and (a 1 , 
a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) can be approximately expressed by 
Here, v 45 (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) is a vector expression of the values of (Y 4 , Y 5 ) which is 
' 
' 
' 
Ys 
---
---------
--------------------
Figure 7-15 the vector expression of the combination of the two basic relationships 
It should be noted that the above vector expression is an approximate expression 
which results from the sample data analysis. However, the accuracy of the expression 
is not given. In this project, the accuracy of the expression is not very important. The 
important result of the analysis is that the qualitative relationship between (Y 4 , Y 5 ) 
and (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) is identified. That is, there are two closed curve families in the 
plane Y 4 - Y 5 , which are Type 3 curves discussed in Section 6.3 .2.2. If the values of 
(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) are given, the values of (Y 4 , Y 5 ) can be determined by the cross 
point of the two curves in the plane Y 4 - Y 5 , from the two curve families. This 
important characteristic can be used to build up a numerical algorithm to search the 
value of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ), which will be discussed in the next chapter. In the 
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algorithm, the approximate vector expression of the relationship can be used to set 
initial values. 
If the positional variables a 5 and lm are fixed, it is known that any given values of 
(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) can determine the values of (Y 4 , Y 5 ). However, given values of 
(Y 4 , Y 5 ) cannot determine values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) . In other words, a given vector 
v 45 (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) corresponds to a set of values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ). 
Geometrically, this set of values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) corresponds to a set of 
geometrical statuses of the top platform. The following discussions are an 
approximate geometrical explanations for given values of (Y 4 , Y 5 ) in some particular 
situation. 
Situationl, [v 45 (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) = 0, e.g. (Y 4 ,Y5 ) = (0,0)]: 
In Situation 1, if (a 1 , a 2 )=(0, 0), it is known that (a 3 , a 4 ) = (0, 0). Geometrically, 
this corresponds to the status that the M-bar is perpendicular to the platform and the 
base. 
In Situation 1, but (a 1 , a 2 );z(O, 0), the discussion is as follows. 
• According to the basic relationship (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ), it is known that if 
a 1 A>, say, a 1 = a 0 , there is a nonzero vector v c 45 ,b12) (a 1 , a 2 ) in the plane Y 4 -
Y 5 (see Figure 7-16(a')). Geometrically, this corresponds to the status that there 
is an angle between the M-bar and the z-axis of the Base frame (see Figure 7-
16(a)). 
• In addition, according to the basic relationship (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ), it is 
known that if a 3 A> say a 3 =a0 , there is a nonzero vector vc45,b34 ) (a 3 , a 4 ) in 
the plane Y 4 -Y 5 (see Figure 7-16(b')). Geometrically, this corresponds to the 
status that there is an angle between the z-axis of the Platform frame and the M-
bar (see Figure 7-16(b)). 
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• Moreover, according to the combination of the basic relationships (Y .~. Y <)-to-
(a1 , a , ) and (Y~, Y , )-to-( a J, a 4 ), it is 1-..nown that if a , a =a and 
a : a 4 , then v <-~' ,1: (a 1 , a:) = _,, .~,.~>~ (a , . a .J ) Combining the situations 
shown in Figure 7-16(a) and 6(b), it is known that if(a 1 , a )~0, 0) but a j a 1 
(see Figure 7-16(b' )). Geometrically, this corresponds to the status that the angle 
between the z-axis of the Platform frame and the M-bar is the same as the angle 
between the M-bar and the z-axis of the Base frame. Also, the plane formed by 
the M-bar and the z-axis ofthe Base frame and the plane formed by the z-axis of 
the Platform frame and the M-bar are in one plane (see Figure 7-16(c)) 
(a) (a') 
' ' 
~·~·' . 
/ 
\', 
(b) (b ') 
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(c) ( c' ) 
(d) 
Figure 7- 16 Given (Y 4 , Y 5 )=(0,0) corresponds to a set of statuses of the platform 
For v 4~ (a , , a ~ , a 3 , a.~ ) ~ 0 and different values of(a, . a : ), the set ofthe statuses 
ofthe platform are shown in Figure 7-l6(d). 
The discussions for the situation ' ' 45 (a, , a : , a~, a 4 ) :~= 0, say ' ' .~~ (a , , a ,, a 1 • a .l ) 
-
= v 4~ :t:. 0, are as fo llows. 
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Figure 7-1 7 Given (Y ". Y ~ ), the corresponding set of statuses of the platform 
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In Situation 2, if (a3, a 4 ) = (0, 0), it is known that a 1 -:;t:. 0. According to the basic 
relationship (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ), it is known that there is a nonzero vector 
-
Vc45 ,b12)(a1 , a 2 )=v 45 _in the plane Y 4 -Y5 (see Figure 7-16(a')). Geometrically, this 
corresponds to the status that the M-bar is perpendicular to the platform but there is an 
angle between the z-axis ofthe Base frame and the M-bar (see Figure 7-17(a)). The 
status ofthe platform corresponding to v 45 (a 1, a 2, a 3, a 4) = v 45 and (a3 , a 4) = 
.(0, O)iscalled the centre status ofv 45 (a1, a 2, a 3, a 4) = v 45 . 
discussions are based on the centre status of v 45 (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) = v 45 . Here, the 
situation based on the centre status where a 2 is fixed and a 1 is changed will be 
discussed. 
-
Based on the centre status ofv 45 (a1, a 2, a 3 , a 4) = v 45 if a 2 is fixed and a 1 is 
changed, it is known that the length of the vector v c 45,b12) (a 1 , a 2 ) in the plane Y 4 - Y 5 
will be changed, but the direction of the vector v c 45 ,b12) (a 1 , a 2 ) will not be changed. 
(see Figure 7-17(b')). According to the combination of the basic relationships 
(Y 4 ,Y 5 )-to-(a1 , a 2) and (Y 4 ,Y 5 )-to-(a3 , a 4), it is known that if a3 =~a 1 and 
-
then v 45 ( al , a 2, a3. a 4) = v (45,bl2) (a 1 , a2 )+ v C45,b34) ( a3. a 4 )::: v 45 · 
Geometrically, this corresponds to the statuses of the platform, in which the angle 
between the actual M-bar and the M-bar of the centre status equals the angle between 
the z-axis of the Platform frame and the M-bar. Also, the plane formed by the actual 
M-bar and the M-bar of the centre status and the plane formed by the z-axis of the 
Platform frame and the M-bar are in one plane (see Figure 7-17(c)). 
-
Generally, given v 45 (a1, a 2, a 3, a 4) = v 45 , the corresponding geometrical status of 
the platform can be approximately viewed as that the platform tilts from the centre 
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status of v 45 = v 45 outward with the same angle as the angle between the actual M-
bar and the M-bar of the centre status. Although much further discussion is possible, 
this section has its purpose to approximately illustrate the relationship between the 
values of (Y 4 , Y 5 ) and the corresponding geometrical statuses. Although further 
discussion is possible this section has now served its purpose to illustrate two of the 
important structures 
Conclusions for the relationship between (Y 4 , Y sJ and (a I' a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ): 
• Generally, the principal component pair (Y 4 , Y 5 ) mainly relates to the position 
variablepair(a 1 , a 2 )and(a3 , a 4 ). 
• Any given vector v 45 in the principal component plane Y 4 - Y 5 can be viewed as a 
combination of two other vectors v c4s,hi2 ) and v c45,b34) that is, 
Here, the vector, v c4s,hi2 ) ( a 1 _, a2 ), is determined by the basic relationship(Y 4 , 
Y 5 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ) and the vector v c 45,b34) is determined by the basic relationship 
(Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ). 
• The geometrical meaning of a vector in the principal component plane Y 4 -Y 5 can 
be approximately interpreted as a set of platform statuses. Every vector value 
corresponds to one set of statuses. Every one set of statuses has one centre status. 
Around this centre status, the platforms tilt from the centre status outward. 
7.3.3.2.3 The relationship between the relative change of (a~> a 2 ) and the relative 
change of (Y 4 , Y 5 ) 
It is known that the position ofthe M-bar can be determined by the variables (a1 a 2 ). 
It is also known that the basic relationship between (a 1 a 2 ) and (Y 4 , Y 5 ) can be 
expressed by a closed-curve family as shown in Figure 7-ll(a). However, if the 
position of the M-bar is changed, the positional change of the M-bar relative to its 
previous position will cause a change of (Y 4 , Y 5 ). Because of the requirement of the 
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numerical algorithm that will be discussed in Chapter 8, the relationship between the 
relative change of (a 1 a~ ) and the relative change of (Y ~, Y, ) needs to be idemified. 
Figure 7- 18 shows a relative change of the position of the M-bar (a) and the 
corresponding relative change ofthe principal components (Y ,. Y, ) (b) 
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If the M-bar moves from (a 1 =0, a 2 =0) to (a 1 = a 1m, a 2 = a 2m) (see Figure 7-18 (a)), 
there is a vector v 45 om in the Y 4 - Y 5 plane corresponding to the new position of (a 1 = 
a 1m, a 2 = a 2m) (see Figure 7-18 (b)). If the M-bar moves from (a1 = a 1m, a 2 = a 2m) 
the new position a 1 = a le , a 2 = a 2e . Based on the basic relationship (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 1 
a 2 ), the values of vectors v 45 om and v 45 oe can be determined by the values (a I m , a 2m) 
and (a 10 a 2e) respectively. However, the relationship between the positional 
difference (a le , a 2e) -(a I m , a 2m) and the vector difference v 45 me = v 45oe- v 45om has not 
yet been discussed. Here, a new frame and new variables, which are used to measure 
the positional difference, introduced as follows. 
Once again, referring to Figure 7-18(a)~ the M -Frame is defined by the M-Frame in 
which the M-bar is at the position a 1 = a 1m, a 2 = a 2m. 
-
The variable a 1 is defined as the angle between the M-bar and the z-axis of the M -
Frame. 
-
The variable .a 2 is defined as the angle between the x-z plane of the M -Frame and 
theplaneformedby the z-axis ofM-bar and the z-axis ofthe M -Frame. 
Here the definition of the new variables a 1 and a 2 is similar to the definition of the 
variables a 1 and a 2 , but the reference frame is the M -Frame instead of the usual B-
Frame. Therefore, the variables a 1 and a _2 express the M-bar position relative the 
M -Frame and .the variables a 1 and a 2 express .theM-bar position relative the B-
Frame. 
Obviously, if a 1m = 0 and a 2m = 0 the relationship (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 1, a 2 ) is the same 
as the basic relationship(Y 4 ,Y 5 )-to-(a1 a 2 ). In fact, if a 1m* 0 the relationship 
(Y 4., Y 5 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ) can be viewed as the combination of the relationship(Y 4 , Y 5 )-
.to-(a1m, a 2m).and the relationship (Y 4 ,Y-s)..,to-(a 1 , a 2 ). Because the discussion of 
this combination is similar to the discussion of the combination of the basic 
relationships (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-(a1 , a 2 ) and (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ), the details will not be 
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repeated. Thus, here only the results of the analysis are given. If the differences Y 4e-
Y 4m and Y Se- Y Sm are denoted aS Y 4me = Y 4e-Y 4m and Y Sme = Y Se-y Sm respectively, 
the relationship between (Y 4me, Y sme) and (a 1 , a 2 ) can be expressed as follows. 
' 
- 2 2 
a I = 0.0242 p 4Sme = 0.0067 y4me + Ysme 
a 2 =0.9924 8 45me - 0. 7586 
::::: 8 45me - n/4 
= atan(Y smJY 4me) - n/4 
J5e-J5m 
=atan( 14e-14m )- n/4 
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Chapter 8 
The PCA Based Numerical Algorithm for a 6-6 
Stewart Platform 
Through the PCA based analysis, the relationships between the principal components 
and the positional variables have been identified. Based on the relationships, the 
principal components can be used to determine the values of the positional variables. 
The PCA based numerical algorithm is an algorithm which searches the positional 
variable values using given principal component values. Because every principal 
component is a linear combination of the lengths of the six links, the PCA based 
numerical algorithm is a numerical approach to obtain the values of the positional 
variables using the lengths of the six links. For different assembly configurations, the 
relationships between the principal components and the positional variables may be 
different. Consequently, the numerical algorithms must also be different. The 
following is a numerical algorithm for the case discussed in the last section. 
8.1 The. Top-level Framework of the Numerical Algorithm 
Through the PCA based analysis, two one-to-one relationships have been identified. 
Those are the relationship between the length of the M-bar (lm) and the first principal 
component (Y 1 ) and the relationship between the angle 5 (a 5 ) and the sixth principal 
component (Y 6 ). By using these two one-to-one relationships, lm and a 5 can be 
determined using the first or the sixth principal components (Y 1 or Y 6 ) respectively, 
if the other five of the six positional variables are known. Also, it is known that the 
values of the positional variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 can be determined by the 
principal components Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 , if the variables lm and a 5 are known. 
However, any one of the positional variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 cannot be 
determined by only one of the principal components Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 . Thus, the 
numerical algorithm consists of three search blocks. These three blocks are; the block 
for searching for the value of the variable lm, the block for searching for the value of 
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[ START I 
I Initialize the positional variables ) 
Search for the value of the lm 
Search for the values of the variable as 
Search for the values of a 1 . a2 , a 3 , a 4 
N 
( END ) 
Chart 2-1 
the variable a 5 and the block for searching for the values of the variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 
and a 4 (see Chart 2-1). At the beginning of the search, every positional variable is 
given an initial value. There is no special requirement for the initial values in this 
algorithm, as long as the given initial values are in the range in which the 
relationships are identified. During the computing simulation, the initial values were 
given by a 1 = a 2 = a 3 = a 4 =a 5 = 0 and lm = 150. After initialising the positional 
variables, the corresponding initial principal component values can be obtained. 
Therefore, the algorithm decides its searching directions based on the difference of the 
principal components between the initial values and the given values. In this 
algorithm, three searching blocks work in turn until the errors of all the positional 
variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 and lm are less than previously given critical values. In 
this algorithm, the critical values of the errors are based on the principal component 
values. That is, if one of the differences between the given values of the principal 
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components and the obtained principal component values is greater than the 
corresponding critical value, the obtained values of variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 and 
lm become the new initial values for the next search loop. In fact, every searching 
block has its own critical value or values. When a block stops searching, the searched 
result output will meet the accuracy requirement. However, after the next search 
block output a new result, the principal component value corresponding to the 
positional variable output by the previous block, may be changed. So when the main 
search program checks the critical value, the positional variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 
meet their critical values, but a 5 or lm may not meet its critical value. If this is the 
case, the main search program will continue searching. It should be noted that this 
algorithm is for application to a stepwise robotic positioning system. Hence, the 
critical value setting should be based on the accuracy requirement of the measurement 
and the relationships between the principal components and the positional variables. 
In this case, critical values of every bottom level sub-algorithm are directly based on 
the positional variable. This is because, during the search in a bottom level sub-
algorithm, the values of the positional variable in different steps of the search can 
directly be used. This will be clearer after discussing the details of the sub-algorithm 
in the next sections. However, at the main output of the algorithm, the critical values 
are based on the principal components. According to the relationships between the 
principal components and the positional variables, the measurement accuracy 
requirement can be transformed to critical values of principal components. Here, it is 
supposed that the allowable errors of the positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , 
lm) are ( e 1 , e 2 ,e 3 ,e 4 , e 5 , e Im ). Also, the given principal component values are Y 10 , 
Y 20 , Y 30 , Y 40 , Y 50 , Y 60 . According to the regression functions which has been 
described in Chapter 7, the critical values are given as follows: 
latan(Y 30 N 20 )- atan(Y 3 N 2 )l<e 2 
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\atan(Y 50 N 40 )- atan(Y 5 N 4 )\<e 4 
The two one-to-one relationships have the property such that if the principal 
component (Y 1 or Y 6 ) increases, the corresponding positional variable (lm or a 5 ) 
increase. Therefore, an algorithm for searching the value of a single-variable 
increasing function can be used to search the values of the variables lm and a 5 
respectively. However, to search the values of the positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , 
a 4 ), a special algorithm needs to be given. The next two sections are the details of the 
above algorithms. 
8.2 An Algorithm for Searching for the Value of a Single-variable 
Increasing Continuous Function 
It is generally assumed that a single-variable, increasing, continuous function is y = 
f(x). Here, y is a dependent variable corresponding to the positional variable lm or a 5 
(Positional variables lm or as) 
y 
yupper 
---------------------------------------, (yupper+yinf)/2 
yor---------------------7 
Yinf 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
y=f(x) 
Xinf XO Xmediwn Xupper X 
(Principal components Y1 or Y6) 
Figure 8-1 A single-variable, increasing and continuous function 
m this case, and x is an independent variable corresponding to the principal 
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component Y 1 or Y 6 in this case. It is also assumed that the inverse function x = 
-1 
f (y) is computable. When the independent variable x is given a value x 0 , the 
dependent variable y should have a corresponding value y 0 = Qx 0 ). The problem is 
how to obtain the approximate value of y 0 , when x 0 is given 
In this algorithm, a closed interval [y inf.' y upper] along they-axis is applied (see Figure 
8-1). 
Ify 0 E [y inf' y upper] i.e. y inf ~ y 0 ~ y upper' the closed interval [y inf' y upper] can be split 
into two closed intervals [y inf, (y inf + y upper )/2] and [(y inf +y upper )12, y upper]. The 
value y 0 must be in one of these two closed interval, say y inf ~ y 0 ~(y inf + y upper )12. 
Then this closed interval is denoted as a new [y inf , y upper ]. This process cuts off half 
of the closed interval [y inf , y upper ], and y 0 is always in the remaining new closed 
interval [y inf , y upper]. This process will continue until the value y upper -y inf is less than 
the given allowable error. The details ofthe algorithm are as follows. 
Firstly, the dependent variable y is given two different initial values y inf < y upper, then 
the two corresponding values x inf , x upper (x inf < x upper) can be calculated by using the 
-I 
inverse function x=f (y). At this moment, there are three possible situations (case 
1,2,3). 
• Case 1 : One of the values of x inf , x upper equals the value x 0 , say x inf = x 0 . The 
corresponding value y inf = Qx inf) is the solution, i.e. y inf = y 0 . In this situation, 
the algorithm stops the search and outputs the search result. 
• Case 2: The values of x inf and x upper do not equal the value x 0 , and x 0 ~ [ x inf , 
X upper] (i.e. xinf <x upper <xo or Xo <X inf <x upper). Correspondingly, the value of y is 
Y o ~ [y inf, Y upper] (i.e. Y inf <y upper <y 0 or y 0 <yinf <y upper). In this situation, the 
interval [yinf , y upper] should be expanded, so that y 0 can be finally in a new 
interval [y inf ' y upper ]. In this algorithm, the length of the interval is doubled each 
time. If X inf <x upper <x 0' then y inf (new) +-y inf and y upper (new) +-y upper +(y upper -y inf ). 
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If X 0 <xinf <x upper' then Yupper (new) ~y upper and y inf (new) ~y inf -(y upper -y inf ). Then 
y inf (new) is denoted as y inf and y upper (new) is denoted as y upper . Then, the algorithm 
loops to the start point to calculate the values x inf and x upper . 
• Case 3: The values ofxinf and xupper do not equal the value x 0 , but x 0 E [xinf, 
xupperl (i.e. xinf<xo<xupper). Correspondingly, the values of y are YoE [yinf, 
y upper] (i.e. y inf <y 0 <y upper). In this situation, the new value of y is given by 
y (new)=( y inf + y upper )/2 and the corresponding value of X, x (new) is computed by 
-I 
X (new)= f (y (new)). If X (new) <x 0' then y (new) is denoted as y inf . If X (new) >x 0' then 
y (new) is denoted as y upper . Then, the algorithm loops to the start point to calculate 
the values X inf and X upper . 
After an initial interval [y inf , y upper ] is given, the above process will continue until the 
value y upper -y inf is less than a critical value. There is no special requirement for 
setting the initial interval. As long as, the initial interval is in a range, in which the 
relationship analysis has been carried out, the algorithm will be convergent. 
Therefore, the initial interval can be chosen randomly. In this case, the regression 
functions that have been obtained during the relationship analysis can be used to set 
the initial interval, so that the initial values y inf and y upper are likely to be closer to the 
solution y 0 than that which was randomly selected. It should be noted that the 
regression function that has been obtained during the relationship analysis is 
approximately true for all positional variable values (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , lm ). 
However, it is not exactly true for particular values of the positional variables (a 1 , 
a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 lm). For example, during the data analysis, the relationship between 
the positional variable lm and the principal component Y 1 has been analysed. The 
regression function obtained was (Chapter 7) 
lm=0.4134Y 1 -4.2645 
It approximately expresses the relationship between lm and Y 1 for all values of a 1 , 
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relationships between lm and Y 1 are different (see Figure 8-2). The regress10n 
function is an approximate expression of the relationship between the variable lm and 
the principal component Y 1 . Therefore, the regression function cannot directly 
determine the actual value of lm, but it can be used to give an approximate value of lm 
as an initial value. Because the algorithm needs an initial interval, it needs two initial 
values. The following shows how to use the regression function to set the initial 
interval of lm. If the principal component Y 1 is given a value, say Y 10 . The estimated 
value lm ini = 0.4134Y 10 - 4.2645 can be obtained. Normally, this value lm ini is not the 
solution lm o because the regression function is only an approximate function that has 
an estimating error (see Figure 8-2). 
!m 
/mini 
lmo 
lminf 
Regression function 
I Actual function 
for particular 
GJ...a5 
Figure 8-2 the functions for different values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ) 
It is known that if the positional variables (lm, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 ) are known, 
the principal components can be obtained easily. Hence, after obtaining lm ini, the 
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principal component value Y Jini can be easily computed. If Y Jini > Y 10 , it means that 
lm ini > lm o . In this situation, lm upper is given the value of lm ini, i.e. 
lm upper = /mini 
and lm inf is given by 
If Y lini < Y 10 , it means that lm ini < lm o . In this situation, lm inf , is given the value of 
lm ini' i.e. 
lm inf = lm ini 
and lm upper is given by 
Summarising the above two cases, the initial interval can be set by 
lm upper= max{0.4134Y 10 , 0.4134[Y 10 +( Y 10 , - Y 1in;)]}- 4.2645 
The following is the flow diagram of the algorithm for searching the value of a single-
variable, increasing and continuous function. 
Start 
Initialisation ofthe interval ofy: [y inf, y upp] 
Loop 
-1 -1 
Calculation of the value of X inf =f ( y inf ), X upp = f ( y upp) 
Case 1 (x 0 - xinf )(x 0 - xupp )=0 
If x 0 = x inf , then y 0 +- y inf 
If X 0 = X upp , then y 0 +- y upp 
End 
Case 2 (x 0 - xinf )(x 0 - xupp )>0 
If X 0 < X inf ' then y inf +- y inf - (y upp - y inf ) 
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lfxo> xupp' then y upp + y upp + (y upp- y inf) 
Case 3 (x 0 - xinf )(x 0 - xupp )<0 
End Loop 
End 
If X 0 < (xinf +X upp )12, then y upp + (y inf + y upp )12 
Else y inf + (y inf + y upp )/2 
If IY upp - y inf I <e, then y 0 + (y inf + y upp )/2, End 
Else y inf + (y inf + y upp )12 
Here, E is a critical value. The variable x corresponds to the principal component (Y 1 
or Y 6 ). The variable y corresponds to the positional variable (lm or a 5 ). Function 
-1 
f (.) corresponds to the calculation for the inverse problem solution. The symbol, 
'+',means 'is given a value' 
8.3 Algorithm for Searching for the Values of the Positional Variable 
a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 
Searching for the values of the variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 by using the values of the 
principal components Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 and Y 5 needs to make use of the relationships 
Chapter 7. It is known that the relationship between (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . a 4 ) and (Y 2 , Y 3 , 
Y 4 , Y 5 ) can be expressed by two sub-relationships. These are the relationship 
between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) and the relationship between (Y 4 , Y 5 ) and 
(a1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ). The value of(a1 , a_2 , a 3 , a 4 ) cannot be determined by use of 
only one of these two sub-relationships. To determine the value of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ), 
these two relationships need to be conjunct. Here, two, two-dimension planes (the 
planes of Y 2 - Y 3 , and Y 4 - Y 5 ), in which the two relationships can be expressed 
graphically, are used to explain the search algorithm. 
8.3.1 The Framework of the Algorithm for Searching for the Values of the 
Positional variable a 11 a 2 , a 3 and a 4 
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If the principal components (Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4_, Y 5 ) are given any constant values ( Y 2 , 
Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 ) respectively, the vector variable v 23 in-the planes of Y 2 - Y 3 , and the 
vector variable v 45 in the plane Y 4 -Y 5 respectively are known (see Figure 8-3 (al) 
- - - -(a2)), i.e. v 23 =v 23 , v 45 =v 45 . Here, v 23 and v 45 are known values ofthe vectors v 23 
- - -
and v 45 . The vectors v 23 = ( Y 2 , Y 3 ) and v 45 = ( Y 4 , Y 5 ). Here, the vector v 23 = v 23 
in the plane of Y 2 - Y 3 can be viewed as a combination of two vectors v 23 = 
is determined by values (a 1 , a 2 ) based on the basic relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 )-
to-( a,, a 2 ), which have been discussed in Chapter 7. Also, the vectors vc 23.b34 )(a 3 , 
a 4 ) is determined by (a 3 , a 4 ) based on the basic relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-
(a 3 , a 4 ), which have been discussed in Chapter 7. There are many different values of 
-( a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) that satisfy the equation v 23 = v c23.b, 2l (a, , a 2 ) + v c23,b34) ( a 3 , a 4 ). 
-
Geometrically, the vector -v 23 = v 23 approximately corresponds to a status set of the 
platform (see Figure 8-3 (cl)), which have the same orientation but different centre 
-
positions of the platform. The vector v 45 =v 45 in the plane of Y 4 - Y 5 can also be 
-
viewed as a combination of two vectors v 45 = Vc45.b,2l(a,, a 2 ) + Vc45,b34 )(a3, a 4) 
(see Figure 8-3 (b2)). The vector vc45,b,2l(a1 , ~2 ) is determined by values (a,, a 2 ) 
based on the basic relationships (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ), which have been discussed in 
Chapter 7. Also, the vector vc45,b34l (a3, a 4) is determined by values (a3, a 4) based 
on the basic relationships (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ), which have been discussed in 
Chapter 7. There are also many different values of(a 1 , a 2, a 3, a 4) that satisfy the 
-
equationv 45 = vc45 ,b12r(a1 , a 2) + vc45,b34)(a3, a 4). Geometrically, the vector 
-
v 45 =v 45 approximately corresponds to a status set of the platform (see Figure 8-3 
(c2)), which have different orientations and different centre positions ofthe platform. 
The problem is how to find a value (a' 1 , a' 2 , a' 3 , a' 4 ) of the variable (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , 
a 4 ) to satisfy the equations simultaneously, 
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v 23 = v (23;b12) (a' 1 , a' 2) + v (23,b34) (a' 3' a' 4) (2.4-1) 
v 45 = v (45,bl2) (a' 1 , a' 2) + v (45,b34) (a' 3' a' 4) (2.4-2) 
Here, v 23 and v 45 are any gtven constant vectors v 23 = ( Y 2 , Y 3 ) and v 45 = 
\·. \\ 
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Figure 8-3 The situation where the principal components (Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 ) are given 
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Geometrically, this problem is equivalent to finding a status that belongs to the two 
sets of the status of the platform in Figure 8-3 (cl) and (c2). 
Corresponding to equations (2.4-1) and (2.4-2), the vectors v c23.b12> (a' 1 , a' 2 ), 
-
v c23,b34> (a' 3 , a' 4 ) and v 23 are shown in Figure 8-4(al) and the vectors v c45 ,b12> ( a' 1 , 
-
a' 2 ), v c45,b34) (a ' 3 , .a' 4 ) andv 45 are .shown in Figure 8-4 (a2). The basic idea of this 
algorithm is as follows. 
Firstly, it gives a value of(a1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) as an initial value to meet equation (2.4-
-
2) but may not meet equation (2.4-1 ). Correspondingly, the initial value of v 45 is v 45 , 
-
but the initial value ofv.23 may not be v 23 , (See Figure 8-4 (al) (a2)); 
It then finds a different value of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) but the value still meets equation 
(2.4-2) and is nearer to meeting the equation (2.4-1 ). Correspondingly, the new value 
- -
of v 45 is still v 45 (see Figure 8-4 (b2)), and the new value of v 23 is closer to v 23 than 
the previous value (see Figure 8-4 (bl)). This procedure repeats until the value of 
(a1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) is 'very close' to satisfying equations (2.4-1) and (2.4-2). 
-
Correspondingly, the values of v 45 are always v 45 , and the new values of v 23 are 
-
closer and closer tov 23 (see Figure 8-4 (c)). 
Y, 
\ 
Initial value of Vn\ 
! Vt<.utZi(a 't,a ',) 
y, 
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y, 
(a2) 
y, 
Initial value of V<S(=V<S) 
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Figure 8-4 Searching the value of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) corresponding to 
In this algorithm, the search starts from the centre status of the status set of v 45 = v 45 . 
The centre status is where the M-bar is perpendicular to the platform in the status set 
ofv 45 = v 4s. That is, the values (a 3 , a 4 ) are zero (0,0). Correspondingly, vector value 
v c4s.bl4) (a3 , a 4 ) in Y 4 - Y 5 plane is zero and the vector value v c4s.b12> (a 1 , a 2 ) in Y 4 -
Y 5 plane is v 45 in Figure 8-4 (b2). Corresponding to this status, there is a vector 
a 4 ) = 0, so that v 23 = v (1.3,bl2 ) (a1 , a 2 ) (see Figure 8-4 (bl )). The search will then be 
-
carried out around the centre status of v 45 = v 45 . 
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To continue the search, the vectors v 23 corresponding to the centre status of v 45 = v 45 
is denoted as v 23c, v 23 c = (Y 2c, Y 3c ) (see Figure 8-5 (b 1) ). Also, the relative positional 
- -
variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and .a 4 , which were introduced in Chapter 7 are applied. 
Here, the relative position is the position relative to the centre status of v 45 = v 45 . It is 
known that if the tilt angle (a 1 ) of the M-bar relative to the M-bar of the centre status 
- -
of v 45 = v 45 is fixed and the tilt direction (a 2 ) of the M-bar relative to the centre 
status varies (see Figure 8-5 (a)), the end of the vector v <45 ,b12) (a 1 , a 2 ) will be in a 
circle (see Figure 8-5 (b2)). To keep V 45 = v 45 , the vector v <45,b34 ) (a 3 , a 4 ) should be 
from the end of the vector v < 45 ,b12) (a 1 , a 2 ) to v 45 , that is, from a point on the circle 
to the end of the vectorv 45 . In this situation, the vector v<45,b12)(a 1 , a 2 ) obviously 
- - - -
equals v 45 + v< 45 ,b12)(a 1 , a 2 ), and v< 45,b34)(a3 , a 4 ) equals v< 45,b34)(a 3 , a 4 ). 
Similarly, when a 1 is fixed .and a 2 varies, the vector v 23 in the Y 2 - Y 3 plane will 
- - - -
also be changed. In this situation, v 23 = v 23 c + v <23c,bl2) (a 1 , a 2 ) + v (23 c,b34 ) (a 3 , a 4 ), 
- - -
V (23c,bl2) ( a I • a 2) = V 23c + V (23c,bl2) (a I • a 2) and V (23c,b34) ( a 3 • a 4) = V (23c,b34) (a 3 • 
a 4 ), (seeFigure8-5(bl)). 
- -
The searching procedure is as follows. Firstly, .a 1 is fixed, and a 2 is given different 
- - -
values. For any given value of a 2 , there is one pair of values (a 3 , a 4 ), which meet 
- -
the equation v 45 = v 45 . For different given values of a 2 , there are different 
- - -
corresponding pairs of values (a 3 , a 4 ), which satisfy the equation v 45 = v 45 but have 
- -
different values of v 23 . The value of {a 1., a 2 , a 3 , .a 4 ) corresponding to the vector 
v 23 , that is the closest to v 23 , is the result of the first step of the search. In the second 
step, a 2 is fixed, and a 1 is given different values. For any given value of a 1 , there 
- - -
is one pair of values (a 3 , a 4 ), which satisfies the equation v 45 =v 45 . For different 
- -
given values of a 1 , there are different corresponding pairs of values (a 3 , a 4 ), 
- -
which satisfy the equation v 45 = v 45 but may not satisfy the equation v 23 = v 23 . The 
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-value of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) corresponding to the vector v 23 that is the closest to v 23 
is the result of the second step of the search. Then, a 1 and a 2 are in turn fixed in the 
following search steps until a solution is obtained. 
y, 
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Y. 
The following is the flow diagram of the main program for searching for the values 
Start 
Calculating the values (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) corresponding to the centre status of 
-
v 45 = v 45 , and then calculating the value of v 23c 
If V 23c = V 23 then End 
Endif 
Initialising the variables a 1 and a 2 , and searching for the value a 3 , a 4 
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corresponding to v 45 = v 45 , and at the same time obtaining the value of v 23c 
Loop 
End 
Searching a 2 (a 1 is fixed) 
-
Searching a 1 (a 2 is fixed) 
If the value of .1 v 23c is less than the critical value then End 
Endif 
Endloop 
In the above diagram the task of 'Searching a 2 ' is taken by a sub-program. During 
the process of 'Searching a 2 ', every step search needs to call a sub-sub-program 
once. This sub-sub-program is for searching for the value of (a 3 , a 4 ) corresponding 
-
to v 45 = v 45 , and at the same time the value of v 23c is updated. The process of 
-
'Searching a 1 ' is similar. 
-
. This sub-sub-program for searching for the value of (a 3 , a 4 ) corresponding to 
-
v 45 = v 45 will be discussed in Section 8. 3. 5. 
Through the above flow diagram, the framework of the algorithm for searching for the 
values of the variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) has been constructed. In detail, two problems 
still remain. The first problem is how to obtain the value of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) 
-
corresponding to the centre status of v 45 = v 45 , and at the same time, how to obtain the 
-
vector v 23 corresponding to the centre status of v 45 = v 45 . The second problem is how 
to search for the values of a 1 and a 2 if the vector v 23 corresponding to the centre 
- -
status of v 45 =v 45 does not equal v 23 . The second problem can be split into two sub-
- -
problems. One is how to initialise the variables a 1 and a 2 to start the search around 
-
the centre status of v 45 = v 45 . The other is how to search for the values of a 1 and a 2 
in the two sub-programs. The following sections discuss these problems. 
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8.3.2 Searching for the value (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) corresponding to the centre status 
-
ofv 45 =v 45 
It is known that a 3 = 0 and a 4 =0 according to the definition of the centre status of 
-
v 45 = v 45 . Hence, the task becomes a search for the values, (a 1 , a 2 ), corresponding to 
the centre status of v 45 = v 45 . Based on the basic relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and 
(a 1 , a 2 ), it is known that the variable a 1 increases with the length (p 23 ) of the vector 
~ 
v 23 in the Y 2 - Y 3 plane. Here, p 23 = V Y2 + Y3 . Also, the variable a 2 increases with 
the polar angle (8 23 ) of the vector v 23 in the Y 2 - Y 3 plane. Here, 8 23 =atan(Y 3 /Y 2 ). 
Similar to the discussion in Section 8.2, the values of a 1 and a 2 can be obtained by 
using the algorithm for searching for the value of a single-variable increasing 
continuous function. The programs for searching for the values of a 1 and a 2 will run 
in turn until both the results for a 1 and a 2 have sufficient accuracy. 
- - - -
8.3.3./nitialisation of the relative positional variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and a 4 
After obtaining the value of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) corresponding to the centre status of 
-
V-45 = v 45-, the corresponding vector v 230 in the Y 2 - Y 3 plane can also be obtained at 
-
the same time. If v 23c :t:v 23 the search will continue. Setting a good initial value of 
- - -(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) to enhance the performance of the search program is very helpful. 
-
This work is based on the difference between v 230 and _ v 23 , and is also based on the 
- -
knowledge _of the relationship between (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) and (Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 ) 
that was obtained in Chapter 7, 
- - -
It is known that if a 1 = a 3 and a 2 = a 4 , then, 
- -
V (23c,bl2) (a I ' a 2) :::; V (23c,b34) (a 3 • a 4) 
- -
V (45c,bl2) (a I ' a 2):::; -V (45c,b34) (a 3 • a 4 ). 
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- - - -
Hence, if given v c23c,bl 2) (a 1 , a 2 ) = ..1. v 23cl2 and a 1 = a 3 and a 2 = a 4 , then the 
- - - -
vector v 23c + v c23c,bl2 ) (a 1 , a 2 ) + v cnc,b34) (a 3 , a 4 )::::: v 23 (see Figure 8-7) 
- -
v 45c + v (45c,bl2r(a I ' a 2) + v (45c,b34)( a 3' a 4) ::::; v 45 (see Figure 8-6) 
-
Here, ..1. V 23c = V 23 - V 23c 
According to the basic relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and the relative positional 
- - -
variables (a 1 , a 2 ) to let the value v cnc,bl 2) (a 1 , a 2 ) ::::: ..1. v 23J2, initial values of 
-
a 1 and a 2 can be given an approximate value by using the regression functions, 
which were obtained in Chapter 7 
a I = 0.0067 p 23c/2 
a 2 =1.001 e 23c + 3.9282 
~ 8 23c + Sn/4 
= atan( Y 3) Y 2J + Sn/4 
Y3-Y3c 
=atan( y y ) + Sn/4 
2- 2c 
Here, p 23c is the length of ..1. V 23c and e 23c is the polar angle of ..1. V 23c . y 2 and y 3 
are given values of Y 2 and Y 3 respectively. Y 2c and Y 3c are the values of Y 2 and 
-
Y 3 corresponding to the centre status of v 45 = v 45 (see Figure 8-6). 
- -
After giving the initial value of (a 1 , a 2 ), a program for searching for the value of 
(a 3 , a 4 ) needs to be called. At this time, an initial value of (a 3 , a 4 ) is required by 
the search program. According to the basic relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and the 
- - - -
relative positional variables (a 3 , a 4 ), the initial values of a 3 and a 4 can be given 
by. 
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a 4 =a 2 
Ys 
The vector corresponding to Vc4sc,bl2) 
-
the centre status of V4s=V4s 
Figure 8-6 
The vector corresponding to 
Figure 8-7 
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-After running the program JoLsearching for the value of (a 3 , a 4 ), the value of v 23 IS 
-
also obtained. The difference between v 23 and v 23 is used to determine whether the 
program for searching the value of(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) should stop. 
- -
8.3.4 The sub-algorithm for searching for the value of a 1 and a 2 : 
In the main program for searching the values of a 1 , a 2 , a 3 and a 4 , there are two 
-
sub-programs. These are the programs for searching for the value of a 1 and for 
-
searching for the value of a 2 . There is a slight difference between these two 
algorithms when initialising the searched values and outputting the search result. The 
-
following is a detailed explanation of the algorithm for _searching for the value of a 2 
and the flow diagrams of these algorithms. 
The sub-algorithm for searching for the value of a 2 : 
-
.When a 1 is fixed and a 2 varies, geometrically, the M-bar has a constant angle 
-
relative to the M-bar of the centre status of v 45 = v 45 . In the Y 2 - Y 3 plane, the polar 
- -
angle of the corresponding vector, v c23c,bl2) (a 1 , a 2 ), varies and the length is fixed. 
- -
The objective of this search is to find the value of a 2 that lets the 11 [ v 23 - v 23J -
- - -[vc23c,bl 2) (a 1 , a 2 ) + Vc 23c,b34) (a 3 , a 4 )] 11 value become the minimum. Now, the 
- -
polar angle of the vector sum, v c23c,bl 2) (a 1 , a 2 ) + v c23c,b34) (a 3 , a 4 ), is denoted as 
B 23cp and the length is denoted as p 23cp (see Figure 8-7). In this algorithm, if the 
I e 23c-e 23cp I value is less than a critical value, it stops the search. Since there is a 
- - - -
constraint v 45 = v 45 , based on the relationship between (Y 4 , Y 5 ) and (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , 
a 4 ), it is known through Figure 8-5 that if the value of a 2 increases, the polar angle 
- - -
of v c45c,bl 2)(a 1 , a 2 ) will increase, and consequently the polar angle of v c45c,bJ4) (a 3 , 
a 4 ) and the value of a 4 will also increase. Consequently, based on the relationship 
- - -
between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ), it is known through Figure 8-6 that the 
-
value of B 23 cp will increase with the value of a 2 . Hence, the search algorithm for a 
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single-variable increasing continuous function that has been discussed in Section 8.2 
can be applied for searching the value of a 2 . The flow diagram of the algorithm is 
given as follows: 
Start 
Initialisation of the interval of a 2 : [a 2 inf , a 2upp ] 
Loop 
~I _ -1 _ 
Computation of the values fJ 23cinf =f ( a 2 inf ), fJ 23 cupp = f ( a 2upp) 
Case 1 (f) 23c- f) 23cinf )(f) 23c- f) 23cupp )=0 
- -
If fJ 23c = fJ 23cinf ' then a 2 +- a 2inf 
- -
If f) 23c = f) 23cupp' then a 2 +- a 2upp 
End 
Case 2 (f) 23c -fJ 23cinf )(f) 23c- f) 23cupp )>0 
If f) 23c < f) 23cinf ' 
If f) 23c> f) 23cupp' 
then a 2 inf +- a 2 inf - (a 2upp - a 2 inf) 
- - - -
then a 2upp +- a 2upp + (a 2upp - a 2inf) 
Case 3 (f) 23c- f) 23cinf )(f) 23c- f) 23cupp )<0 
-
If f) 23c < (f) 23cinf +f) 23cupp )/2, then a 2upp +- (a 2inf +a 2upp )/2 
Else a 2 inf +- (a 2 inf +a 2upp )/2 
- - -
If I a 2upp- a 2 inf I <c, then a 2 +- (a 2 inf +a 2upp )/2, End Loop 
Else a 2 inf +- (a 2 inf +a 2upp )/2 
End Loop 
Output Result 
End 
~I 
Here f () is a function of a 2 for computing of the value of fJ 23 cp • There are three 
- -
steps in this computation: searching for the value of a 3 and a 4 to keep v 45 = v 45 ; 
transforming the relative positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) to positional 
variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ); and calculating the link lengths and the principal 
The sub-algorithm for searching for the value of a 1 : 
-
The sub-algorithm for searching for the value of a 1 is almost the same as the 
-
algorithm for searching for the value of a 2 • The difference is at the initial value and 
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the critical value setting, which is discussed in this section. The following is the flow 
diagram. 
Start 
Initialisation of the interval of a 1 : [a 1 inf , a iupp] 
Loop 
-1 - -1 -
Computation of the values e 23cinf =f ( a I inf ), e 23cupp = f ( a iupp) 
Case 1 ( P 23c- P 23cinf )( P 23c- P 23cupp )=0 
If P 23c = P 23cinf' then a 1 + a iinf 
If p 23c = p 23cupp ' then a I + a 2upp 
End 
Case 2 ( P .23c- P 23cinf )( P 23c- P 23cupp )>0 
- -
If P 23c < P 23cinf ' 
If P 23c > P 23cupp ' 
then a iinf + a iinf- (a iupp- a iinf) 
- -
then a iupp + a iupp + (a iupp- a iinf) 
Case 3 ( P 23c- P 23cinf )( P 23c- P 23cupp )<0 
- -
lf.P 23c < (p 23cinf+ P 23cupp)/2, then a iupp + (a iinf+a iupp)/2 
Else a 1 inf + (a 1 inf +a iupp )/2 
- - - - -
If I a iupp- a iinf I <e, then a 1 + (a iinf +a iupp )12, End Loop 
Else a iinf + (a iinf +a iupp )/2 
End Loop 
Output Result 
End 
-I 
Here f () is a function of a 1 for computing of the value of B 23cp • Once again, there 
- -
are three steps in this computation: searching for the value of a 3 and a 4 to keep v 45 
- - - -
= v 45 ; transforming the relative positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) to positional 
variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ); and calculating the link lengths and the principal 
components by using (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ). 
-
8.3.5 Searching for the values of a 3 and a 4 to keep v 45 = v 45 ; 
-
If a 1 and a 2 are given, there is a vector v c45c,bi 2) (a 1 , a 2 ). At this moment, v 45 c + 
- - -
v c 45c,bl2) (a 1 , a 2 ) does not equal v 45 . The difference, !!. v 45 = v 45 - ( v 45 c + 
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- -
Vc 45 c,bl 2)-( a 1_, _a 2 )), can be obtained see Hgure 8-6. Then, based on the polar angle of 
-
~ v 45 , the variable a 4 can be determined and based on the length of ~v 45 , the 
- - -
variable a 4 can be determined. The variables a 3 and a 4 are in turn searched until 
- -
the errors of the variables a 3 and a 4 are less than critical values. The algorithm used 
- -
for _searching for the values of a 3 _and _a .4 _is _the _same_as the algorithm for a single-
variable increasing continuous function that has been discussed in Section 8.2. The 
- -
initial values of a 3 and a 4 are given as 
a 4 =a 2 
in the search program. 
8.4 Simulation and the Results 
Simulation was carried out to prove the- feasibility of the algorithm given above. The 
results of the simulation also present many advantages for robotic positioning. 
8.4.1 Simulation 
The computer hardware platform of the simulation is a PC (Pentium(r) II, 64.0M 
RAM). The computer software platform of the simulation is MATLAB 5.3 with 
Microsoft Windows 98. The parallel mechanism applied in this simulation is the 6-6 
Stewart platform used through out this thesis (see Section 5.3.2). The simulations are 
divided into two groups. One is used to prove the PCA based algorithm. The other 
one is used to test the sensitivity of the positional variables to the link lengths. The 
results ofthe simulation are as follows. 
8.4.2 The results of the simulation 
Result 1: Forward displacement 
In this simulation, a set of given data for different values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , /m) 
was used. The corresponding lengths of the links (11 12 , 13 ,/4 ,/ 5 ,/6 ) were directly 
calculated using the different values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , /m). The lengths of the 
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displacement problem. The following table presents a part of the simulation results. 
The cases in the table generally cover all situations, which were discussed in the 
previous sections. 
Case 1 
ease2 
· Case3 
Case4 
Case 5 
Table 2.4-1 Computational results of the PCA based algorithm 
Jor the forward displacement problem . 
.. 
Given Lengths of the . Computational Computational 
positional links results of the errors of the 
variables positional .positional 
variables variables 
a 1 = 0 /1 =158.6805 a 1 =·0.0000 e 1 = 0.0000 
a 2 = 0 12 =158.6805 a 2 = 0.0000 e 2 = 0.0000 
a 3 = 0 /3=158.6805 a 3 = 0.0000 e 3 = 0.0000 
a =0 4 14 =158.6805 a 4 = 0.0000 e 4 = 0.0000 
as= 0 · Is =158 .. 6805 a 5 = O.DOOO e s = 0.0000 
lm= 150 [6=158.6805 lm=l50.0000 elm= 0.0000 
a 1 = n/8 1] =118.1035 a 1=0:3927 e1 =-1.4466e-005 
a 2 = 0 /2 = 131.13 00 a 2 = 0.0001 e 2 =0.0001 
a 3 = 0 13 =1'72.8063 a 3 = 0.0000 e 3 = 0.0000 
a 4 = 0 14 =194.6343 . a 4 = 4.8793 e 4 = 4.8793 
·a = n/24 s . . l-5 = 1742601 as =0.1309 e s ·= 1. 0126e-005 
. lm= 150 16 = 163. 1960 lm~J49.9980 elm= 0.0020 
a 1 = ri/4 /1 =95.0755 a 1 =:0.7854 -e1 = 5.6663e-006 
a 2 =0 /2 =96.6688 a 2 =.0.0001 e 2 ="0.0001 
a =0 3 /3-= 189.-1721 a 3 ==0.0001 e 3 = 0.0001 
a 4 = 0 . 14 =220.5079. a 4 = 1.8002 e 4 = 1.8002 
as= 0 ·ls =195.7616 as~-:()000 e = s 0.0000 
.. .lm= 150 16 =158.6805 /m=150.0047 elm= 0.0047 
a 1 =0 l] =121.7470 a 1 -=0.0002 . e 1 =0.0002 
a =0 2 /2 =150.8114 a 2 = 3.0588 e 2 =3.0588 
a 3 = n/8 13 =160.0633 a 3 =0.3925 e 3 = 1.5796e-004 
a 4 = 0 I 4 = 198.2987 a 4 = 6.2830 e 4 = 1.6976e-004 
as= n/24 [s =183.6693 as=0.1309 e s =3.3740e-006 
/m= 150 . 16 == 140: 15 72 .lm = 149.9973 elm =0.0027 
a 1 = n/8 l] =127.4624 a 1 =0:3927 e 1 =3.1331e-005 
a =0 2 /2 =173.0679 a 2 =0.0005 e 2 =0.005 
a 3 = n/8 13 =230.3368 a 3 =0.3929 e 3 =-1.5765e-004 
a =0 4 14 =280.7140 a 4 = 6.2831 e 4 =1.1614e-004 
as= n/12 Is =247.4473 as =0.2618 e s =2.6292e-005 
lm=200 /6=187.1736 .lm= 199-9988 elm =0.0013 
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Case 6 a 1 = n/8 11 =140.1036 a 1 =0.3927 e 1 =3.8401e-005 
a 2 = n/2 12 = 177.4804 a 2 =1.5706 e 2 =2.0764e-004 
a 3 = n/8 13 =159.5691 a 3 =0.3927 e3 =3.6016e-005 
a4 = 7t 14 =139.2630 a 4 = 3.1420 e 4 =-3.9550e-004 
a 5 = n/24 15 =164.2435 a 5 =0.1309 e 5 =-1.0643e-005 
lm= 150 /6=1703095 lm=150.0013 e /m =0.0013 
The above table shows that the PCA based algorithm has a high accuracy. In this 
simulation, the computational accuracy required that the angular errors are less than 
0.001 radians and the error of the M-bar length is less 0.01mm. All computational 
results achieved the required accuracy. It should be noted that the errore 4 in Case 2 
and Case3 is very large. This is because in Case 2 and Case 3, a 3 equals 0. In this 
situation, a 4 is uncertain and normally can be defined as zero, so the computational 
results of a 4 also satisfy the accuracy requirement. 
Result 2: Impact of the errors of the links for the computation of the forward 
displacement 
The impact of the errors of the link lengths for the computation of the forward 
displacement is very important for a positioning system. The following table only lists 
the situations relative to Case 1 and Case 6 in Table 2.4-1. In these cases, it is 
assumed that there are errors during the sensor measurement of the link lengths. Case 
1-1 in Table 2.4-2 is similar to Case 1 in Table 2.4-1, but the measured length 11 is 1 
mm longer than the actual length. Case 6-1 in Table 2.4-2 is similar to Case 6 in Table 
2.4-1, but the measured length 11 is 1 mm longer than the actual length. Case 1-2 is 
simjlar to Case 1, but the measured lengths 11 and l 2 are 1 mm longer than the actual 
lengths. 
Table 2.4-2 The impact of the errors of the links 
Link lengths Errors of the Computational Errors of the 
(actual lengths) link lengths results positional 
variables 
Case 1-1 11 =122.5456 11 +1 a 1 = 0.0071 e 1 = 0.0071 
/2 =126.0806 a 2 = 4.1752 e 2 =4.1752 
13 =175.8401 a 3 = 0.0071 e3 = 0.0071 
.14 =190.8935 a 4 = 3.6901 e 4 = 3.6901 
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ls=177.7047 as= -0.0053 e s = -0.0053 
/6=158.6805 /m=150.1758 elm= 0.1758 
Case 1-2 /I = 122.5456 . l] +1 a 1 = 0.0099 e 1 = 0.0071 
/2 = 126.0806 l +I 2 a 2 =3.4038 e 2 =4.I752 
13 = I7 5. 840 I a 3= 0.0037 e3= 0.007I 
14 =I90.8935 a 4 = 3.I400 e 4 = 3.690I 
Is =I77.7047 as= -0.0000 e s = -0.0053 
16 = I58.6805 lm=I50.3527 elm=O.I758 
Case 1-3 l] =I22.5456 11 +I a 1 = 0.0037 e 1 = 0.0071 
/2 =126.0806 . /2 +I a 2 =3.9575 e 2 = 4.1752 
13 = I75.840I / 3 +I a 3 = 0.0037 e3= 0.007I 
14 =I90.8935 a 4 = 6.2686 e 4 = 3.690I 
. ls=I77.7047 as= -0.0053 e s = -0.0053 
/6=I58.6805 /m=I50.528I e Im = 0.1758 
. Case 1-4 !I = 122.5456 / 1 +I a 1 = 0.0100 e 1 = 0.007I 
12 =126.0806 /2 +I 
-
a 2 = 4.4388 e 2 =4.I752 
13 =I75.840I / 3 +I a 3 = 0.0037 e3 = 0.007I 
L =I90.8935 14 +1 a 4 = 3.I860 e 4 = 3.6901 
15 =177.7047 ·a5 = 0.0000 e 5 = -0.0053 
l6=I58.6805 lm=150.7052 e /m= O.I758 
Case 1-5 l] =I22.5456 l] +1 a 1 = 0.0070 e 1 = 0.0070 
l2 =I26.0806 12 +1 a 2 = 3.655I e 2 =3.6551 
13 = I7 5. 840 I - 13 +I a 3 =-0.0070 e3 = 0.0070 
14 =I90.8935 14 +1 a 4 = 2.6340 e 4 = 2.6340 
15 =177.7047 15 + 1 a 5 = -0.0053 e 5 = -0.0053 
16 = 158.6805 /m=I50.8807 e = 0 1758 /m . 
Case 1-6 l] =122.5456 / 1 +I a 1 = 0.0000 e 1 = 0.007I 
/2 = 126.0806 12 +1 a 2 = 5.4978 e 2 = 5.4978 
13 = I75.8401 13 +I a 3 = 0:0000 e 3 = 0.0000 
14 =190.8935 1 +1 4 a 4 = 0.0000 e 4 = 0.0000 
15 =I77.7047 15 + 1 a 5 = 0.0000 e5 = 0.0000 
l6=I58.6805 /6+1 lm=I51.0575 e /m= 0.1758 
Case 6-1 l] =140.I036 . l] +1 a 1 = 0.3863 e 1 = 0.0064 
. 12 = 1 77.4804 a 2 =1.5787 e 2 = 0.0079 
13 =159.5691 a 3 = 0.3855 e 3 = 0.0072 
14 =139.2630 a4 = 3.1260 e 4 = 0.0156 
15 =164.2435 a 5 = O.I250 e 5 = 0.0059 
16 = I70.3095 lm=I50.I9I6 elm·= 0.1916 
Case 6-2 · ll =140.I036 l +1 I a1 = 0.3903 e 1 = 0.0024 
/2 = 177.4804 /2 +I a 2 =1.5966 · e 2 =0.0258 
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[3 =159.5691 a 3 = 0.3918 e 3 = 8. 7320e-004 
[4 =139.2630 a 4 = 3.1265 e 4 =0.0151 
. Is =164.2435 as= 0.1310 e s = 8.8654e-005 
[6 = 170.3095 lm=150.3448 elm=0.1916 
Case 6-3 ll =140.1036 ll +1 a 1 = 0.3895 e 1 = 0.0032 
12 = 177.4804 12 +1 a 2 =1.5780 e 2 = -0.0072 
[3 =159.5691 [3 +1 a 3 = 0.3959 e 3 = -0.0032 
[4 =139.2630 a 4 = 3.1248 e 4 = 0.0168 
Is =164.2435 as= 0.1255 e.s = 0.0054 
[6 = 170.3095 lm=150.5616 elm= 0. 5616 
Case 6-4 l] =140.1036 l] +1 a 1 = 0.3825 e 1 = 0.0102 
12 = 177.4804 12 + 1 a 2 =1.5782 e 2 = -0.0072 
[3 =159.5691 [3 + 1 a 3 = 0.3894 e 3 = 0.0033 
[4 =139.2630 [4 +1 a 4 = 3.1364 e 4 = 0.0052 
Is =164.2435 as= 0.1311 e s = -1. 7745e-004 
[6 = 170.3095 lm=150.6817 e_lm = 0.6817 
Case 6-5 l] =140.1036 - l] +-1 a 1 = 0.3888 e 1 = 0.0039 
12 = 177.4804 12 +1 a 2 =1.5876 e 2 = -0.0168 
13 =159.5691 . [3 + 1 a 3 = 0.3918 e 3 = 8.6050e-004 
[4 = 139.2630 [4 +1 a 4 = 3.1394 e 4 = 0.0022 
Is =164.2435 Is+ 1 as=0.1257 e s = 0.0052 
16=170.3095 lm=150.9054 elm= 0.9054 
Case6-6 ll =140.-1036 - l] +1 · a 1 = 0.3924 e 1 = 2.6414e-004 
12 = 177.4804 12 +1 a 2 =1.5705 e_2 = 3.3873e-004 
[3 =159.5691 13+1 a 3 = 0.3924 e 3 = 2.6400e-004 
[4 =139.2630 [4 +1 a 4 = 3.1429 e 4 = -0.0013 
[5 =164.2435 15+1 as= 0.1318 e s = -8.5193e-004 
16=170.3095 16+1 lm= 151.0458 elm= 1.0458 
The above table shows that if the link lengths have errors of 1 mm, the errors of the 
positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3, a 4 , as) will be less than 0. 02 radians and in most 
situation will be less than 0.005 radians. These angular errors are still very small. If 
filter techniques are applied in a real system, the angular errors will become even. 
Conclusions for the simulations: 
The results of the simulation show the feasibility and advantages of the application of 
the parallel mechanism and the PCA based algorithm. Result 1 shows the feasibility 
and accuracy of the algorithm. The PCA based algorithm provides satisfactory 
accuracy for a positioning system. In addition, Result 2 shows the advantage of the 
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Parallel mechanism in terms of measurement accuracy. Normally, it is not difficult to 
ensure the measurement error of the link lengths is less than lmm. Under this 
accuracy, the angular errors ofthe 6-6 Stewart platform are less 0.02 radians and, in 
most situations, the angular errors are less than 0.005 radians. Considering impact of 
the accumulation of the angular error for a long-term positioning system, the angular 
accuracy presented in this simulation is very important. 
Although, much further discussion is necessary the results of this simulation have 
illustrated the feasibility and advantage of the parallel mechanism based approach for 
a positioning system for a stepwise robot. 
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Chapter 9 
Further Discussions 
In Chapter 7, a particular parallel linkage mechanism has been analysed by using the 
PCA approach. The analytical result was used in Chapter 8 to build up a numerical 
algorithm to compute the position and orientation of the platform. This particular 
parallel mechanism presents high measurement accuracy for the forward displacement 
problem through a computation simulation. However, the results presented in Chapter 
7 and 8 are only for a particular parallel linkage mechanism for a particular range of 
the position and orientation of the platform. If the range of the position and 
orientation of the platform is extended, the forward displacement problem will 
become more complex than that discussed in Chapter 7 and 8. If the assembly 
configuration of the parallel linkage mechanism is changed, the measurement 
accuracy of the position and orientation of the platform may be different. To know 
the change of the solutions caused by the extension of the range of the position and 
orientation of the platform or by the change of the assembly configuration is very 
important for the research of the application of parallel linkage mechanisms to 
underground robot positioning system. In this section, a further discussion on these 
problems is given. 
9.1 The Solutions in the Whole Range of the Positional Variables 
It is known that the forward displacement problem has at most 40 non-singular 
solutions in the complex domain. However, the question of maximum number of real 
solutions still remains. In this context, 16 real solutions for a particular mechanism 
have been found. In the particular case discussed in Chapter 7 and 8, it is assumed that 
there is a unique solution for any given set of link lengths in the given range of the 
position and orientation of the platform. In the simulations used in this work, more 
than two hundred examples were tested only single solution for a given set of link 
lengths was found. The following discussions illustrate that there will be multiple 
solutions for one given set of link lengths if the range of the position and orientation 
of the platform is extended. It is obvious that if the range of the angle a 1 is extended 
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from [0, rr/2] to [0, rr], the number of the solutions will be doubled. Geometrically, 
any position and orientation of platform that is above the base has a mirrored position 
and orientation of platform that is below the base, in which the link lengths of the 
mir,rored platform are the same as that of the original platform (see Figure 9-1). 
Platform 
Figure 9-1 
Therefore, when the angle a, is extended from [0, rr/2] to [0, rr], it corresponds to the 
fact that the movement range of the platform is extended from the platform above the 
base to the platform both above and below the base. Hence, the following discussion 
is only for the range of the angle a 1 is in the range [0, rr/2]. The ranges of the 
positional variables are assumed as follows. 
The angle a 1 is in the range [0, rr/2]. 
The angle a 3 is in the range [0, rr]; 
The angle a 5 is in the range [ -rr, 1t ]; 
The angles a 2 and a 4 are in the range [0, 2rr]; 
The length ofthe m-bar lm is in the range [150, 200]. 
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It was found that the general relationship between the positional variables and the 
principal components are the same as discussed in Chapter 7. That is, the first 
principal component (Y 1 ) mainly relates to the positional variable !m. The sixth 
principal component (Y 6 ) mainly relates to the positional variable a 5 . The principal 
components (Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 ) mainly relate to the positional variables (a 1 , a 2, a 3 , 
a 4 ) . However, the value range of the positional variables and the principal 
components have been extended compared with Chapter 7. In the extended range, the 
property of every one-to-one and pair-to-pair basic relationship is changed. The 
following discussions cover the details for the extended basic relationships. 
The one-to-one relationship between Y 6 and a 5 
(a) The case where the 
values of the 
positional variables 
a l , a z, a 3, a 4 are 
zero and !m equals 
150. 
(b) The cases where 
the positional variables 
!m have given 
different values. 
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Figure 9-2 the relationship between Y 1 and a 5 
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In the discussion in Chapter 7, it was shown that the one-to-one relationship between 
the sixth principal component Y 6 and the positional variable a 5 is a single value 
function if the values of the other positional variables a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and lm are 
gtven. 
However, if the value range of a 5 is extended to [ -7t, 1t ], a given value of Y 6 
normally corresponds to two different values of a 5 • Figure 9-2 illustrates the 
relationship between the sixth principal component Y 6 and the positional variable a 5 . 
Figure 9-2 (a) is the situation where the other positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , 
lm) are given particular values. That is, the values of the positional variables a 1 , a 2 , 
(a) At the initial 
position of - the 
platform, a 5 =0 
and Y 6=0. 
(b) The situation 
where a 5 =Jt and 
(, t_. 
lt-h=O 
13-14=0 
ls-16=0 
At the 
initial 
position 
z,_f2=o 
h-14=0 
15-16=0 
After the 
rotation 
with 1t 
Figure 9-3 An example where to different values of a 5 
correspond to one value ofY 6 =0 
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a 3 , a 4 are zero and lm equals 150. Figure 9-2 (a) shows that only when the principal 
component Y 6 gets to its maximum or minimum values, does Y 6 correspond to a 
unique value of a 5 • Normally, a given value of Y 6 corresponds to two different 
values of a 5 • This is a property of the relationship between Y 6 and a 5 after the range 
of a 5 is extended. Although for different particular values of the positional variables 
(a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , lm) there are different particular relationship between Y 6 and a 5, 
this property of the relationship is true for all situations. Figure 9-2 (b), shows a few 
particular relationships for different particular values of the positional variables (a 1 , 
Figure 9-3 shows an example where two different values of a 5 correspond to one 
value ofY 6 . 
If the value range of a 1 is extended from [0, 7t/4] to [0, 7t/2] and the value range of a 3 
is extended from [0, 7t/4] to [0, 7t], the relationship between (Y 2 ,Y 3 ) and (a]' a 2 , 
a 3 , a 4 ) in the extension range of a 1 and a 3 may be different from that in the range 
discussed in Chapter 7. 
As mentioned in Chapter 7, the values of the principal components Y 2 and Y 3 are 
mainly related to the values of (a 1, a 2 , a 3, a 4 ). If the values of (a 1, a 2 ) are given, 
the values of the principal components Y 2 and Y 3 are mainly related to the values of 
( a 3, a 4). Especially, if (a~> a 2 ) are given values (0,0), the relationship between 
(Y 2 , Y 3 ) and ( a 3 , a 4 ) is called the basic pair-to-pair relationship of(Y 2 ,Y 3 )-to-
(a3, a 4) Similarly, if ( a 3, a 4) are given values (0,0), the relationship between (Y 2 , 
Y 3 ) and (a~> a 2) is called the basic pair-to-pair relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a]' a 2 ). 
The relationship between (Y 2 ,Y 3 ) and (al' a 2, a 3, a 4) can be viewed as the linear 
combination of the basic relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 1, a 2 ) and the basic 
relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ). The analysis for the relationship between 
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(Y_2 ,YJ and (a~' a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) will start by the ana~ysis for these two basic 
relationships. Then, the combination of the basic relationships will be discussed. 
-The basic pair-to-pair relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3)-to-( a 1, a 2 ) 
Figure 9-4 illustrates the basic relationship of (Y 2 ,Y J-to-(a~> a 2 ) using the sample 
data which corresponds to a 3 , a 4 , a 5 given the value zero and lm equals 150. In 
Figure 9-4, different value pairs of (a~> a_2 ) correspond to different points in the 
plane Y 2 - Y 3 and the dash curves illustrate the track of the point movement as the 
values of (a1 , a 2 ) are varying. Compared with the discussion in Chapter 7, it was 
found that the characteristics of the basic relationship are not changed after the value 
range of a 1 is extended from [0, n/4] to [0, n/2]. 
····----- ····~---L ................ ~-----·---·····-······------1 
Figure 9-4 the basic relationship of(Y 2 ,Y 3 )--to-(a1 , a 2 ) 
As mentioned in Chapter 7, there is a vector ( v 23 ) from the origin of the plane Y 2 - Y 3 
to any given point corresponding to a given values of (a 1, a 2 ). The length of the 
vector (p 23 =lv23 l = ~y: + Y: ) corresponds to the value of a 1 and the angle of the 
vector to the Y 3 axis ( 8 23 = atan(Y 3 N 2 ) corresponds to the value of a 2 . Thus, the 
length of the vector (p 23 ) can be mainly used to estimate the value of a 1 and the polar 
angle of the vector (8 23 ) can be mainly used to estimate the value of a 2 . Compared 
with the situation discussed in Section2.3, the relationship between p 23 and a 1 for the 
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value range, O:s;a1 :-s;rc/2, can be viewed as a linear extension of that for the value 
range, O:s;a1 :-s;rc/4. The relationship between 8 23 and a 2 for the value range, 
O:s;a 1 :-s;rc/2, is almost not different from that for the value range, O:s;a 1 :-s;rc/4. 
-The basic pair-to-pair relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3)-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) 
To show the relationship in the value range of a 3 [O,rc] more clearly, Figure 9-5 
: . 150 .. 
·150 
(a) a 3 is in the range [O,rc/2] (b) a 3 is in the range [ rc/2, re] 
Figure 9-5 the basic relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to( a 3 , a 4 ) 
shows the basic relationship of(Y 2 ,Y 3 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ) in the ranges of a 3 , [O,rc/2] (see 
Figure 9-5 (a)) and [rc/2, re] (see Figure 9-5 (b)). Figure 9-5 illustrates the basic 
relationship of (Y2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) using the sample data which corresponds to a 1 , 
a 2 , a 5 given the value zero and lm equals 150. In Figure 9-5, different value pairs of 
(a 3 , a 4 ) correspond to different points in the plane Y 2 - Y 3 and the dash curves 
illustrate the track of the point movement as the values of (a 3 , a 4 ) vary. If the value 
range of a 3 is only extend from the range [O,rc/4] to [O,rc/2], the situation is similar to 
the previous discussion for the relationship between (Y 2 ,Y 3 ) and (a1 , a 2 ). The basic 
relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) is not changed if the value range of a 3 is only 
extended to the range [O,rc/2]. In a manner similar to the previous discussion, there is a 
vector (v23 ) from the origin of the plane Y 2 - Y 3 to any point corresponding to a 
given pair of values ( a 3 , a 4 ). The length of the vector (p 23 =iv 23 I) can be mainly used 
to estimate the value of a 3 and the polar angle of the vector (8 23 ) can be mainly used 
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to estimate the value of a 4 . Figure 9-5(b) shows the situation where a 3 is in the 
range [n/2, n]. The positions of the points and the dash curves in Figure 9-5(b) are 
similar to that in Figure 9-5(a). The same analysis was also carried out in the situation 
shown in Figure 9-5(b ). However, any given same point in the plane Y 2 - Y 3 in Figure 
9-5(a) and Figure 9-5(b) correspond to different values of(a 3 , a 4 ) respectively. This 
indicates that for any given pair of values (Y 2 , Y 3 ), there are two pairs of different 
values (a 3 , a 4 ), which come from different value ranges of a 3 shown in Figure 9-
5(a) and (b) respectively. Considering the situations shown in Figure 9-5(a) and (b) 
together, it was found that if a 3 is fixed and a 4 varies, the corresponding point will 
move along an approximate circle. The counter clockwise direction along the circle is 
the direction of increment of a 4 . If a 4 is fixed and a 3 varies, the corresponding 
point will moves along an approximate line which passes through the origin of the 
plane Y 2 - Y 3 . If the value of a 3 is less than n/2, the outward direction along the line 
is the direction of increment of a 3 (see Figure 9-5(a)). However, if the value of a 3 is 
greater than n/2, the direction along the line from the outside to the origin of the plane 
Y 2 -Y 3 is the direction of increment of a 3 (see Figure 9-5(b)) t. This is an important 
property of the basic relationship of (Y 2 , Y J-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) in the range a 3 E [0, 1t]. 
This indicates that if a 3 :;e n/2, there are two pairs of different values (a 3 , a 4 ) for any 
given pair of values (Y 2 , Y 3 ). These two different values of (a 3 , a 4 ) geometrically 
correspond to two different orientations of the platform, which are mirrored each by 
the plane of the platform where a 3 =n/2. Figure 9-6 shows the positions and 
orientations of these two solutions corresponding to one pair of given values 
(Y 2 , Y 3 ). Figure 9-6 (a) is the situation where a 3 is less than n/2, in which the top 
side ofthe platform is facing up. Figure 9-6 (b) is the situation where a 3 is greater 
than n/2, in which the top side of the platform is facing down. 
tHere, rc/2 is the result of the analysis based on the sample data. To obtain higher accuracy value, more 
sample data around rc/2 should be collected. 
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Figure 9-6 The two solutions corresponding to one given pair of values (Y ~, Y , ) 
geometrically mirrored each other by the platform plane of a 3 rr./2 
-Tlte combination of tire basic relations/tip between (Y ~ , Y 1)-to-( a 1, a~ ) and tlte 
basic relations/tip between (Y 1 , Y )-to-( a 3 , a~) 
The relationship between (Y 1 ,Y 3 ) and (a1 , a 2 , a ,, ao~ ) can be viewed as the 
combination of the above two basic relationships, which are the relationship of 
(Y ~ , Y 1 )-to-( a 1, a~ ) and the relationsrup of (Y ~ , Y 1 )-to-( a 3 • a .j ) . Figure 9-7 shows 
the combination of the two basic relationships using the sample data which 
corresponds to a 1, a 2 , a~ given the value zero and /m equals I 50. 
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Figure 9-7 The combination of the two basic relationships 
It was found through Figure 9-7 that the combination of the two basic relationships is 
no difference from the discussion in Chapter 7. If one of (a~> a 2 ) and (a 3 , a 4 ) is 
(0,0), the values of (Y 2 ,Y J can be determined by one of these two basic 
relationships. If both of (ai' a 2 ) and (a 3 , a 4 ) are not (0,0), the values of (Y 2 ,Y 3 ) 
can be determined by the linear combination of the two basic relationships. 
Ifthe value range of a 1 is extended from [0, 7t/4] to [0, 7t/2] and the value range of a 3 
is extended from [0, 7tl4] to [0, 7t], the relationship between (Y 4 ,Y 5 ) and (al' a 2 , 
a 3 , a 4 ) in the extension range of a 1 and a 3 may be different from that in the range 
discussed in Chapter 7. 
Similar to the discussion for the relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and (a 1, a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ), 
the relationship between (Y 4 , Y 5 ) and (a I' a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) can be viewed as the linear 
combination of the basic relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a)' a 2 ) and the basic 
relationship of (Y 4 ,Y 5 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ). The analysis for the relationship between 
(Y 4 , Y 5 ) and (a)' a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) started by the analysis for these two basic 
relationships. Then, the combination of the basic relationships was analysed. Because 
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the procedure of the analysis is the same as the analysis for the relationship between 
(Y 2 , Y 3 ) and (a)' a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ), the following section only gives the discussion for 
the issues that are different from the previous discussion and their conclusions. 
-The basic pair-to-pair relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5)-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) 
As discussed in Chapter 7, if a 3 <Jt/4, the property of the basic relationship of 
That is, if the positional variable a 3 is fixed and a 4 varies in the range [0,27t], the 
corresponding points (Y 4 , Y 5 ) in the plane Y 4 - Y 5 form a closed curve which is an 
approximate circle. When a 3 increases, the diameter of the closed curve will increase. 
However, if a 3 is greater than Jt/4 the closed curve in the plane Y 4 - Y 5 is not like a 
circle. If a 3 is greater than Jt/2 the closed curve in the plane Y 4 - Y 5 becomes more 
complex. This is different from the discussion for the basic relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-
to-( a 3 , a 4 ), in which, if a 3 is greater than Jt/2 the closed curves are still similar to 
that where a 3 is less than Jt/2 . Figure 9-8 shows the basic relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5 )-
to-(a3 , a 4 ) using the sample data in the situation where a 5 equals zero and lm 
equals 150. The points 1 to 8 in Figure 9-8 correspond to the values of a 4 , (0, Jt/4, 
Jt/2, 7t3/4, 1t, 7t5/4, 7t6/4, 7t7/4) respectively. 
(a) the situation 
where a 3 is 1t/6, 
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(b) The situation 
where a 3 is n2/6 
(c) The situation 
where a 3 is n3/6 
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where a 3 is n4/6 
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(e) The situation 
where a 3 is rc5/6 
(f) The situation 
where a 3 is rc 
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Figure 9-8 The basic relationship of (Y4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) 
Figure 9-8 (a) shows the situation where a 3 is rc/6, which is in the range [0, rr./4]. 
Figure 9-8 (b) shows the situation where a 3 is rr./3 which is out of the range [0, rr./4]. 
In this situation, the closed curve is not like a circle. Figure 9-8 (c) (d) (e) (f) show 
the change of the closed curve as a 3 increases. 
Since the basic relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) in the value range a 3 E[ rc/2, re] is 
very different from that in the value range a 3 E[O, rr./2], it is difficult to find which 
condition one pair of values(Y 4 , Y 5 ) correspond to two or more pairs of values (a 3 , 
a 4 ). However, it was found that some pairs of values (Y 4 , Y 5 ) correspond to two 
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pairs of values (a 3 , a 4 ). As an example, Point 8 in Figure 9-8 (b), (c), (d), (e), (f) 
corresponds to a 4 given rt7/4 and a 3 given different values rt2/6, rt3/6, rt4/6, rc5/6, rt. 
It was found that Point 8 moves on the Y 4 -axis from left hand side to right hand side 
as a 3 increase. However, in the situation where a 3 is less than rc/4, which was 
discussed in Chapter 7 (see Figure 2.3-26), the left half Y 4 -axis corresponds to a4 
given rt7/4 and a 3 given different values, where a 3 is less than rr/4. The right half 
Y 4 -axis corresponds to a 4 given rt3/4 and a 3 given different values, where a 3 is 
less than rc/4. From Figure 2.3-26, it was known that any given value (Y 4 , Y 5 ) on 
Y 4 -axis where -25<Y 4 <35 corresponds to a pair of value (a 3 , a 4 ) where a 3 is less 
than rc/4. From Figure 9-8, it is known that any given value (Y 4 , Y 5 ) on Y 4 -axis 
where -25<Y 4 <35 corresponds to a pair of value (a 3 , a 4 ) where a 3 is greater than 
rc/3. Considering these two situations together, if -25<Y 4 <35, any given values 
(Y 4 , Y 5 ) on Y 4 -axis correspond to two pairs of values (a 3 , a 4 ) that come from two 
different value ranges of a 3 , [0, rc/4] and [rc/3, rc] respectively. In addition, even if a 3 
is fixed, one pair of values (Y 4 , Y 5 ) may correspond to two different values of a 4 . 
As an example, in Figure 9-8 (f) points 1 and 5 correspond to one pair of values 
(Y 4 ,Y 5 ). That is, the pairs ofvalues (a 3 , a 4 ) = (rc,O) [point 1] and (a 3 , a 4 ) = 
(rt, rt) [point 5] correspond to one pair of values (Y 4 ,Y5 ) = (-5.2237,-85.9018). 
Similarly, it is not difficult to find other pairs of points corresponding to one pair of 
values (Y 4 ,Y 5 ). 
-The basic pair-to-pair relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5)-to-( a" a 2 ) 
As in the previous discussion for the basic relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 1 , a 2 ), the 
basic relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 1 , a_2 ) is not changed if the value range of a 1 is 
extended from [0, rt/4] to [0, rt/2]. 
-The combination of the basic relationship between (Y 4 , Y 5)--to-( a" a 2 ) and the 
basic relationship between (Y4 ,Y5)-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) 
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As in the previous discussion for the relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 ) and (a 1, a 2 , a 3 , 
a 4 ), the relationship between (Y 4 ,Y 5 ) and (al> a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ), can be viewed as the 
linear combination of the basic relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a]' a 2 ) and the basic 
relationship of (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ). 
The relationship between Y1 and lm 
The property of the relationship between Y 1 and lm is not changed if the ranges of the 
positional variables are extended. The first principal component and the length of the 
m-bar maintain an approximate linear relationship if the values of a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 and 
a 5 are gtven. 
Multiple solutions for the fonvard displacement of the Stewart Platform in the 
whole solution range 
Based on the above discussion, some conclusions of the multiple solutions for the 
particular parallel mechanism discussed in Chapter 7 were obtained. Because the 
discussion of the problem of the multiple solutions is not the main task of this project, 
some problems still remain. The following discussions give some conclusions and the 
remaining problems. 
Generally, there are multiple solutions with in the whole of the solution range for any 
given six link-lengths. Between these solutions corresponding to given six link-
lengths, there are some inter-relationships. 
• For any given solution for a 1 , if a 1 is less than rt/2 there must be at least one 
other solution where a 1 is greater than rt/2. 
• For any given solution for a 5 , if a 5 is less than rt/2 there must be at least one 
other solution where a 5 is greater than rt/2. 
• For any given solution for a 3 , if a 3 is less than n/2 there may be at least one 
other solution where a 3 is greater than rt/2. 
Therefore, the whole value range of the positional variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 a 5 , lm) 
can be divided into eight solution sub-ranges as shown in Table 5.2.1. 
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Table 5.2.1 The sub-ranges of the solutions 
All 2 
All 3 
All 4 
[ n/2, 1t] All 5 
[n/2, n] All 6 
[n/2, n] All 7 
[n/2, n] [n/2, n] [ -n, -n/2] & [ n/2, n] All 8 
Here, the sub-ranges of the solutions are categorised by the value of the positional 
variables (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , lm). Through the above analysis, it is shown that for 
the whole range for any given six link-lengths there may be eight solutions. 
Through the above discussion, it was found that if an actual solution is near to a 
boundary of two sub-ranges of solutions, the numerical approach for the forward 
displacement problem needs a good starting point to find one actual solution and 
cannot guarantee that the computing result is the actual solution. For example, if an 
actual solution of the problem where a 1 is greater than but near n/2, it cannot 
guarantee that the starting point of a 1 is greater than n/2. If the starting point of a 1 is 
less than n/2, the computing result should be that a 1 is less than n/2. Therefore, if it 
cannot be guaranteed that the computed result is the actual solution of the problem, 
more sensors are necessary. 
In the particular positional variable range discussed in Chapter 7, no multiple 
solutions have been found but it is still not proved that there is only one solution in 
the particular range. The number of the solutions in a given range of the positional 
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variables remains unknown. Hence, if the parallel mechanism discussed in Chapter 7 
is applied to a real positioning system, it is suggested that one or more redundant 
sensors may be needed. 
9.2 Comparing Measurement Accuracy for Different Parallel 
Mechanisms 
Comparing measurement accuracy for different parallel mechanisms is another 
important problem for positioning system design. Since the PCA based analysis is 
carried out based on figures, in which the relationships between the principal 
components and the position and orientation of the top platform are illustrated using 
sample data, the measurement accuracy for different mechanisms can be compared 
using the corresponding figures. 
lease 6-6 J ,, I Case 6-6{D) I 
lease 3-3 I lease 8-8 
Figure 9-10 Different cases used to compare measurement accuracy 
Normally, if a small change in link lengths leads to a big change in the positional 
variables, the accuracy of this positioning system will be low. If a big change in the 
link lengths only leads to a small change in the positional variables, the accuracy of 
this positioning system will be high. Measurement accuracy of every positional 
variable of a parallel mechanism cannot be evaluated by every linkage. Instead, 
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measurement accuracy of every positional variable of a parallel mechanism should be 
evaluated by a group of linkages. The PCA based approach can be used to evaluate 
the measurement accuracy for a particular mechanism. The following discussions are 
comparison analyses of the case discussed in Chapter 7, with another three given 
cases, as shown in Figure 9-10. Since the comparison analysis in the whole solution 
range is very complex, the following discussions are only to some special ranges. 
However, the general procedure and results of analysis will be illustrated as 
preparatory work. 
Here, the case discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 is denoted as Case 6-6. The other 
cases are denoted as Case 6-6 (D), Case 3-3 and Case 8-8 respectively, which have 
different assembly configurations as follows. 
Case 6-6 (D): This case is similar to the 6-6 case discussed in Chapter 7, but the 
diameter of the base and the platform is doubled. The joints on the base and on the 
platform are b= {b x bY bz} and t= {t x t Y t J respectively as follows. 
\nfri 
400 b, ·--
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Figure 9-11 The positions of the joint points of the links in Case 6-6(D) 
=200cos (O,n/6, n*4/6, n*S/6, n*S/6, n*9/6) 
=200sin(O,n/6, n*4/6, n*S/6, n*S/6, n*9/6) 
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=200(0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
=200cos (-n/6, n*2/6, n*3/6, n*6/6, n*7/6, n*l0/6) 
=200sin(-n/6, n*2/6, n*3/6, n*6/6, n*7/6, n*l0/6) 
=(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
Here, bx 2 is for example the x coordinate of the second joint point b 2 , which is 
200cos(n/ 6). Similar, b z; (i=1,2,3,4,5,6) is the x coordinate of the ith joint point 
b;; bY ; is the y coordinate of the ith jointpoint b; ;b z ; is the z coordinate of the ith 
join point b;. The definitions oftz;, tY;, tz; (i=1,2,3,4,5,6) are similar. 
Case 3-3: This case is similar to the 6-6 case discussed in Chapter 7, but there are 
only three joints on the base and three joints on the platform rather than six. The link 
joint positions on the base and on the platform are given as follows. 
100 
Base 
B-frmne 
X 
Top platform 
T-frame 
y 
Figure 9-12 The positions of the joint points of the links in Case 3-3 
=lOOcos (0, 0, n*2/3, n*2/3, n*4/3, n*4/3) 
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=lOOsin (0, 0, n*2/3, n*2/3, n*4/3, n*4/3) 
=(0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
=lOOcos (- n/3, n/3, n/3, n, n, -n/3) 
=lOOsin (- n/3, n/3, n/3, n, n,- n/3) 
=(0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 
Here the definitions ofb z;, bY;, b z; t_z i' t Y i' t z; (i=1,2,3,4,5,6) are the same as the 
previous case. 
Case 8-8: This is an 8-8 parallel mechanism, in which the link joint positions on the 
base and on the platform are given as follows. 
Base Top ph1tform 
B-frame T-frame 
Figure 9-13 The positions of the joint points of the links in Case 8-8 
=lOOcos (0, n/8, n*4/8, n*5/8, n*8/8, n*9/8, n*l2/8, n*13/8) 
by= (by I, by 2 , by 3 , by 4 , by 5 , by 6 , by 1 , by 8 ) 
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=lOOsin(O, 1t/8, 7t*4/8, 1t*5/8, 1t*8/8, 7t*9/8, 1t*l2/8, 7t*l3/8) 
= ( 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0, 0, 0) 
=lOOcos (-7t/8, 7t*2/8, 7t*3/8, 7t*6/8, 7t*7/8, 7t*l0/8, 7t*ll/8, 7t*l4/8) 
=100sin(-7t/8, 7t*2/8, 7t*3/8, 7t*6/8, 7t*7/8, 7t*l0/8, 7t*ll/8, 7t*l4/8) 
t 2 = (t 2 I 't 2 2' t z 3' t z 4' t z S' t z 6' t 2 7' t z 8) 
= ( 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0, 0, 0) 
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the different case are as follows 
Case 6-6 (D): 
Eigenvalues 
AI =1715207278 
A2 =107547545 
A3 =107475243 
A4 =13271868 
As =13263309 
A6 =7746475 
Case 3-3: 
Eigenvalues 
AI =1527871656 
A2 =27359239 
A 3 =27356025 
A4 =9831822 
As =9831386 
A6 =1185659 
Case 8-8 
Eigenvalues 
AI =1655283236 
A2 =58346685 
Eigenvectors 
a 1 = { 0.40825, 0.40825, 40825, 0.40825, 0.40825, 0.40825} 
a 2 = {-0.28878, -0.5773, -0.28867, 0.28867, -0.5773, 0.28878} 
a 3 = {0.50003, -0.000058743, -0.49997, -0.49997, -0.000058743, 
0.50003} 
a 4 = {0.50003, -0.000058743, -0.49997, -0.49997, -0.000058743, 
0.50003} 
as = {-0.28869, 0.57735, -0.28873, -0.28873, 0.57735, 0.28862} 
a 6 = {-0.40826, 0.40826, -40824, 0.40824, -0.40824, 0.40824} 
Eigenvectors 
a 1 = { 0.40825, 0.40825, 40825, 0.40825, 0.40825, 0.40825} 
a 2 = {-0.28866, 0.28866, 0.57735, 0.28866, -0.28868, -0.57735} 
a 3 = {0.49999, 0.49999, 0.000013144, -0.50001, 
0.50001,0.000013144} 
a 4 = {0.5, -0.5, -0.000019732, 0.5, -0.5, 0.000019733} 
as = {0.28869, 0.28869,-0.57735, 0.28866, 0.28866, -0.57735} 
a 6 = {0.40826, -0.40826, 40824, -0.40824, 0.40824, -0.40824} 
Eigenvectors 
a 1 = { 0.35355, 0.35355, 0.35355, 0.35355, 0.35355, 0.35355, 
0.35355, 0.35355} 
a 2 = {0.43654, 0.13633,-0.24375,-0.48107,-0.43654,-
0.13633,0.24375, 0.48107} 
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A 3 =58346685 
A4 =2521346 
A5 =2521346 
A6 =400481.9 
A7 =130269.6 
A8 =129786.5 
a 3 = {0.24375, 0.48107,0.43654,0.13633,-0.24375,-0.48107,-
0.43654, -0.13633} 
a 4 = {0.46741, -0.45607, 0.17762, 0.2049, -0.46741, 0.45607,-
0.17762, -0.2049} 
a 5 = {-0.17762, -0.2049, 0.46741, -0.45607, 0.17762, 0.2049, -
0.46741, 0.45607} 
a 6 = {-0.35355, 0.35355, -0.35355, 0.35355, -0.35355, 0.35355, -
0.35355, 0.35355} 
a 7 = {-0.00459, 0.49998, 0.00459, -0.49998, -0.00459, 0.49998, 
0.00459, -0.49998} 
a 8 = {-0.49998, -0.00459, 0.49998, 0.00459, -0.49998, -0.00459, 
0.49998, 0.00459} 
The PCA based analysis was applied to the above three cases (Case 6-6 (D), Case 3-3 
and Case 8-8). It was found that the general relationships between the principal 
components and the positional variables are similar to the case discussed in Chapter 7. 
That is, the first principal component (Y 1 ) mainly relates to the positional variable 
lm. The sixth principal component (Y 6 ) mainly relates to the positional variable a 5 . 
The principal components (Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 ) mainly relate to the positional variables 
The accuracy for the measurement of lm 
The first principal components (Y 1 ) in these four cases are similar to each other, 
which are the average of the six, or eight in Case 8-8, link lengths with a scale factor. 
Case 6-6: 
Case 3-3: Y I =0. 40825 ( / 1 + / 2 + f 3 + /4 + f 5 + /6) 
Case 8-8: Y I =0.35355( f 1 + f 2 + f 3 + /4 + f 5 + /6 + /7 + /8) 
Figure 9-14 shows the relationships between Y 1 and lm when a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 4 and 
a 5 equal zero in the different cases. 
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Here, the four lines express the four relationships for the different cases The absolute 
values of the slopes of the lines detennine the measurement accuracy Here, Case 8-8 
200 
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Figure 9-14 The relationships between Y 1 and /m for different cases 
has the highest accuracy because the absolute value of the slopes of the line is the 
smallest (0.3624) in these four cases. In the other three cases, there is not much 
difference in tenns of the measurement accuracy for /m. The rank of the accuracy is 
Case 6-6 (0.426), Case3-3 (0.4711) and Case 6-6(0) (0.4753). 
The relationships between Y 1 and /m will be changed if the values of (a 1 • a : . a , . 
a o~ , a , ) are changed. Generally, the conclusions for accuracy comparison analysis are 
the same as the above situation where the values of (a 1 • a ~. a , . a~. a , ) are zero 
The accuracy for the measurement of a , 
It was found that the sixth principal component mainly relates to the positional 
variable a , in every case. 
The sixth principal components (Y 6 ) in these four cases are similar to each other, 
which are given as fo llows. 
Case 6-6: 
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Case 3-3: Y 6 = -0.40825(-/ 1 + 12 -13 + 1_. -15 + 16 ) 
Case8-8: Y6 = 0.35355(-/1 + / 2 -1 ~+ 1_.-15 +16 -17 + 18 ) 
Through the above formulas for the sixth principal component, it is clear that the sixth 
principal components of the different cases are similar. The sixth principal 
components of Case 6-6 and Case 6-6(D) are the same. The difference of the sixth 
principal component between Case 6-6 and Case 3-3 is only with a scale factor ( -1 ). 
Figure 9-15 shows the relationships between Y 6 and a 5 when a 1 , a 2 , a 3 • a 4 equal 
zero and /m = 150 in the different cases. 
0.3 - as= 0.0131Ys 
0 5 = 0.0038Yc 
as= -0 0086Ys 
t.D as = 0.0145Yo 
~ r-- 4; 60 
- - Case 6-6 
Case6-6(0) 
····-· ... ····-···-· 
_._case 3-3 
-0.3 >: Case 8-8 
Vs 
Figure 9-15 The relationships between Y 6 and a 5 for different cases 
Here, the four lines express the four relationships for the different cases. The absolute 
values of the slopes of the lines determjne the measurement accuracy. It is clear that 
Case 6-6(D) has the highest accuracy because the absolute value of the slopes of the 
line is the smallest (0.0038) in these four cases. Case 3-3 has the second the highest 
accuracy. Its absolute value of the slopes of the line is 0.0086. The other two cases, 
Case 6-6 and Case 8-8, have lower accuracy. These two cases have almost the same 
accuracy because the values of the slopes are very close (0.0131 for Case 6-6 and 
0.0145 for Case 8-8). 
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The relationships between Y 6 and a 5 will be changed if the values of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , 
a 4 , lm) are changed. Generally, the conclusions for accuracy comparison analysis are 
the same as the above situation where the values of(a1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , lm) are zero. 
The accuracy for the measurement of a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 
In the discussion in Chapter 8, it was known that the measurements of(a1 , a 2 , a 3 , 
a 4 ) are dependent upon the relationship between (Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 ) and (a 1, a 2 , 
a 3 , a 4 ).Becausetherelationshipbetween(Y 2 , Y3 , Y 4 , Y 5 )and(a1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) 
is very complex, during computing the values (a1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ), the basic 
relationships between (Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 ) and ( a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) are used. Because of 
thecomplexityoftherelationshipbetween(Y 2 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 )and(al' a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ), 
the problem of accuracy analysis for the measurement of (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 ) for 
different cases remains. However, in some particular situations the comparison 
analyses were carried out as a preparatory discussion. The following discussion shows 
the measurement accuracy for a 3 and a 4 using the basic relationships between (Y 2 , 
Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 )-(a3 , a 4 ).Here,thebasicrelationship(Y 2 , Y3 , Y 4 , Y 5 )-(a3 , a 4 ) 
means the basic relationships of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) and (Y 4 , Y 5 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) 
defined in Chapter 7. As mentioned in Chapter 7, the basic relationships of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-
to-(a3, a 4 ) and (Y 4 , Y5 )-to-(a3 , a 4 ) are the pair-to-pair relationships (Y 2 , Y 3 )-
( a 3 , a 4 ) and (Y 4 , Y 5 )-(a 3 , a 4 ) in the situation where a 1 and a 2 are zero. Hence, 
the following accuracy analysis for the measurements of a 3 and a 4 is based on the 
situation where a 1 and a 2 are zero. The same analysis can be carried out for the 
measurement accuracy of a 1 and a 2 . Since the procedure and results of the accuracy 
analysis for the measurements of a 1 and a 2 are similar to that for the measurements 
accuracy of a 3 and a 4 , the accuracy analysis for the measurements of a 1 and a 2 
will not be discussed in this thesis. 
Accuracy analysis for the measurements of a 3 and a 4 using the basic relationship 
of {Y2 , Y3)-to-(a3, a 4 ) 
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Figure 9-16 shows different values of (a 3 , a 4 ) corresponding to different values of 
(Y2 , Y 3 ) where a~> a 2 and a 5 equal zero, and lm equal 200. As mentioned in 
Chapter 7, there is a vector ( v 23 ) from the origin of the plane Y 2 - Y 3 to any given 
point corresponding to given values of (a 3 , a 4 ). The length of the vector 
(p 23 =lv 23 I = ~ Y: + Y32 ) corresponds to the value of a 3 and the angle of the vector 
to the Y 3 axis ( 8 23 = atan(Y 3 N 2 ) corresponds to the value of a 4 . Thus, the length 
of the vector (p 23 ) can be mainly used to estimate the value of a 3 and the polar angle 
of the vector (8 23 ) can be mainly used to estimate the value of a 4 However, the 
relationships between p 23 and a 3 are different for the different cases. The 
relationships between 8 23 and a 4 are also different for the different cases. These can 
illustrate the difference of the measurement accuracy between the different cases. 
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Figure 9-16 Different values (a 3 , a 4 ) correspond to different values (Y 2 , Y 3 ) 
Figure 9-17 shows the relationships between p 23 and a 3 in the different cases in the 
situation where a~> a 2 and a 5 equal zero; lm equal 200 and a 4 =0. It was found 
through Figure 9-17 that Case 6-6(D) has the highest measurement accuracy of a 3 . 
Case 8-8 has the second highest measurement accuracy of a 3 . Case 3-3 has the lowest 
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measurement accuracy of a 3 . Case 6-6 is better than Case 3-3 but worse than case 6-
6(D) and Case 8-8. 
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Figure 9-17 The relationships between p 23 and a 3 for different cases 
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Figure 9-18 The relationships between 8 !> and a 4 for different cases 
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Figure 9-18 shows the relationships between 9 ~3 and a 4 in the different cases in the 
situation where a 1 , a :! and a 5 equal zero; /m equal 200 and a 3 = n/4. It was found 
through F~gure 9-18 that if there is a difference in the value of 9 13 , there will be 
al most the same difference in the value of a 4 • Hence the measurement accuracy of 
a 4 for the different cases are almost the same. It should be noted that if a 4 has a 
change of 2n, 9 ~3 will also have a change of 2n. Hence, if the wave of the 
relationship curve in Figure 9-18 is smaller, the measurement accuracy of a 4 in the 
whole value range of a 4 are more even. Consequently, the minimum measurement 
accuracy in the whole range will be higher. Therefore, Case 8-8 has highest 
measurement accuracy in the whole value range of a~ . 
Accuracy analysis f or the measurements of a 3 and a~ using the basic relationship 
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Because the -values of (a 3 , a 4 ) not only depend on the values of (Y 2 , Y 3 ) but also 
depend on-the-values -of (Y 4 , Y 5 ), accuracy analysis for the measurements of a 3 and 
a 4 by using-the basic relationship (Y 4 , Y 5 )-(a3 , a 4 ) is necessary. 
Figure 9-19 shows different values of ( a 3 , a 4 ) corresponding to different values of 
(Y 4 , Y 5 ) where a~> a 2 and a 5equal zero, and/m equal200. 
As in the previous discussion for the basic relationship of (Y 2 , Y 3 )-to-( a 3 , a 4 ) there 
is a vector ( v 45 ) from the origin of the plane Y 2 - Y 3 to any given point corresponding 
to given values of (a 3 , a 4 ). The length of the vector (p 45 =Jv 45 1 =.JY~ + Y 52 ) 
corresponds to the value of a 3 and the angle of the vector to the Y 3 axis 
' 
( B 45 = atan(Y 5 N 4 ) -corresponds to the value of a 4 . Thus length of the vector {p 45 ) 
can be mainly used to estimate the value of a 3 and the polar angle of the vector (8 45 ) 
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Figure 9-20 the relationships between p 45 and a 3 indifferent cases 
can be mainly used to estimate the value of a 4 However, the relationships between 
p 45 and a 3 are different for the different cases. The relationships between 8 45 and 
a 4 are also different for -the different cases. These can- illustrate the difference -of the 
measurement accuracy between the different cases. 
Figure 9-20 shows the relationships between p 45 and a 3 in the different cases, in the 
situation where a~> a 2 and a 5 equal zero; lm equal 200. Figure 9-20(a) is for the 
situation a 4 =0. Figure 9-20(b) is for the situation a 4 =rc/2. It was found that for 
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different values of a 4 , the measurement accuracy of a 3 in different cases are 
different. When a 4 =0, the rank of the measurement accuracy of a 3 ·from high to low 
is Case6-6(D), Case3-3, Case6-6 and Case8-8. When a 4 = n/2;, the rank ·of the 
measurement accuracy of a 3 from high to low is Case3-3, Case6-6(D), Case6-6 and 
Case8-8. 
Figure 9-21 shows the relationships between 8 45 and a 4 in the different cases in the 
situation where a 1 , a 2 and a 5 equal zero; lm equals 200. Figure 9-2l(a) is fili the 
situation a 3 = n/4. Figure 9-20(b) is for the situation a 3 = n/12. It should be noted that 
if a 4 ·has achangeof2n, 8 45 ·will·also have a change of2n. Hence, if the waveofthe 
relationship curve in Figure 9-21 is smaller, the measurement accuracy of a 4 in the 
whole value range of a 4 are more even. Consequently, the minimum ·measurement 
accuracy in the whole range will be higher. Therefore, two conclusions were obtained. 
• The highest measurement accuracy of a 4 is Case8-8. The lowest 
the s~uation vmere-a 3:Jtl4 
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Figure 9-21 the relationships between 8 45 and a 4 indifferent cases 
measurement accuracy of a 4 is Case6-6(D). Case6-6 and Case3-3 are located 
in the middle. 
• ·When -a 3 becomes smaller; the measurement accuracy of a 4 for the different 
cases will approach the same value. 
Through the above analysis, it was shown that the measurement accuracy is different 
for the different cases and different situations. Therefore, during the period of 
designing a parallel mechanism for a positioning system, identification of the 
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application situations and analysis for the corresponding measurement accuracy are 
required. 
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Chapter 10 
Summary of Part 11 
The forward displacement problem for a 6-6 parallel mechanism was discussed in Part 
II. The target of this project is to improve accuracy of a positioning system, for 
stepwise robots, using parallel mechanisms, Not only a solution for the forward 
displacement problem is needed but also the accuracy of the solution needs to be 
determined. In Part II, the PCA based approach was introduced to analyse the 
relationship between the six link-lengths and the position and orientation of the top 
platform. Consequently, a numerical algorithm based on the result of the relationship 
analysis was given. The results of the computing simulation showed that the 
proposed system has very high accuracy. 
The technical key to the PCA based approach is the transformation from the six link-
lengths to the six principal components. This transformation directly comes from the 
result of PCA, which depends upon sample data. Because of the complexity of the 
parallel mechanism1 any one or two linkages cannot express any part of the position 
and orientation of the platform. However, if the transformation from the six link-
lengths to the six principal components is successful, every principal component can 
more easily express one part of the position and orientation of the platform. In this 
project, the transformation is successful, so that the relationship between the principal 
components and the position variables of the platform was identified. The success of 
this transformation not only makes the analysis for the particular parallel mechanism 
discussed in Section 2.3 possible but also benefits the same analysis for different 
mechanisms. In Section 9.2, for example, the transformations from the link-lengths to 
the principal components for different mechanisms were successfully obtained, by 
simply following the set procedures and sample rules. 
The PCA based approach is a statistical approach. The results . of the PCA based 
analysis depend on the sample data. Hence, the relationship identified by the PCA 
based approach is true in a certain range in which the sample data is valid.· The 
discussions in Section 2.3 showed that when one of the six position variables varies 
and the other five are fixed, the varied variable can be determined by one or two 
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principal components. For example, lm can be determined by Y . Also, a can be 
determined by (Y , Y ) or (Y , Y ). In this situation, the quantity relationships 
between the position variables and the principal components can be determined. 
Based on this situation, if the five fixed variables are changed, the quantity 
relationship between the varied variable and the principal or principals will be 
changed. However, if the five fixed position variables are changed in the range 
discussed in Section 2.3, the quality relationship between the varied variable and the 
principal or principals will not be changed. That is, if the quantity relationsh•p is 
viewed as a function, the properties of the function will not be changed. That is, the 
function is a Single-variable, Increasing and Continuous function in any situation. It 
should be noted that if the five fixed position variables are changed in the whole 
solution range discussed in Section 9.1, the quality relationship between the varied 
variable and the principal or principals will also be changed. 
The PCA based approach can be used to investigate the different properties of the 
relationship between the linkages and the position variables in different solution 
ranges. This is one of the advantages of this approach. Because of this advantage, the 
searching paths in the numerical algorithm for the forward displacement problem can 
be optimised in a certain solution range. The measurement accuracy for any given 
position variable of the parallel mechanism can also be analysed in a certain solution 
range. Consequently, the assembly configuration of a- parallel mechanism can be 
optimised, and/or what sensors are needed to improve the accuracy of the positioning 
system can be identified. 
The numerical algorithm given m Chapter 8· is based- on- the· quality relationship 
between the linkage and the position variables. The simulation results of the 
numerical algorithm given in Chapter 8 showed the advantages of parallel mechanism 
based approach for positioning systems. The algorithm is still not optimised, but the 
computing performance was very good. This shows the potential for industrial 
application of this positioning technique. Since the PCA based numerical algorithm is 
based on the result of the relationship analysis for a particular parallel mechanism, the 
numerical algorithm can be significantly optimised after the further analyses and 
assembly configuration optimisation for the parallel mechanism. 
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The parallel mechanism based positioning approach with the PCA based analysis 
methodology takes shape of a new positioning technique for stepwise robots. This 
technique is based on the signals of the lengths of the linkages but does not exclude 
uses of other signals from other sensors in a real industrial application. Any sensor 
may be added into the parallel mechanism based positioning system, as long as the 
results of the PCA based analysis show the use of the added sensor can improve the 
accuracy. In summary, a new positioning technique has been proposed and shows its 
advantages, but in this area, further work is also needed. 
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-c-ba_pter 11 
Conclusions and Further Research Problems 
11.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, positioning technology for stepwise underground robots was discussed. 
This is a theoretical preparatory work for industrial application of underground 
robotic positioning systems. During the research, Durham University stepwise robots 
were used as real case study. 
Because of lack of research on underground robotic positioning, some fundamental 
issues were discussed in the first chapters of this thesis. Underground environment 
highly constrains the use of existing position measurement technologies. The main 
constraint is that only relative position measurement techniques are available for 
underground robot. Consequently, whether the accuracy of positioning systems for 
underground robots can meet application requirements becomes problematic. To 
answer this question, two-dimensional error model, exact and statistical models, were 
given in this thesis, which are also suitable for three-dimensional cases. These models 
show that:-
• Angular measurement errors are the dominant error sources for the positioning 
system. Comparing with the dominant error, Step-length measurement errors can 
be ignored. 
• Theoretically, existing sensors and measurement technologies cannot ensure 
satisfactory long-term (1000 meters or longer travel distance) positioning 
accuracy for industrial applications because ofthe accumulation of the orientation 
errors. However, if the angular measurement errors are random error and the 
means of the errors are zero, under very high confidence, such as 99.9%, 
positioning systems can provide high long-term accuracy. This makes 
improvement of long-term positioning accuracy for industrial applications 
possible. The exact and estimate error models given tin this thesis are very 
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helpful to judge the feasibility of a particular accuracy requirement for a 
positioning system. 
Based on the fundamental discussions, it was known that improvement of angular 
measurement accuracy is the most important for improving long-term positioning 
accuracy. Consequently, parallel linkage mechanism based approach for a positioning 
system was proposed. The aim of this proposal is to improve angular measurement 
accuracy. In fact, this proposal is an approach to improve the measurement accuracy 
by choosing an assembly configuration of parallel linkage mechanism. This approach 
is suitable for underground robots working in narrow space. The simulation of a real 
case study shown that the combination of six linear sensors, which have normal 
measurement accuracy (errors < lmm), can provide very high angular measurement 
accuracy (<0.006 radians) in most situations and normal accuracy (<0.01 radians) in 
very few situations. Considering the accumulation of orientation error, which was 
discussed in this thesis, this property of the parallel linkage mechanism can be used to 
improve long-term positioning accuracy. 
To design and improve a parallel linkage mechanism based positioning sy..stem, 
investigating the accuracy for different assembly configurations is also very 
important. The PCA based analysis method was shown its advantage in this aspect. 
The PCA based analysis method can also be used to investigate the characteristics of 
the solution, such as multiple-solutions. Therefore, the methodology in this thesis 
provides a new approach to investigate parallel linkage mechanisms. The procedure 
and the results of the PCA based analysis shown in this thesis can be referred by other 
researchers of parallel linkage mechanism. 
11.2 Further Research Problems 
In this research, a parallel mechanism based approach to improve accuracy of a 
positioning system for stepwise robots has been proposed. In addition, the PCA based 
approach to solve the problems of forward displacement has been proposed and shows 
its advantages in terms of accuracy analysis and the computational performance~ The 
result of this research has shown to be of potential commercial value for industrial 
applications. However, some further research is required before applying this study to 
real industrial applications, which are listed as follows: 
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• Experiment based research for the parallel mechanism based approach is 
required to compare with the theoretical analysis. In this research, computer 
simulation has shown very good results for the proposed approach .. The 
simulation results need to be verified by experimental results. Experimental 
research may find new problems in manufacture and operation. This is: very 
important for industrial application. Experimental result& may also provide 
further problems for future theoretical research. 
• Analysis for the relationship between the linkages and the position and 
orientation of the platform is required. to extend to the whole solution range. In 
this project, the solution_ range for the forward displacement problem_ o[ the 6-6 
parallel mechanism was identified, based on. a particular_ robotic application. 
The extension analysis can enhance the understanding of the. propertie& of the 
parallel mechanism. It will not only benefit the . further . research_ .for the 
positioning system using parallel mechanisms but also benefit other research on 
parallel mechanisms. Some preparatory work was donein_Section 9.1,-in this 
thesis. 
• Comparison analysis of measurement accuracy for different assembly 
configurations of parallel mechanisms is very important for the design.;of a 
parallel mechanism based. positioning system This comparison...analy~ can 
provide the accuracy for using different mechanisms and in different .solution 
ranges. Because the paralleL mechanism. based approach is an. approach to 
improve the accuracy by improving structure rather than improving precision of 
individual sensors,. acomparison analysis techniqne.i&ofa.critical..~e in 
this approach. 
• The PCA based numerical algorithm has great potential to be improved. If the 
PCA based analysis can identify the relationships between the linkages and the 
position and the orientation_ of the platform in more detail,. the solution 
searching paths can be significantly improved. 
• The parallel mechanism based solution for positioning system provides more 
space for the use of redundant sensors. This. can improve .. the .. measurement 
accuracy not only by choosing a good assembly configuration in some situation 
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(see Section 9.2), but also by data fusion. Much work in this area remains to be 
done. 
The software development for the PCA based analysis for a parallel mechanism 
is also valuable for further research and industrial applications. The PCA_based 
analysis needs further work__on_ d.ata._ comparison_ In additi~this. work_ n~eds 
knowledge from the PCA approach. If computer software was available! for 
assisting analysis for_ the_ E_CA_ analysis,_ the_ performance__of_the__res~ and 
system design will be significantly improved. 
All above further research problems...can.follow_the_ method~_a.nd_resul:tLof this 
! 
research project. Their potential value is also significant. ' 
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Appendix B 
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TABLEB 
Areas Under the Nonnal Curve 
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